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NOTE 

(i) The fiscal year (FY) of the Government of Cambodia and the Ministry of Health ends 
on 31st December 2020.  

(ii) In this report "$" refers to US dollars. 
 
 
This safeguards monitoring report is a document of the borrower. The views expressed herein do 
not necessarily represent those of ADB's Board of Directors, Management, or staff, and may be 
preliminary in nature. 
 
In preparing any country program or strategy, financing any Project, or by making any designation 
of or reference to a particular territory or geographic area in this document, the Asian Development 
Bank does not intend to make any judgments as to the legal or other status of any territory or area. 
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1. The annual safeguards monitoring report covers the periods from 1st January to 31st 
December 2020 of the Greater Mekong Sub-Region Health Security Project (GMS-HSP). This 
safeguards progress monitoring report has been written as a periodic report for the third annual 
Safeguards Monitoring Report 2020.  
 
2. Safeguards consultant has dealt with the social and environmental issues of the minor 
repair/small building civil work implementations and working together with infection prevention and 
control (IPC) consultant and EGDP consultant. The Government of Cambodia uses the loan to 
finance hardware such as laboratory facilities and infection prevention and control equipment, 
computers, transport vehicles and other auxiliary devices, and uses government resources to 
finance software such as training and workshops and project management.  
 
3. In relation with social safeguards issues, the consultant has produced the due diligence 
report for 27 target hospitals, endorsed by ADB/CARM and uploaded onto the ADB website during 
August 2019. The updated initial environmental examination (IEE) was produced that included 
COVID-19 managing risk and prevention was endorsed by ADB/CARM and uploaded onto ADB 
website.     
 
4. The minor repair/renovation and upgrading of existing laboratory facilities and other buildings 
to serve for the Project/Program complied with safeguards materials, especially for the output 3: 
Laboratory Service and Hospital Infection Prevention Control Improved. 
 
5. From October to early December 2020, safeguards consultant has conducted social and 
environmental safeguards orientations that involved 27 hospital staff and management, totally 148 
trainees, with 30 female trainees (IP provinces with 44 trainees, F: 8, EG: 0).   
 
6. The Indigenous Peoples (IP) is categorized as B. The Project/Program has been designed 
as Indigenous Peoples Plan (IPP), then developed as Ethnic Groups Development Plan (EGDP) in 
accordance with the three outputs of the Project/Program. The EGDP is paralleled with General 
Program/Project of Health Security Project with particular expertise’s responsibilities. 
 
7. EGDP implementation is regularly monitored and reported to ADB as attached with project 
progress report on quarterly basis and integrated with social monitoring report on annually basis. 
 
8. Implementation of EGDP is being on track up to end of 2020. There are 3 actions plus 8 
indicators, among total 13 actions and indicators, have been gradually achieved and keep being 
achieved while 2 remaining indicators related to laboratory and IPC are being rolled out. 
 
9. Data on progress of project implementation is disaggregated by EGs (IPs). 1 
 
10. Progress in 2020 includes capacity development for EGs staff through their participation in 
supervision activities. 74% of supervisions and 27% of outreach activities involved EGs staff. 
 
11. Project has targeted EGs community members, outreach activities in EGs villages in border 
areas as well as consultations and participations have been moving smoothly. Total 169 EGs 
villages among 248 villages participated in supervision and outreach activities. 
 

 
1

 In Cambodia, (1) Ethnic groups development plan means Indigenous peoples plan, (2) Ethnic groups (EGs) means Indigenous 

peoples (IPs) 
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12. Majority of participants reports having known on prevention measures against 
communicable diseases. More than 80% are willing to report to village chief or commune staff or 
health center staff if disease outbreak occurred in their villages. 
13. Improvement on community/household sanitation, drinking boiled water, toilet use, personal 
protection during work in farm and forest areas, health service usage for prevention, care and 
treatment.  

 
 

II. PROJECT OVERVIEW, GENERAL SAFEGUARD MATTERS 

1. Project Overview 

14. Under the GMS economic development program, the Governments of Cambodia, Lao PDR, 
Myanmar and Viet Nam, and the Asian Development Bank (ADB) aim to achieve core capacities for 
the control of emerging infectious diseases (EIDs) and other major public health threats based on 
international standards of the World Health Organization (WHO). A GMS Health Security Project of 
$132 million has been proposed for 2016, with a total of $117 million in loan, $8.0 million in grants 
from ADB’s Special Funds resources, and government counterpart funds of $7.2 million.  The 
Project follows other health projects for communicable diseases control (CDC), Human 
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV), Malaria, and related regional technical assistance. 
 

2. Project Progress 

15. The Project was approved by Asian Development Bank (ADB) on 22nd November 2016 for 
an amount of US$ 21 million from ADB’s concessional loan (COL). The Project cost is US$ 22.8 
million of which US$ 1.8 million is Government of Cambodia financing for counterpart contribution 
in tax, allowance and in-kind contribution. The loan agreement was signed on 14th December 2016 
and became effective on 24th January 2017. 

  
16. The inception ADB review mission was conducted on 23-26 May 2017. The result from the 
review mission the Project revised the Project Administrative Manual (PAM) with approval from ADB 
on 28 July 2017. The Project procurement plan also changed in 2017, the first revision was made 
on 18 August 2017 to include the additional recruitment for national safeguards specialist. The 
Project is recruiting national safeguards specialist to (i) support the implementation of the Project 
environmental plan, and (ii) monitor and report on the environmental safeguard.  
 
17. The civil works implementations for 27 hospitals have started during 2020 and the updated 
IEE/EMP and environmental monitoring checklists have been implemented for minor repairs of 
laboratory facilities and microwave-based medical/healthcare waste management (civil works). The 
following is the civil works descriptions and civil works accomplishments as of 31st Dec 2020: 
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No. Hospital 
Name 

Address/location  Civil Works accomplishments as of 31 Dec 20  

1 Kaoh Thom 
district referral 
hospital (RH) 

Prek Thmei village and 
commune, Kaoh Thom 
district, Kandal province 

The civil works under the project/program included 
the construction of small building with size of 
(7mx7m) for microwave-based waste 
management (integrated biomedical waste 
treatment and disposal) and minor repair of the 
existing laboratory facility within the existing 
building. The progress of civil works were satisfied 
with implementation of updated EMP in IEE. The 
civil works were completed and the sites have 
been cleaned up to pre-project status. There was 
no complaint during civil works implementation.    

2 Angkor Chey 
RH 

Pou village, Phnum Kong 
commune, Angkor chey 
district , Kampot province 

The civil works under the project/program included 
the construction of small building with size of 
(7mx7m) for microwave-based waste 
management (integrated biomedical waste 
treatment and disposal). Notably progress of civil 
works was satisfied with implementation of 
updated EMP in IEE. The civil works was 
completed and the site has been cleaned up to pre-
project status. There was no complaint during civil 
works implementation. 
 
Minor repair of the existing laboratory facility within 
the existing building is ongoing, 90% 
accomplishment of civil works. It has been 
implementing the updated EMP in IEE so far. 
There was no complaint during civil works 
implementation so far. 

3 Kampong. 
Trach RH 

Kampong Trach Ti Mouy 
village, Kampong Trach 
khang Lech, Kampong 
trach district, Kampot 
province 

The civil works under the project/program included 
the construction of small building with size of 
(7mx7m) for microwave-based waste 
management (integrated biomedical waste 
treatment and disposal) and minor repair of the 
existing laboratory facility within the existing 
building. The progress of civil works were satisfied 
with implementation of updated EMP in IEE. The 
civil works were completed and the sites have 
been cleaned up to pre-project status. There was 
no complaint during civil works implementation. 

4 Kampot 
Provincial 
referral 
hospital 
(PRH): 

Kampong Bay Khang 
Tboung village, Sangkat 
Kampong Bay, Kampot 
City, Kampot Province- 

The civil works under the project/program included 
the construction of small building with size of 
(7mx7m) for microwave-based waste 
management (integrated biomedical waste 
treatment and disposal) and refurbishing 
Lab/replaced air-conditionners. Notable progress 
of civil works have been made and they were 
satisfied with implementation of updated EMP in 
IEE. The civil works were completed and the sites 
have been cleaned up to pre-project level. There 
was no complaint during civil works 
implementation. 
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No. Hospital 
Name 

Address/location  Civil Works accomplishments as of 31 Dec 20  

5 Chhuk RH: Krasang Village, Chhuk 
commune, Chhuk District, 
Kampot Province 

The civil works under the project/program included 
the construction of small building with size of 
(7mx7m) for microwave-based waste 
management (integrated biomedical waste 
treatment and disposal) and minor repair of the 
existing laboratory facility within the existing 
building. The progress of civil works were satisfied 
with implementation of updated EMP in IEE. The 
civil works were completed and the sites have 
been cleaned up to pre-project status. There was 
no complaint during civil works implementation. 

6 RH Pea Reang 
RH 

Snay Pul village, Roka 
commune, Pea Reang 
district, Prey Veng 
province 

The civil works under the project/program included 
the construction of small building with size of 
(7mx7m) for microwave-based waste 
management (integrated biomedical waste 
treatment and disposal) and minor repair of the 
existing laboratory facility within the existing 
building. The progress of civil works were satisfied 
with implementation of updated EMP in IEE. The 
civil works were completed and the sites have 
been cleaned up to pre-project status. There was 
no complaint during civil works implementation. 

7 Prey Veng 
PRH 

Phum Bei village, Sangkat 
Kampong Leav, Prey 
Veng municipality and 
province 

The civil works under the project/program included 
the construction of small building with size of 
(7mx7m) for microwave-based waste 
management (integrated biomedical waste 
treatment and disposal) and minor repair of the 
existing laboratory facility within the existing 
building. The progress of civil works were satisfied 
with implementation of updated EMP in IEE. The 
civil works were completed and the sites have 
been cleaned up to pre-project status. There was 
no complaint during civil works implementation. 

8 Preah Sdach 
RH 

Krasang Tung village, 
Angkor Reach commune, 
Preah Sdach district, Prey 
Veng province 

The civil works under the project/program included 
the construction of small building with size of 
(7mx7m) for microwave-based waste 
management (integrated biomedical waste 
treatment and disposal) and refurbishing 
Lab/replaced air-conditionners. Notable progress 
of civil works have been made and they were 
satisfied with implementation of updated EMP in 
IEE. The civil works were completed and the sites 
have been cleaned up to pre-project level. There 
was no complaint during civil works 
implementation. 
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No. Hospital 
Name 

Address/location  Civil Works accomplishments as of 31 Dec 20  

9 Kampong 
Trabaek RH 

Cham Bak village, Prasat 
commune, Kampong 
Trabaek district, Prey 
Veng province 

The civil works under the project/program included 
the construction of small building with size of 
(7mx7m) for microwave-based waste 
management (integrated biomedical waste 
treatment and disposal) and minor repair of the 
existing laboratory facility within the existing 
building. The progress of civil works were satisfied 
with implementation of updated EMP in IEE. The 
civil works were completed and the sites have 
been cleaned up to pre-project status. There was 
no complaint during civil works implementation. 

10 Svay Rieng 
PRH 

Srah Vong village, 
Sangkat Svay Rieng, Svay 
Rieng municipality and 
province 

The civil works under the project/program included 
the construction of small building with size of 
(7mx7m) for microwave-based waste 
management (integrated biomedical waste 
treatment and disposal) and refurbishing 
Lab/replaced air-conditionners. Notable progress 
of civil works have been made and they were 
satisfied with implementation of updated EMP in 
IEE. The civil works were completed and the sites 
have been cleaned up to pre-project level. There 
was no complaint during civil works 
implementation. 

11 Chi Phu RH Chrey Thom village, 
Sangkat Prey Angkonh, 
Bavet municipality, Svay 
Rieng province 

The civil works under the project/program included 
the construction of small building with size of 
(7mx7m) for microwave-based waste 
management (integrated biomedical waste 
treatment and disposal) and minor repair of the 
existing laboratory facility within the existing 
building. The progress of civil works were satisfied 
with implementation of updated EMP in IEE. The 
civil works were completed and the sites have 
been cleaned up to pre-project status. There was 
no complaint during civil works implementation. 

12 Ponhea Krek 
RH: 

Pou Srok village, Koang 
Kang commune, Ponhea 
Krek district, Tboung 
Khmum province 

The civil works under the project/program included 
the construction of small building with size of 
(7mx7m) for microwave-based waste 
management (integrated biomedical waste 
treatment and disposal) and minor repair of the 
existing laboratory facility within the existing 
building. The progress of civil works were satisfied 
with implementation of updated EMP in IEE. The 
civil works were completed and the sites have 
been cleaned up to pre-project status. There was 
no complaint during civil works implementation. 
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No. Hospital 
Name 

Address/location  Civil Works accomplishments as of 31 Dec 20  

13 Memot RH Tboung Wat village, 
Memot commune and 
district, Tboung Khmum 
province 

The civil works under the project/program included 
the construction of small building with size of 
(7mx7m) for microwave-based waste 
management (integrated biomedical waste 
treatment and disposal) and minor repair of the 
existing laboratory facility within the existing 
building. The progress of civil works were satisfied 
with implementation of updated EMP in IEE. The 
civil works were completed and the sites have 
been cleaned up to pre-project status. There was 
no complaint during civil works implementation. 

14 NSHN Tboung 
Khmum PRH 

Soung Leach village, 
Sangkat Soung, Soung 
municipality and Tboung 
Khmum province 

The civil works under the project/program included 
the construction of small building with size of 
(7mx7m) for microwave-based waste 
management (integrated biomedical waste 
treatment and disposal) and minor repair of the 
existing laboratory facility within the existing 
building. The progress of civil works were satisfied 
with implementation of updated EMP in IEE. The 
civil works were completed and the sites have 
been cleaned up to pre-project status. There was 
no complaint during civil works implementation. 

15 Kratie PRH 

 

Kracheh village, Sangkat 
Kracheh and Kracheh 
municipality, Kratie 
province 

The civil works under the project/program included 
the construction of small building with size of 
(7mx7m) for microwave-based waste 
management (integrated biomedical waste 
treatment and disposal). Notably progress of civil 
works was satisfied with implementation of 
updated EMP in IEE. The civil works was 
completed and the site has been cleaned up to pre-
project status. There was no complaint during civil 
works implementation. 
 
Minor repair of the existing laboratory facility within 
the existing building is ongoing, 15% 
accomplishment of civil works. It has been 
implementing the updated EMP in IEE so far. 
There was no complaint during civil works 
implementation so far. 

16 Snoul RH: Kbal Snoul village, Snoul 
commune and district, 
Kratie province 

The civil works under the project/program included 
the construction of small building with size of 
(7mx7m) for microwave-based waste 
management (integrated biomedical waste 
treatment and disposal) and minor repair of the 
existing laboratory facility within the existing 
building. The progress of civil works were satisfied 
with implementation of updated EMP in IEE. The 
civil works were completed and the sites have 
been cleaned up to pre-project status. There was 
no complaint during civil works implementation. 
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No. Hospital 
Name 

Address/location  Civil Works accomplishments as of 31 Dec 20  

17 Mondulkiri 
PRH: 

Cham Bak village, 
Sangkat Spean Mean 
Chey, Senmonorom 
municipality, Mondulkiri 
province 

The civil works under the project/program included 
the construction of small building with size of 
(7mx7m) for microwave-based waste 
management (integrated biomedical waste 
treatment and disposal). Notably progress of civil 
works was satisfied with implementation of 
updated EMP in IEE. The civil works was 
completed and the site has been cleaned up to pre-
project status. There was no complaint during civil 
works implementations. 
 
Minor repair of the existing laboratory facility within 
the existing building is ongoing, 20% 
accomplishment of civil works. It has been 
implementing the updated EMP in IEE so far. 
There was no complaint during civil works 
implementation so far. 

18 Ratanakiri 
PRH 

Boeng Kanseng village, 
Sangkat Boeng Kanseng, 
Krong Banlung, Ratanakiri 
province 

The civil works under the project/program included 
the construction of small building with size of 
(7mx7m) for microwave-based waste 
management (integrated biomedical waste 
treatment and disposal). Notably progress of civil 
works was satisfied with implementation of 
updated EMP in IEE. The civil works was 
completed and the site has been cleaned up to pre-
project status. There was no complaint during civil 
works implementation. 
 
Minor repair of the existing laboratory facility within 
the existing building is ongoing, 80% 
accomplishment of civil works. It has been 
implementing the updated EMP in IEE so far. 
There was no complaint during civil works 
implementation so far. 

19 Stung Treng 
PRH 

Prek village, Sangkat 
Stung Treng, Stung Treng 
municipality, Stung Treng 
province 

The civil works under the project/program included 
the construction of small building with size of 
(7mx7m) for microwave-based waste 
management (integrated biomedical waste 
treatment and disposal) and refurbishing 
Lab/replaced air-conditionners. Notable progress 
of civil works have been made and they were 
satisfied with implementation of updated EMP in 
IEE. The civil works were completed and the sites 
have been cleaned up to pre-project level. There 
was no complaint during civil works 
implementation. 
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No. Hospital 
Name 

Address/location  Civil Works accomplishments as of 31 Dec 20  

20 16 Makara 
PRH 

Andoung Pou village, 
Sangkat Kampong 
Pranak, Preah Vihear 
municipality and province 

The civil works under the project/program included 
the construction of small building with size of 
(7mx7m) for microwave-based waste 
management (integrated biomedical waste 
treatment and disposal) and refurbishing 
Lab/replaced air-conditionners. Notable progress 
of civil works have been made and they were 
satisfied with implementation of updated EMP in 
IEE. The civil works were completed and the sites 
have been cleaned up to pre-project level. There 
was no complaint during civil works 
implementation. 

21 Battambang 
PRH 

Prek Moha Tep village, 
Sangkat Svay Pao, 
Battambang municipality 
and province 

The civil works under the project/program included 
the construction of small building with size of 
(7mx7m) for microwave-based waste 
management (integrated biomedical waste 
treatment and disposal) and refurbishing 
Lab/replaced air-conditionners. Notable progress 
of civil works have been made and they were 
satisfied with implementation of updated EMP in 
IEE. The civil works were completed and the sites 
have been cleaned up to pre-project level. There 
was no complaint during civil works 
implementation. 

22 Pailin PRH: Phum Wat village, 
Sangkat Pailin, Krong 
Pailin and Pailin province 

The civil works under the project/program included 
the construction of small building with size of 
(7mx7m) for microwave-based waste 
management (integrated biomedical waste 
treatment and disposal) and refurbishing 
Lab/replaced air-conditionners. Notable progress 
of civil works have been made and they were 
satisfied with implementation of updated EMP in 
IEE. The civil works were completed and the sites 
have been cleaned up to pre-project level. There 
was no complaint during civil works 
implementation. 

23 Sampao Lun 
RH 

Tasda village and 
commune, Sampao Lun 
district, Battambang 
province 

The civil works under the project/program included 
the construction of small building with size of 
(7mx7m) for microwave-based waste 
management (integrated biomedical waste 
treatment and disposal). Notably progress of civil 
works was satisfied with implementation of 
updated EMP in IEE. The civil works was 
completed and the site has been cleaned up to pre-
project status. There was no complaint during civil 
works implementation. 
 
Minor repair of the existing laboratory facility within 
the existing building is ongoing, 80% 
accomplishment of civil works. It has been 
implementing the updated EMP in IEE so far. 
There was no complaint during civil works 
implementation so far. 
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No. Hospital 
Name 

Address/location  Civil Works accomplishments as of 31 Dec 20  

24 Poipet RH Prochea Thorm 
village,Sangkat Phsa 
Kandal, Poipet 
municipality, Banteay 
Meanchey province 

The civil works under the project/program included 
the construction of small building with size of 
(7mx7m) for microwave-based waste 
management (integrated biomedical waste 
treatment and disposal). Notably progress of civil 
works was satisfied with implementation of 
updated EMP in IEE. The civil works was 
completed and the site has been cleaned up to pre-
project status. There was no complaint during civil 
works implementation. 
 
Minor repair of the existing laboratory facility within 
the existing building is ongoing, 80% 
accomplishment of civil works. It has been 
implementing the updated EMP in IEE so far. 
There was no complaint during civil works 
implementation so far. 

25 Thma Pouk 
RH 

Kak Sen village, Thma 
Pouk commune and 
district, Banteay 
Meanchey province 

The civil works under the project/program included 
the construction of small building with size of 
(7mx7m) for microwave-based waste 
management (integrated biomedical waste 
treatment and disposal). Notably progress of civil 
works was satisfied with implementation of 
updated EMP in IEE. The civil works was 
completed and the site has been cleaned up to pre-
project status. There was no complaint during civil 
works implementation. 
 
Minor repair of the existing laboratory facility within 
the existing building is ongoing, 90% 
accomplishment of civil works. It has been 
implementing the updated EMP in IEE so far. 
There was no complaint during civil works 
implementation so far. 

26 CJFH PRH-
BMC 

Koh Keo village, Ruessey 
Kroak commune, Mongkul 
Borey district, Banteay 
Meanchey province 

The civil works under the project/program included 
the construction of small building with size of 
(7mx7m) for microwave-based waste 
management (integrated biomedical waste 
treatment and disposal). Notably progress of civil 
works was satisfied with implementation of 
updated EMP in IEE. The civil works was 
completed and the site has been cleaned up to pre-
project status. There was no complaint during civil 
works implementation. 
 
Minor repair of the existing laboratory facility within 
the existing building is ongoing, 90% 
accomplishment of civil works. It has been 
implementing the updated EMP in IEE so far. 
There was no complaint during civil works 
implementation so far. 
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No. Hospital 
Name 

Address/location  Civil Works accomplishments as of 31 Dec 20  

27 Moung 
Ruessey RH 

Moung village and 
commune, Moung district, 
Battambang province 

The civil works under the project/program included 
the construction of small building with size of 
(7mx7m) for microwave-based waste 
management (integrated biomedical waste 
treatment and disposal) and minor repair of the 
existing laboratory facility within the existing 
building. The progress of civil works were satisfied 
with implementation of updated EMP in IEE. The 
civil works were completed and the sites have 
been cleaned up to pre-project status. There was 
no complaint during civil works implementation. 

 
 

Table 1: Project Overview, Snapshot of Project Progress 

Project Number:  
 
Title: 

 48118-002 
  
GREATER MEKONG SUBREGION, HEALTH SECURITY PROJECT (HSP) 

Safeguards Category 

Environment B  

Indigenous Peoples B-beneficial  

Involuntary 
Resettlement 

C 

Reporting period: January to December 2020 

Last report date: December 2019 

Key sub-project 
activities since last 
report: 

-The safeguards specialist conducted field visits and assessed the 27 target 
hospitals in terms of social and environmental safeguards issues and 
produced social safeguards documents, the social and resettlement due 
diligence report and updated the IEE that was attached to bidding documents 
for civil work implementation. 
-Prepared safeguards materials included grievance redress mechanism and 
environmental management mitigations to training to involved staff (IPC focal 
persons) for the 27 target hospitals. 
- Conducted orientation/capacity building about safeguards to involved staff of 
27 target hospitals.    

Report prepared by: 
Community development and IP/EG specialist, Safeguards specialist and IPC 
specialist 

 
3. Safeguards Plans Implementation Arrangements 

18. The MOH is tasked to assigning safeguards officer to direct, manage and be responsible for 
(i) inclusion of updated EMP attached to bidding documents and other applicable contracts; (ii) 
implementation of updated EMP and Environmental Monitoring Plan (EMoP) during renovations, 
operations and maintenance activities in the target hospitals; (iii) review and monitoring of the 
Occupational Health and Safety Plan (OHSP) and Community Health and Safety Plan (CHSP), 
including COVID-19 managing risk and prevention; and (iv) submission of annual safeguards 
monitoring reports to ADB. The following table is delineated the agencies and their responsibilities: 
 

Table-2: Agency’s Responsibility and Safeguards Implementation arrangement 

Agency Responsibility  

Ministry of Health (MOH) Executing Agency 
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 Ensure that sufficient funds are available to properly implement 
the EMP 

 Ensure that project implementation complies with the provisions 
of the EMP, ADB SPS 2009, applicable environmental policies 
and guidelines 

Department of Health, provincial 
Department of Health. 

Implementing agency  
 Responsible for implementation of updated EMP and EMoP and 

other requirements  
 Appoint a Safeguards Officer from the Department of Health 

Safeguards Officer  The assigned safeguards officer has the following 
responsibilities: (i) inclusion of EMP to bidding documents and 
other applicable contracts; (ii) implementation of updated EMP 
and EMoP during renovation, operation and maintenance 
activities in hospitals; (iii) review and monitor the OHSP and 
CHSP; and (iv) submission of annual monitoring reports to ADB.   

Contractor/subcontractors   Provide sufficient funding and human resources for the 
implementation of updated EMP 

 Ensure proper and timely implementation of the mitigation 
measure during the construction phase of the project. 

 Submit and implement OHS and CHS plans to Department of 
Health 

 Implement additional environmental mitigation measures, as 
necessary  

Source: Summary of Agency’s responsibility 
 

4. Updated EMP and DDR, Incorporation of Safeguards Requirements into Project 
Contractual Arrangements 

19. The safeguards documents produced for proceeding of civil works implementations are: 
    

 Updated Initial Environment Examination (IEE) including Environmental Management Plan 
(EMP) for renovations of laboratory facilities and microwave-based healthcare waste 
management in the target twenty-seven (27) hospitals.  

 Environmental Monitoring checklist; 
 Social Due Diligence Report- social resettlement issue; and  
 Produced safeguards materials, conducting capacity building for involved hospitals staff and 

management, included environmental safeguards, resettlement safeguards, Indigenous 
peoples plan for the Project/program.   

 
III. ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE MONITORING 

5. Status of EMP implementation (Mitigation Measures) 

20. The EMP has been updated and attached to bidding documents. The following table shows 
the EMP to implement during minor repairs of laboratory buildings and other buildings:   
 

Table 3: EMP Requirements (Environmental Performance)- at Construction stage 

EMP 
Requirements 

Compliance Status 

(Yes, No, Partial) 

Comment or Reasons 
for Non-Compliance 

Issues for 
Further Action 

 Construction Stage   
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Dust and 
emissions 
generation 

Use wet rags and vacuum cleaners for 
dust suppression -Yes 

 

Contain and minimize of work areas -Yes 
 

Ensure construction equipment and 
vehicles are maintained in good condition 
-N/A 

 

Utilize temporary protective curtains on 
existing facilities and equipment -Yes  

Emissions from the labs will be collected 
and treated to ensure the compliance 
with relevant environmental standards -
Yes 

Done None  

Noise 
generation 

Proper maintenance of tools and 
equipment -Yes 

 

Limit noisy construction activities to day 
time hours/earnest patient rooms -Yes  

 

Install noise dampers - N/A 
 

Notify affected rooms of schedule and 
duration -Yes 

 

Ensure noise levels are within stipulated 
(national) requirements for 
hospitals/[indoor ward room dB(A)=30] -
Yes  

Done None 

Surface water and 
groundwater 
quality 

Store chemicals in secure area, with 
concrete floor and weatherproof roof -
Yes  

Prepare temporary drain containment or 
basins -Yes 

Keep left-over scrap materials in 
locations removed from the drainage 
ways -Yes 

Use prescribed O&M standards for the 
labs -Yes 

 Done   None 

Soil contamination Installing equipment and minor 
reparations will not create soil 
contamination. In any case the supplier 
and contractor will ensure that an 
impermeable barrier between the 
working surfaces and the soil are used to 
avoid contamination during the works. 
The solid and liquid waste will be 
managed, stored and disposed of 
according to the relevant national 
guidelines. -Yes   

 

Done  None 
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Risks to public 
and worker health 
and safety 

Adopt and ensure that the hospitals 
health and safety guidelines are 
established and practiced -Yes 

  

Wear and be trained on personal safety 
equipment -Yes 

 

Appropriate first aid measures are 
available on site and emergency contact 
numbers are clearly displayed on sites 
including emergency evaluation 
procedures and maps. -Yes  

Done None 

Increase in illness 
due to 
environmental 
pollution 

Adopt and ensure that the hospitals 
health and safety guidelines are 
established and practiced - Yes 

Done 

 

None 

Accidents and 
Injury 

Adopt and ensure that the hospitals 
health and safety guidelines are 
established and practiced-Yes 

 
Done 

 

COVID-19 
managing risk and 
prevention 

Follow and implement MOH guideline 
and WHO public health and social 
measures in the workplace in the context 
of COVID-19 managing risk and 
prevention:  

- Face mask provision -Yes 

-Hand hygiene- sanitized alcohol/jelly -
Yes  

-Respiratory hygiene -Yes 

-Physical distancing - Yes 

-Temperature check and testing (if any) -
Yes 

  

Done  Continue 
implementing so 
far and for further 
civil works 

MOE = Ministry of Environment, MOH = Ministry of Health, SWM = solid waste 
management. Source: Asian Development Bank. 

 
IV. INVOLUNTARY RESETTLEMENT PERFORMANCE MONITORING 

21. The Involuntary resettlement (IR) categorization for this Project is categorized as C, thus 
there is no resettlement plan to be prepared. The project is not involved in land acquisition or 
involuntary resettlement as confirmed by the Due Diligence Report (DDR) for the 27 target hospitals, 
August 2019. The DDR has endorsed by ADB/CARM during August 2019. The premises of 27 RH 
hospitals are enclosed by fencing that deem them as state-owned land. There are no informal or 
squatter settlements inside these campuses. There are non-titled residents or vendors inside these 
premises. Thorough assessment also indicated that, there is no indigenous peoples residing within 
Referral Hospitals’ campuses and its surroundings.  
 
 

V. ETHNIC GROUPS DEVELOPMENT PLAN PERFORMANCE MONITORING 

22. The project has designed Indigenous Peoples Plan (IPP) in 2016 in accordance with the 
three outputs of the Project. The IPP has been updated to be Ethnic Groups Development Plan 
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(EGDP) in 20182 to detail specific activities for implementation and support the original IPP. The 
monitoring, reporting and evaluation of EGDP follows the overall project monitoring, reporting and 
evaluation arrangements. PMU and PHDs, collect data and information under consultation with 
beneficiaries to support indicators in EGDP. Project Management Unit (PMU) prepare 
comprehensive quarterly reports based on agreed indicators and submitted to ADB within the next 
quarter. Progress in implementing EGDP has been also integrated with environment in Social 
Monitoring reports for Annual report 2018, Semester 1-2019 and Annual report 2019 which were 
disclosed on ADB’s website and the draft 2020 annual SSMR which will be also uploaded onto 
ADB’s website after finalizing. The beneficiaries are also informed about the project progress 
through Health center management committee meetings and by health staff during outreach 
activities. 
 
23. The objectives of monitoring are (1) ensure planned activities are implemented over the 
entire period of the project and the effectiveness of the plan, (2) tract information on the use of CDC 
services by EGs, and participation of stakeholders in the implementation of project. 
24. The project has conducted Baseline household survey in 2017 and Village participatory 
assessment in 2018 and will conduct end-line evaluation on CDC among MEVs in 2021 for 
assessing trends in the use of CDC services by EGs in border areas. Project evaluation will include 
an assessment of the effectiveness of EGDP in terms of enhancing positive impacts. The evaluation 
will also assess the participation of stakeholders in project implementation. 
 
25. During the Midterm Review Mission in 2019 and Review mission in 2020, EA and ADB 
agreed and made some changes in EGDP indicators and design feature/activities: (1) changed 
terminology usage from IP to EGs, (2) changed from “EGs-disaggregated reporting for CDC project 
activities” to “EGs disaggregated reporting for training activities, (3) deleted one indicator of output 
3.2 (All repaired isolation wards provide arrangement for EGs) and (4) changed from “Ensure 
representative participation of IP(EGs) in scholarships for hospital infection prevention and control” 
to “Ensure representative participation of IP(EGs) in hospital infection prevention and control 
training”. 

  

Project management and M&E measures as per EGDP  

 

26. Project has allocated budget in AOPs to support CDC in five provinces targeting border 
areas where EGs communities are residing. AOP 2019 and 2020 also supports English training of 
selected qualified EGs staff in Mondulkiri and Ratanakiri in order to enable them to study field 
epidemiology training.  
 
27. Five northeastern provinces have one EGs FP each, officially assigned on 31 August 2018 
and being involved in all project implementation, responsible for planning, monitoring and reporting 
the implementation of EGDP including coordination. 
 
28. EGs-disaggregated templates and reporting form were developed for project data collection 
and reporting since project start up. The templates are being used to collect project data and 
reporting on implementation progress:   
 

Progress on Ethnic Groups Development Plan-EGDP  

 

 
2
 MTR, October 2019. agreed to revise the title of Indigenous People Plan (IPP) to be Ethnic Groups development Plan (EGDP) in order to be 

consistent with other countries but the plan implementation is applied for Indigenous people (IP) as per ADB’ SPS requirement 3. So, the usage of 

EGs to replace IP is more appropriate to EGDP (Par.46, 47). 
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29. The implementation of EGDP is on track. There are 3 actions plus 8 indicators, among total 
13 actions and indicators, have been gradually achieved and keep being achieved while 2 remaining 
indicators related to laboratory and IPC are being rolled out. The capacity development for EGs staff 
and EGs community members, outreach activities in EGs villages at border areas as well as 
consultations and participations have been moving smoothly. The following is the cumulative 
activities updated as of 31st December 2020: 
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     Table 4: Summary of Compliance with EGs/IP Requirements  

 

Cumulative EGDP 
activities/tasks/ outcomes 

Status per reporting period Pending 
activities/ 

tasks 

Reason  Planned 
completion 

Responsible 
parties 

A. EGDP by output 

Activity outputs and 
Indicators: 

A1. Ensure EGs focal points 
from the Central Cluster 
participate in all cross-border 
collaboration activities (i.e. 
meetings, simulation exercises 
etc.).  

Activity done and ongoing. 

Participation in Cross-border activity: 

In 2018: 100%, 6 EGs representatives have 
participated in cross border events. 

In 2019: 100%, 1 EGs representative has 
participated in cross border event and 8 EGs 
representatives have participated in regional 
workshops. 

In 2020: CDC department (CDCD) staff in charge 
of EGs development has participated in Regional 
online workshop on sharing experience, 
prevention and control, coordination about 
COVID-19 epidemic on 26th October 2020.  

  Achieved PMU, EGs 
provinces 

Ind.1. Included EGs specific 
issues into the coordination and 
planning workshops in 5 EGs 
provinces.  

Target achieved and ongoing. 

In 2018:  

- EGs issues, promotion of EGs dimension were 
included in workshop materials in 3 workshops (2 
coordination and 1 planning). 

In 2019:  

- Issues raised in 6 coordination and planning 
workshop in 2019 for dengue outbreak control 
conducted in five EGs provinces and for malaria 
screening in one EGs province. 

- Project mid-term review and planning for next 
step workshop conducted in 2019 has presented 
EGDP implementation progress, indicators and 

 All countries are 
being occupied in 
response to 
COVID-19 
pandemic. 

Achieved  PMU, EGs 
provinces 
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Cumulative EGDP 
activities/tasks/ outcomes 

Status per reporting period Pending 
activities/ 

tasks 

Reason  Planned 
completion 

Responsible 
parties 

discuss on issues related to the plan and 
indicators. 

In 2020: no coordination or planning workshop 
conducted in EGs provinces. 

A2. Ensure full participation of 
EGs staff for outreach activities 
using EGs-sensitive education 
and care procedures.  

 

Activity done and ongoing 

Numbers of outreach activities with EGs staff’s 
participation in outreach activities to total 
outreach activities: 

In 2018: 25 outreaches with EGs staff /35 total 
outreaches (71%) 

In 2019: 37 outreaches with EGs staff/51 total 
outreaches (73%) 

In 2020: 11 outreaches with EGs staff / 41 total 
outreaches (27%). 

   EGs provinces 

Ind 2. Number of supervision 
activities in health centers with 
EGs staff against total number 
of supervision activities. 
 

Activity done and ongoing 

In 2018: 25 supervision activities with EGs staff 
/39 total supervisions (68%) 

In 2019: 145 supervision activities with EGs 
staff/161 total supervisions (90%) 

In 2020: 113 supervision activities with EGs 
staff/152 total supervisions (74%). 

  Done and ongoing Ratanakiri and 
Mondulkiri 

A3. Proactively target EGs at 
increased risk of infectious 
diseases with CDC activities in 
border areas. 

Activity done and ongoing 

2018: 112 EGs villages: baseline assessment in 
41 EGs villages and health outreach services in 
71 EGs villages (1,919 EGs villagers 
participated) 

   EGs provinces 
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Cumulative EGDP 
activities/tasks/ outcomes 

Status per reporting period Pending 
activities/ 

tasks 

Reason  Planned 
completion 

Responsible 
parties 

2019: Outreach activities and supervision 
conducted in 163 EGs villages (21,105 EGs 
villagers participated). 

2020: Outreach activities conducted in 169 
EGs villages with participation of 1,851 EGs 
villagers. 

Ind.3. EGs disaggregated 
reporting for training activities. 

 

Target Achieved and ongoing. 

2018: Yes 

2019: Yes 

2020: Yes 

Project reported EGs-disaggregated data. EGs-
disaggregated templates are being used to 
collect data and information. 

   EGs provinces, 
PMU 

Ind.4. In districts with over 20% 
EGs, each outbreak response 
team has at least one EGs staff. 

Target achieved and ongoing. 

100%: each OD among 3 ODs with large 
number of EGs population has EGs staff as 
member of outbreak rapid response team 
(RRT).  

In 2018: (1) OD Borkeo: 2 EGs RRTs, (2) OD 
Banlung: 5 EGs RRTs, (3) OD Sen Monorom: 6 
EGs RRTs. 

In 2019: OD Borkeo: 2 EGs RRTs, OD Banlung: 
5 EGs RRTs, OD Sen Monorom: 15 EGs RRTs. 

In 2020: OD Borkeo: 2 EGs RRTs, OD Banlung: 
5 EGs RRTs, OD Sen Monorom: 15 EGs RRTs. 

Another OD of Stung Treng, that has small EGs 
population, also has 1 EGs as RRT, so total 
number of EGs as RRT is 23. 

   Ratanakiri and 
Mondulkiri 
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Cumulative EGDP 
activities/tasks/ outcomes 

Status per reporting period Pending 
activities/ 

tasks 

Reason  Planned 
completion 

Responsible 
parties 

Ind.5. Of participants in field 
epidemiology training, at least 
5% are EGs. 

Target achieved: 5% (1EGs/21 Staff in targeted 
provinces recruited for AET course) 

The percentage of EGs participated in AET 
course changed from 10% in 2019 to 5% in 2020 
(1EGs/21 Staff in targeted provinces 
cumulatively recruited to participate in the 
course). 

In 2018: no field epidemiology training course 
conducted.  

In 2019: One EGs staff (female) in Ratanakiri 
past course requirement and graduated AET in 
2019.  

In 2020, no EG staff among 11 staff from 
targeted provinces who pass enrollment test and 
recruited for AET course, however no EGs staff 
is recruited based on test competency. Project 
continue supporting and encouraging EGs staff 
in targeted provinces to apply this course next 
year.  

Note: CAM uses Applied epidemiology training 
(AET) to build capacity of staff in field 
epidemiology training. 

  Achieved 

Continue 
supporting and 
facilitate more EGs 
staff to attend next 
AET course. 

PMU, CDCD, 
EGs provinces. 

Ind.6. Representative 
participation of EGs laboratory 
management and quality 
assurance training programs. 

 

In progress. 

In 2018 and 2019: no training on laboratory 
management and quality assurance conducted. 

In 2020: One EGs staff in Preah Vihear province 
attended training on quality assurance and 
quality control for malaria microscopy.  

 Lab QA training 
postponed to late 
2021 due to 
measure against 
COVID-19 
pandemic. 

By Q4/2021 NIPH, DHS, 
CNM, EGs 
provinces 
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Cumulative EGDP 
activities/tasks/ outcomes 

Status per reporting period Pending 
activities/ 

tasks 

Reason  Planned 
completion 

Responsible 
parties 

No training in 2020 due to delayed upon 
prevention measure against pandemic of 
COVID-19. 

Ind.7. Representative 
participation of EGs in hospital 
infection and control training. 

In progress. 

In 2018: no training on IPC conducted by EGs 
provinces (provinces with EGs staff). 

In 2019, 22 EGs staff in IPC training conducted 
by Mondulkiri and Ratanakiri province.  

In 2020: one training on IPC conducted for IPC 
staff in hospitals in Mondulkiri province. No EGs 
staff participated because there is no EGs staff 
working there. 

 Training activities 
postponed to late 
2020 due to 
measure against 
COVID-19 
pandemic. 

By Q4/2021 DHS, EGs 
provinces 

B. Project management and M&E measures as per EGDP 

Ind.8. Proportion of project 
implementation plans and 
AOPs that address EGs 
dimensions adequately.  

Target achieved: 100% 

Project has planned activities and included 
budget in AOP 2018, AOP 2019 and AOP 2020 
of five north eastern provinces that supports EGs 
communities. Planned activities are training, 
consultation with EGs, supervision and outreach 
activities and BCC which mainly focus 
communities in border areas where EGs groups 
reside. AOP 2019 and 2020 also supports 
English training of selected qualified EGs staff in 
Mondulkiri and Ratanakiri in order to enable them 
to study field epidemiology training. 

  Achieved and 
continuing 
implementing until 
the end of the 
project 

EGs provinces 

Ind.9. Proportion of active focal 
points in implementing 
agencies (based on 
participation in events). 

Target achieved: 100% 

All 5 provinces with EGs population have 
appointed one EGs focal point each in 2018, 
including TOR. Currently, all focal points have 
fully involved in all stages of project activities 

  Achieved and 
continuing 
implementing until 
the end of the 
project 

FP/EGs 
provinces 
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Cumulative EGDP 
activities/tasks/ outcomes 

Status per reporting period Pending 
activities/ 

tasks 

Reason  Planned 
completion 

Responsible 
parties 

including planning, implementation, monitoring 
and reporting. 

Ind.10. Proportion of quarterly 
reports that report on EGs 
issues. 

Targeted achieved 100%.  

Project reports EGDP implementation progress, 
issues and solution on quarterly basis. The 
reports also included consultation and BCC 
review with EGs community members. 

  Achieved and 
continuing 
implementing until 
the end of the 
project 

PMU, EGs 
provinces 

  Note: MTR agreed to remove one Indicator in output 3.2: all repaired isolation wards provide arrangement for EGs (Para. 47).    
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Issue, Corrective Actions and Plans  

Issue Required Action 
Responsibility and 
Timing 

Resolution 

Old Issues from Previous Reports 

Issue 2018: 
Limited English capacity 
among EGs staff, 
cannot pass recruitment 
criteria to be candidate 
for Field Epidemiology 
Training 
 

 allocate budget for 
supporting English 
tuition in AOP 2019 

PHD Ratanakiri and 
Mondulkiri 
(during preparation of 
AOP 2019) 

Done 

 select qualified EGs 
staff to support 
English tuition   

Ratanakiri and 
Mondulkiri 

Done 
 
 

Less participation of 
EGs staff in outreach 
activities 

 hand over outreach 
services to EGs 
staff so that they 
can participate in 
outreach activities. 

PHD/OD/HC in 
Ratanakiri and 
Mondulkiri 

Done  

2020: Issue from this report 

Plan to participate EGs 
staff in training course 
on laboratory 
management and 
quality assurance is 
postponed due to 
measure against 
COVID-19 pandemic.  

o EGs provinces plan 
budget to conduct 
training course on 
quality assurance 
(QA) of microscopy 
for malaria. 

o NIPH plans to 
conduct training on 
laboratory 
management and 
quality assurance. 
 

NIPH/DHS/PHD in EGs 
provinces 
 

In progress 
 
- One EGs staff in Preah 
Vihear province 
attended training on 
quality assurance and 
quality control for 
malaria microscopy in 
2020. 
- Budget for Lab QA/QC 
and training on malaria 
microscopy 
diagnostic/QA/QC in 
north eastern provinces 
are included in AOP 
2021. 
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VI. COMPLIANCE WITH SAFEGUARDS RELATED PROJECT COVENANTS 

Sche
dule 

Par
a 

No. 

Description Status Remarks 

5 1 The Borrower shall ensure that the Project 
is implemented in accordance with the 
detailed arrangement set forth in the PAM.  
Any subsequent change to the PAM shall 
become effective only after approval of 
such change by the Borrower and ADB. In 
the event of any discrepancy between the 
PAM and this Loan Agreement, the 
provisions of this Loan Agreement shall 
prevail. 

Being 
complied 

with 

Project has implemented activities to 
achieve the results of the 3 outputs (i) 
Regional cooperation and communicable 
disease control in border areas improved, 
(ii) National disease surveillance and 
outbreak response systems 
strengthened, and (iii) Laboratory 
services and hospital infection prevention 
and control improved which mentioned in 
the PAM and Loan Agreement. 
  

5 2 Implementation Arrangements 
The Borrower shall ensure that the Project 
is supported by professionally skilled 
personnel, and is provided with 
reasonable office space, equipment and 
adequate financial resources required 
throughout the Project implementation, all 
in a timely manner. In particular, the 
Project staffing shall be carried out in 
accordance with the PAM. 

Being 
complied 

with 

The MOH issued the official appointment 
letter for the project management team: 
H.E. Prof. Eng Huot, Secretary of State, 
MOH is project director, Dr. Lo 
Veasnakiry, project coordinator and Dr. 
Ly Sovann, project manager. The EA 
agreed to rent the office space for the 
project national and international 
consultants. The recruitment of the 
consultants are followed the procurement 
plan and its update and recruitment of 
administrative supportive staff are 
followed the standard government 
recruitment procedures. 

5 3 Regional Cooperation 
The Borrower, through MOH, shall realign 
and implement its own strategies for 
disease control and 
cooperation/coordination with neighboring 
countries based on WHO regional disease 
control strategies for emerging and 
neglected diseases. The Borrower, 
through MOH, shall further ensure that any 
information regarding CDC will be 
exchanged with neighboring countries in a 
smooth and timely manner through MOH’s 
International Health Regulations focal 
point. 

Being 
complied 

with 

Project is aligning its regional activities in 
accordance with regional cooperation 
plan and information exchange 
guidelines. 
 
2017: 
Attending regional events: 
 Project manager meeting and First 

regional working group for health 
cooperation (WGHC) meeting in Luang 
Prabang, Lao PDR. 

 
2018: 
Attending regional events: 
 6th GMS submit in Hanoi, Vietnam. 
 GMS Health Cooperation Strategy 

Writeshop in Bangkok, Thailand 
 2nd Project Manager Meeting hosted by 

Myanmar in Yangon.  
 Laboratory Quality Service and IPC in 

Mandalay, Myanmar. 
 GMS Health cooperation and round 

table discussion on migrant health 
financing in Bangkok 

  Round table discussion on regional 
investment framework for migrant 
health in GMS, Bangkok  

 Working group on health cooperation 
meeting, Yangon  
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 Meeting on Anti-microbial resistance in 
Yangon  

 Workshop on Quarantine Service in 
Bagan, Myanmar  

 Workshop on implementation of 
APSED III in Pakse 

 Workshop on Health Care Waste 
Management in Vientiane 
 

Hosting regional events: 
 TOT on Joint Simulation Exercise in 

Siem Reap, Cambodia on 12-13 June 
2018. 

 Workshop on laboratory quality and 
biosafety on 14-15 August 2018. 

 Workshop on Prevention of 
Nosocomial Infection on 5-6 November 
2018. 
 

Attending cross border activities: 
 Cross border central cluster provinces 

in Pakse 
 Join simulation exercise on Avian 

Influenza in Pakse 
 
Hosting cross border activities: 
 Cross border meeting for Southern 

cluster 1 province hosted by Kandal in 
28-29 June 2018 

 Join Simulation Exercise for Central 
Cluster Province hosted by Stung 
Treng Province on 24-25 December 
2018. 

 
2019: 
Attending regional events 
Quarter1: 

 Achieving UHC in Asia and Pacific on 
13th February 2019 in Tokyo, Japan. 

 PMM 2019 in Dalat, Vietnam on 21-22 
March 2019. 

Quarter2: 

 AMR surveillance and research on 9-
10 May 2019 in Yangon, Myanmar. 

 7th GMS Submit (Senior official and 
first task force meeting) on 24th June 
2019.  

 
Hosting regional events: 
Regional activities to organized by 
Cambodia in 2019: 

 One Health approach to combat AMR 
16-17 May 2019 in Siem Reap. 

 ICT application to support surveillance 
system planned to conduct in Q3-
2019. 

2020: 
Cambodia attended: 
Quarter 1: 

 The Prince Mahidol Award Conference 
2020, Bangkok, Thailand. 
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 GMS Health Sector working group 
virtual meeting was conducted on 28th 
February 2020 with patricians from 
CLMV, China and ADB to discuss on 
CoVID-19 response. 

 GMS Senior Officials Meeting via 
videos conference on 30th March 2020 
to prepare for 24th GMS Ministerial 
meeting.  

Quarter 2: 
Cambodia participant attended 3 virtual 
meetings organized by ADB  
 Second GMS Senior Officials’ 

Meetings (SOM-2) to prepare for the 
24th GMS Ministerial Meeting, 11th 
Economic Corridors’ Forum and First 
7th Summit Task Force (TF-2). 

 Wrap-up meeting with ADB on Country 
Operations Business Plan 2021-2023 
(COBP 2021-2023) on 8th May 2020  

 Technical discussion on COVID-19 
Active Response and Expenditure 
Support (CARES) program on 12th 
June 2020. 

 
5 4 Mainstreaming the Project in the 

Provincial Annual Operational Plan and 
Budget 
The Provincial Health Department of each 
Project province shall submit to MOH the 
provincial annual operational plans and 
budgets for the health sector, including the 
annual provincial work plans for the 
Project as part of the provincial annual 
operational plan and budget, all based on 
a format agreed to by the concerned 
parties, as a basis for allocating funds and 
monitoring performance, and MOH shall 
inform to ADB the approval of such annual 
plans. In particular, the provincial annual 
operational plans for the health sector 
shall include plans and budgets for in-
service training activities for CDC, cross-
border cooperation, reaching remote 
communities with CDC, and 
implementation of gender and ethnic 
group plans under the Project. 

Being 
complied 

with 

Annual Operational Plan (AOP) 2018 and 
onward for all IAs have been developed 
and approved by MOH and ADB.  
 
AOPs included activities of 
in-service training for CDC, regional 
events, cross-border collaboration, 
community mobilization in CDC in border 
areas, gender activities, and ethnic 
group. 
 
 

5 5 Environment 
The Borrower shall ensure that the 
preparation, design, construction, 
implementation, operation and 
decommissioning of the Project and all 
Project facilities comply with (a) all 
applicable laws and regulations of the 
Borrower relating to environment, health, 
and safety; (b) the Environmental 
Safeguards; and (c) all measures and 
requirements set forth in the respective 
IEE and EMP, and any corrective or 
preventative actions set forth in a 
Safeguards Monitoring Report. 

Being 
complied 

with 
 

 

(a) The following laws and regulations 
have applied and followed up: 

i. Sub-Decree on: Environmental 
Impact Assessment Process (MOE, 
Aug,1999), Solid Waste 
Management (MOE 1999).  

ii. The Joint Prakas on Solid Waste 
Management in Cities and Provinces 
made between the MOE and the 
Ministry of Interior (MOI). 

iii. Directive on Managing Health Waste 
in the Kingdom of Cambodia (MOH 
2008) 

iv. National Policy on Health Care 
Waste Management in Cambodia, 
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MOH, 2009 
v. Prevention and Control Guidelines 

for Health Care Facilities (MOH 
2017)  

vi. National Guideline on Health Care 
Waste Management (MOH 2012) 

vii. Sub-Decree ANK/BK No. 27 (MOE 
April 1999) on Water Pollution 
Control 
 

(b) In Q1-2019, The national safeguards 
specialist on board and has conducted 
environmental assessment of 27 
hospitals to confirm safeguards 
classification as follows: 
 Environment: 11 hospitals were 

categorized as B and 16 as C. 
 Resettlement: 27 hospitals were 

classified as C.  
 IP: 6 hospitals were classified as 

category B (beneficial) and 21 as C. 
 

(c) Have been implementing EMP in IEE 
for civil works. 

(d) There is no decommissioning of 
obsolete incinerators, as they have 
registered as MOH’s inventories, kept 
as they are. 

5 6 Environment 
The Borrower shall ensure that health 
facility waste management in health 
facilities supported under the Project is 
carried out as per MOH’s health care 
waste management guidelines, and that 
adequate budget, training, and supplies 
are provided under the Project to do so. 

Being 
complied 

with 
 

Project has installed microwave-based 
waste management (integrated 
biomedical waste treatment and 
disposal) and autoclave in 27 target 
Referral Hospitals (RHs) which have 
been assessed on Lab and IPC. 
AOP 2019 includes budget for training 
and waste management consumables. 
 
 

5 7 Environment 
The Borrower shall (a) ensure that the 
Project will not support hospitals and 
laboratories which do not have adequate 
solid waste management and wastewater 
treatment facilities, and plans for 
upgrading such facilities to the required 
standard; and (b) take appropriate 
measures to keep complying with the 
Borrower’s national standards in the 
hospitals and laboratories supported by 
the Project. 

Being 
complied 

with 
 

(a) Project provides support to hospitals 
and laboratories that have waste 
management facilities. 

(b) The project follows national health care 
waste management guideline 
established in 2012 and National 
Medical Laboratory Biosafety 
Guidelines 2016. 

(c) The project follows MoE’s Sub-Decree 
on Solid Waste Management, No 36, 
1999. 

(d) The project follows MoE’s Sub-Decree 
ANK/BK No. 27 (April 1999) on Water 
Pollution Control   

5 8 Resettlement 
The Borrower shall ensure that the Project 
does not have any involuntary 
resettlement impacts, all within the 
meaning of the Safeguard Policy 
Statement. In the event that the Project 
does have any such impact, the Borrower 
shall take all steps required to ensure that 
the Project complies with the applicable 
laws and regulations of the Borrower and 

Being 
complied 

with 

There is no new construction of health 
facilities under the Project. Project 
planned to have minor repair of the 
existing laboratory facilities in 20 
hospitals and installation of air 
conditioner in the existing laboratory of 7 
hospitals. 
Project proposed construction of 
integrated microwave waste 
management’s small building in the 
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with the Safeguard Policy Statement. designated areas of 27 hospitals. 
The Due Diligence Report (DDR) of all 27 
hospitals were categorized as C and 
endorsed/concurred by ADB uploading 
onto the ADB website. 

5 9 Ethnic Groups 
The Borrower shall ensure that the 
preparation, design, construction, 
implementation and operation of the 
Project and all Project facilities comply 
with (a) all applicable laws and regulations 
of the Borrower relating to indigenous 
peoples; (b) the Indigenous Peoples 
Safeguards; and (c) all measures and 
requirements set forth in the respective 
EGDP, and any corrective or preventative 
actions set forth in a Safeguards 
Monitoring Report. 
 

Being 
complied 

with 

(a) The following laws and regulations 
have applied and followed up: 

i. Policy on Indigenous Peoples 
Development, April 2009. 

ii. Sub degree on Procedure of 
registration of land of Indigenous 
communities, June 2009. 

iii. Safeguards Policy Statement 2009 - 
ADB. 

(b) The Ethnic group development plan 
(EGDP) has been disclosed in ADB 
website. 
EGDP is attached with bidding 
documents and contract awards for 
laboratory facility renovation in 
hospitals in EGs provinces. 
Community activities such as health 
education, screening for TB, Malaria 
and other outreach activities targeted 
EGs villages have been conducted. 

(c) All requirement and measure set forth 
in EGDP and report in progress as 
below:  
- Be involved in developing “Strategy 
and policy to improve health service 
access and availability for ethnic 
groups and vulnerable population in 
GMS” by identifying effective 
approaches to improving health status 
and access to services for ethnic 
groups and vulnerable populations in 
the GMS. 
 
- EGs focal points in five EGs-
populated provinces are being actively 
involved in project planning, 
implementation, monitoring and 
reporting.  
- Provided opportunity to EGs staff to 
participate in RRT, workshops, 
trainings, supervision and outreach 
activities. 
- Conducted health education and 
screening for communicable diseases 
in EGs villages as well as other 
outreaches; 
- Monitoring and reviewing behavioral 
change communication (BCC) in 
targeted communities including EGs 
villages. 
- Informed to EGs communities during 
that they should express any 
complaints and dissatisfaction through 
HCMC meetings.  
- Disaggregate data of EGs and report 
quarterly the progress of EGDP 
implementation to ADB. 
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5 10 Human and Financial Resources to 
Implement Safeguards Requirements 
The Borrower shall make available 
necessary budgetary and human 
resources to fully implement the EMP and 
EGDP. 

Being 
complied 

with 

Project has allocated adequate budget 
for implementation of EMP and EGDP. 

The Safeguards Specialist, and 
Community development/IP specialist 
are monitoring safeguards 
implementation. 

5 EGs focal points assigned on 31 
August 2018 in five northeastern 
provinces are being active to monitor the 
implementation of EGDP. 

IPC and Environment focal points are 
assigned at national, provincial and 
district levels. 

5 11 Safeguards – Related Provisions in 
Bidding Documents and Works Contracts 
The Borrower shall ensure that all bidding 
documents and contracts for Works 
contain provisions that require contractors 
to: 
(a) comply with the measures and 
requirements relevant to the contractor set 
forth in the IEE, the EMP and the EGDP 
(to the extent they concern impacts on 
affected people during construction), and 
any corrective or preventative actions set 
out in a Safeguards Monitoring Report; 

Being 
complied 

with 

 
The contract awards for civil 
works/construction have also attached 
IEE/EMP, DDR and EGDP.  
 
 
 

5 11 (b) make available a budget for all such 
environmental and social measures; and 

Being 
complied 

with 

The tender documents include 
requirements for environmental and social 
measures to be costed and priced by 
bidders. 

5 11 (c) provide the Borrower with a written 
notice of any unanticipated environmental 
or indigenous peoples risks or impacts that 
arise during construction, implementation 
or operation of the Project that were not 
considered in the IEE, the EMP or the 
EGDP. 

Being 
complied 

with 

Will be reported, if any. 

5 12 Safeguards Monitoring and Reporting 
The Borrower shall do the following: 
(a) submit annual Safeguards Monitoring 
Reports to ADB and disclose relevant 
information from such reports to affected 
persons promptly upon submission; 

Being 
complied 

with 
 

The project has regularly submitted the 
annual safeguards monitoring reports to 
ADB. So far, the annual reports of 2017, 
2018 and 2019 have been disclosed onto 
ADB’s Website. 

5 12 (b) if any unanticipated environmental 
and/or social risks and impacts arise 
during construction, implementation or 
operation of the Project that were not 
considered in the IEE, the EMP or the 
EGDP, promptly inform ADB of the 
occurrence of such risks or impacts, with 
detailed description of the event and 
proposed corrective action plan; and 

Being 
complied 

with 
 

Will be reported, if any. 

5 12 (c) report any actual or potential breach of 
compliance with the measures and 
requirements set forth in the EMP or the 
EGDP promptly after becoming aware of 
the breach. 

Being 
complied 

with 
 

Will be reported, if any. 

5 13 Prohibited List of Investments 
The Borrower shall ensure that no 

Being 
complied 

There is no loan proceeds to finance any 
activity including the prohibited list. 
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proceeds of the Loan are used to finance 
any activity included in the list of prohibited 
investment activities provided in Appendix 
5 of the SPS. 

with 

5 14 Labor Standards, Health and Safety 
The Borrower shall ensure that the core 
labor standards and the Borrower’s 
applicable laws and regulations are 
complied with during Project 
implementation. The Borrower shall 
include specific provisions in the bidding 
documents and contracts financed by ADB 
under the Project requiring that the 
contractors, among other things: (a) 
comply with the Borrower’s applicable 
labor law and regulations and incorporate 
applicable workplace occupational safety 
norms; (b) do not use child labor; (c) do not 
discriminate workers in respect of 
employment and occupation; (d) do not 
use forced labor; (e) do not restrict the 
workers from developing a legally 
permissible means of expressing their 
grievances and protecting their rights 
regarding working conditions and terms of 
employment; and (f) disseminate, or 
engage appropriate service providers to 
disseminate, information on the risks of 
sexually transmitted diseases, including 
HIV/AIDS, to the employees of contractors 
engaged under the Project and to 
members of the local communities 
surrounding the Project area, particularly 
women. The Borrower shall strictly monitor 
compliance with the requirements set forth 
in this paragraph and provide ADB with 
regular reports. 

Being 
complied 

with 

Being included in the bidding documents. 

5 15 Gender and Development 
The Borrower shall ensure that (a) the 
GAP is implemented in accordance with its 
terms; (b) the bidding documents and 
contracts include relevant provisions for 
contractors to comply with the measures 
set forth in the GAP; (c) adequate 
resources are allocated for 
implementation of the GAP; and (d) 
progress on implementation of the GAP, 
including progress toward achieving key 
gender outcome and output targets, are 
regularly monitored and reported to ADB. 

Being 
complied 

with 
 

(a) Project is fully implementing GAP and 
updated GAP implementation plan 
2019-2022 for the project in Q1-2019. 

(b) The bidding document for Civil works 
contract(s) including GAP are being 
finalized. 

(c) Gender focal points assigned on 31 
August 2018. CDC department and 13 
project provinces have appointed one 
staff each as gender focal point to be 
responsible for gender. Project has 
allocated budget in AOP 2018 and 
2019 for training on gender in health for 
CDC, workshop to review GAP 
implementation progress and for 
supervision to mainstream gender in 
project activities. 

(d) Project is regularly monitoring GAP 
and has reported progress to ADB on 
regular quarterly basis. 

5 16 Counterpart Support 
The Borrower, through MOH, shall ensure 
that (a) all counterpart funds are made 
available for Project implementation in a 
timely manner; and (b) operation and 

Being 
complied 

with 

The project counterpart account 
established on 15 July 2017 and 
government deposited US$ 100,000 in 
November 2017. 
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maintenance of all Project facilities is fully 
funded. 

5 17 Financial management 
The Borrower shall ensure that a sound 
financial management system is in place 
during the Project implementation. In 
particular, the Borrower shall (a) within 3 
months of the Effective Date, recruit 
national consultants for financial 
management, acceptable to ADB; (b) 
within 6 months of the Effective Date, carry 
out staff training on ADB’s procedures for 
financial management and procurement; 
and (c) continue to use the Standard 
Operating Procedures for procurement 
and financial management under the 
Project, including training of Project staff 
and regular internal controls of the Project. 

Being 
complied 

with 

Project has recruited the Chief Finance 
Officer for developing financial 
management system for project, included 
government standard chart of account to 
comply with the Standard Operating 
Procedure. The Chief Finance Officer 
has provided in house training and on the 
job training on ADB disbursement 
handbook to FM staff and conduct FM 
training for central and provincial level in 
February 2018. The FM internal control 
has been set up in the project FM 
manual. 

5 18 Integrated Project Management 
The Borrower shall ensure that Project 
activities, to the extent possible, are 
integrated in MOH in such areas as joint 
reviews, and sharing of information, know-
how and staff among different Outputs, 
and shall cause each Project province to 
ensure that all Project activities 
implemented in the relevant Project 
province are mainstreamed and 
sustained. 

Being 
complied 

with 

The project’s approved AOP is part of 
MOH Provincial AOPs and MOH Sector 
AOP. A central technical task group 
comprising members from each of the 
central national implementing agencies is 
to jointly plan based on result, to review 
progress by outputs, sub-outputs, 
indicators and collaborate in field 
activities. 
 

5 19 Governance and Anticorruption 
The Borrower shall (a) comply with ADB’s 
Anticorruption Policy (1998, as amended 
to date) and acknowledge that ADB 
reserves the right to investigate directly, or 
through its agents, any alleged corrupt, 
fraudulent, collusive or coercive practice 
relating to the Project; and (b) cooperate 
with any such investigation and extend all 
necessary assistance for satisfactory 
completion of such investigation. 

Being 
complied 

with 

The MOH adheres to all provisions of the 
Cambodian Government Civil Service 
Statute (1994); The Royal Government of 
Cambodia - Updated Standard 
Procedures [Procurement] for 
Implementing all Externally Financed 
Projects/ Programs (May 2012); The 
MOH Good Governance Framework as 
well as strictly adheres to ADB’s Anti-
corruption Policy in all respects related to 
procurement of goods and services, 
financial management practices and 
internal, as well as external financial 
audits. 

5 20 The Borrower shall ensure that the 
anticorruption provisions acceptable to 
ADB are included in all bidding documents 
and contracts, including provisions 
specifying the right of ADB to audit and 
examine the records and accounts of the 
executing and implementing agencies and 
all contractors, suppliers, consultants, and 
other service providers as they relate to 
the Project. 

Being 
complied 

with 

Bidding document includes anti-
corruption provisions. 

5 21 The Borrower shall disclose, through the 
existing website, accessible by the general 
public, information about various matters 
concerning the Project, including general 
Project information, procurement, Project 
progress, and contact details in the 
English and Cambodian languages, as 
applicable. The website shall also provide 
a link to ADB's Integrity Unit 

Being 
complied 

with 

The MOH is committed to full and 
transparent disclosure of project 
information, project progress and 
procurement procedures. The MOH 
publishes project procurement information 
and job announcement on the MOH-CDC 
website and GMS Health Security Project 
webpage www.cdcmoh.gov.kh provided the 
link to ADB’s integrity Unit 
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(https://www.adb.org/site/integrity/complai
nt-form) for reporting to ADB any 
grievances or allegations of corrupt 
practices arising out of the Project and 
Project activities. With regard to 
procurement, the website shall include 
information on the list of participating 
bidders, name of the winning bidder, basic 
details on bidding procedures adopted, 
amount of contract awarded, and the list of 
Goods, Works and Consulting Services 
procured. 
 

(https://www.adb.org/site/integrity/complain
t-form). 

4 7 Conditions for Award of Contract 
The Borrower shall not award any Works 
contract which involves environmental 
impacts until the MOH has: 
(a) obtained the final approval of the IEE 
from the Borrower’s Ministry of 
Environment; and 
(b) incorporated the relevant provisions 
from the EMP into the Works contract. 

Being 
complied 

with 

(a) The project has reviewed social 
safeguards in accordance with 
requirement and conclude that there 
is no environmental impact which 
required approval from MoE (Only 
minor repairs and small building 
construct in the existing hospitals’ 
compound). 

(b) EMP is being incorporated in the civil 
works tender documents. 

(c) Project follows the MoE’s sub-
decree on EIA, No 72, 1999. 

  Section 4.01. In the carrying out of the 
Project and operation of the project 
facilities, the Borrower shall perform, or 
cause to be performed all obligations set 
forth in the Schedule 5 to this Loan 
Agreement 

Being 
complied 

with 

The project performed all obligations in 
the schedule 5 of the loan agreement as 
reported from 5.1 to 5.21 above. 

  Section 4.02. (a) The Borrower shall (i) 
maintain separate accounts and records 
for the Project; (ii) prepare annual financial 
statements for the Project in accordance 
with financial reporting standards 
acceptable to ADB; (iii) have such financial 
statements audited annually by 
independent auditors whose 
qualifications, experience and terms of 
reference are acceptable to ADB, in 
accordance with auditing standards 
acceptable to ADB; (iv) as part of each 
such audit, have the auditors prepare a 
report, which includes the auditors’ 
opinion(s) on the financial statements and 
the use of the Loan proceeds, and a 
management letter (which sets out the 
deficiencies in the internal control of the 
Project that were identified in the course of 
the audit, if any); and (v) furnish to ADB, 
no later than 6 months after the end of 
each related fiscal year, copies of such 
audited financial statements, audit report 
and management letter, all in the English 
language, and such other information 
concerning these documents and the audit 
thereof as ADB shall from time to time 
reasonably request. 

Being 
complied 

with 

Project has opened separate bank 
account for ADB fund and Government 
Counter Part Fund at the National Bank 
of Cambodia. The financial statements 
will follow the Standard Operating 
Procedure (SOP) for externally assisted 
projects. The selection of independent 
auditor will be done by the Ministry of 
Economy and Finance as the bundle 
audit for all projects in Cambodia under 
ADB funded projects. The TOR will 
specify the audit financial statement, 
auditor’s opinion and management letter, 
separately for each project. These 
reports will be submitted to ADB within 6 
months. 

  Section 4.02. (b) ADB shall disclose the 
annual audited financial statements for the 
Project and the opinion of the auditors on 

Being 
complied 

with 

The Project will provide the annual 
audited financial statements for project 
and opinion of auditor on the financial 
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the financial statements within 14 days of 
the date of ADB’s confirmation of their 
acceptability by posting them on ADB’s 
website. 

statement for disclosure in accordance 
with ADB requirement. 

  Section 4.02. (c) The Borrower shall 
enable ADB, upon ADB's request, to 
discuss the financial statements for the 
Project and the Borrower's financial affairs 
where they relate to the Project with the 
auditors appointed pursuant to subsection 
(a)(iii) hereinabove, and shall authorize 
and require any representative of such 
auditors to participate in any such 
discussions requested by ADB. This is 
provided that such discussions shall be 
conducted only in the presence of an 
authorized officer of the Borrower, unless 
the Borrower shall otherwise agree. 

Being 
complied 

with 

Project will authorize project officer and 
the appointed auditor to discuss with the 
ADB as and when required.  

  Section 4.03 The Borrower shall enable 
ADB’s Representatives to inspect the 
Project, the goods and works, and any 
relevant records and documents. 

Being 
complied 

with 

The project has facilitated ADB’s 
Representatives to inspect relevant 
records and documents through review 
missions and sub mission of documents as 
required by ADB. 
 
The project will facilitate ADB’s 
Representatives to inspect goods and 
works as required by ADB. 

 
 
 

VII. PUBLIC CONSULTATION, INFORMATION DISCLOSURE, CAPABILITY BUILDING 

30. The public consultations were conducted with primary stakeholders within 27 target 
hospitals. The consultations and meeting included the following: (i) Present the proposed minor 
repair and construction of small building for microwave-based solid waste management; (ii) 
provide a background information on the required updated EMP in IEE based on ADB’s SPS 
2009; (iii) provide background information and profile of civil works; (iv) discussed about the 
potential environmental, involuntary resettlement and indigenous peoples plan (negative impact 
if any) of the project; and (v) asking for the recommendations and mitigation measures from 
hospital staff and management on the implementation of civil works. 

 
31. The consolidated response, comments and recommendations of the hospital staff and 
management on the project implementations are the following: Dust emission was 
negligible/minor to be generated during the implementation of the minor repair and/or construction 
of small building (size 7mx7m). Noise during construction was minor impact the day-to-day 
activities. The recommendation to use construction equipment that produce less noise and fence 
enclosure/partition the area undergoing repairing activities (laboratory facilities). Discussed about 
the use of water and sanitation/toilets for workers and staff of awarded contractor (if any). 

 
32. In 2020, project conducted five times of BCC review, of which four times of consultation 
and BCC review with Khmer and EGs community members in five north eastern provinces of 
Kratie, Mondulkiri, Ratanakiri, Stung Treng and Preah Vihear, reported improvement in 
knowledge on prevention measures against communicable diseases related to hygiene and 
sanitation or other infections such as diarrhea, worm diseases, malaria, and dengue fever is good 
but very limited on new emerging diseases such as bird flu, hand-foot-mouth disease and unclear 
on whom they should report to if any disease occurs in their villages.  
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Knowledge Attitude and Practice of community members: 

33. The knowledge and awareness on communicable diseases, attitude and health care 
practice of both Khmer and EGs communities have changed gradually since about ten years ago 
especially within the last couple years when infrastructure/road condition improved, health 
services become closer and repeated outreach activities. The improvement in terms of 
community/household sanitation, drinking boiled water, toilet use, personal protection during work 
in farm and forest areas, health service usage for prevention, care and treatment. EGs become 
time to time like Khmer realizing on modern health care and less and less relying on traditional. 

 

Perception on effectiveness of BCC among community members including EGs: 

34. The health education conducted in the village, displaying billboards and TV advertising is 
effective and reaching all kinds of peoples, according to health staff, village chief and community 
members (Khmer and EGs, male and female). 
 
35. Health education conducted face to face in the village either in group or person to person 
is satisfied by all participants (male, female, Khmer, and EGs). All male and female participants 
including EGs (100%) said verbal health advice by health staff is easy to understand since they 
can ask question if anything unclear. The message is also reaching both who can and who cannot 
read Khmer letter. Posters and leaflets distribution combining with verbal explanation make sense 
to diverse kinds of people including those who can read a little bit. 
 
36. Display billboard at road corners and hotspots can reach all kind of people, effective and 
last so long. 
 
37. Advertisement in TV also reaches a lot of people since electricity and TV is available in 
most of households even though in EGs communities in border areas. Radio is not popular 
anymore and become less used by people. 
 
38. Facebook is not reached by many people since internet issue in such border areas. Smart 
phones are used mostly by young people, both Khmer and EGs. 

 
 

Consultation 
topic 

Date Venue Total # of participant 

Consultation and 
BCC review 

Feb 2020 - Village malaria worker in Oraing 

- Villagers in Nhang village and Pou 
Trou village 

16 (Female:10, EGs:8) 

Consultation and 
BCC review 

June 2020 - Sre Huy, Pou Leh village, Mondulkiri 
province 

- Kravanh, Meanchey village, Kratie 
province 

10 (Female:8, EGs:4) 

Consultation and 
BCC review 

Sep 2020 - Kandal village (Stung Treng) 

- Pratheat village (Preah Vihear) 

13 (Female:9, 
EGs:6) 
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Consultation and 
BCC review 

Nov 2020 - Polong vill. (Mondulkiri)  

- Cetr vill. (Ratanakiri) 

- O’ Svay vill. (Stung Treng)  

- Anseh vill. (Preah Vihear) 

16 (Female:13, 
EGs:4) 

Consultation and 
BCC review 

Dec 2020 Villagers in 2 villages (Andong Thleung 
vil. and Mondol 5 vil. in Banteay 
Meanchey province) 

9 (Female:8, EGs:0) 

 
 

VIII. GRIEVANCE REDRESS MECHANISM 

39. Grievance redress mechanisms were established in each hospital.  If any affected 
person (AP) wished to express her/his concerns about the civil works implementation of minor 
repair/refurbishment of laboratory facilities and microwave-based waste management installation, 
they will advise to:  
 
(1) The hospital management committee (consisted of hospital director, deputy director, chief 
of services and chief of wards):  The complainant could express her/his concerns by submitting 
the letter of complaint to the hospital committee then the hospital management committee has to 
deal with issues immediately. Another way, the complainant can use feedback boxes attached in 
each hospital building, the hospital management committee has checked the feedback boxes at 
the end of every month and conducting the meeting among their members to cope with the issue.  
 
(2). Provincial Technical Working Group (consisted of representatives from provincial 
department of health, provincial hospital management, operational districts referral hospital, district 
hospitals and NGOs related health). The complaint can be dealing with and decision at this stage. 
The Provincial Technical Working Group holds its meeting every 3-month period and shall 
implement the decision.  
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Figure 1: Existing Grievance Redress Mechanism in Hospitals 

 

 
40. And another proposed procedure and timeframe via local authorities for the grievance 
redress mechanism to complement the existing mechanism (if any) was established as follow: 
 

 Stage 1: Contractor or village/commune-Sangkat leaders at Commune/Sangkat 
Level (5 working days). Affected People (APs) present their complaints and grievances 
verbally or written to the contractor/village or commune-Sangkat leaders. If after 5 days the 
aggrieved AP does not hear/resolve from taken in the first step, the complaint may be 
brought to the District/Municipal Office/PIU at district/municipal level.  

 
 Stage 2: District/PIU at district/municipal level (5 working days). This level has 5 

working days within which to resolve the complaint to the satisfaction of all concerned. If 
the complaint is not solved at this stage, the District/municipal level will bring the case to 
the PMU at national level.  

 
 Stage 3: PMU at national Level (10 working days). This level has 10 working days within 

which meets with the aggrieved party and tries to resolve the situation. Within 10 working 
days of submission of the grievance, the PMU must make a written decision and submit 
copies to the Department of Hospital/MOH and the APs. If the complaint still not be solved 
at this stage, the complaint may be brought to ADB/CARM. 

 
41. All health centers have Health center management committee (HCMC) whose members 
are HC chief, commune council and all village chiefs under HC catchment area. The committee 
organizes meeting on quarterly basis to discuss on collaboration between health center and 
authority and communities including how to improve health service access, service quality, 
community participation, involvement of local authority and relevant issues.  

Hospital Management Committee 
 

Provincial Technical Working Group 

Complainant  

1. Directly 
(verbal/written) 

3. Level 3rd  

2.  Feedback 
boxes 

Another mean 

Yes 
Immediately 
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Holding meeting 
to solve issue  

Holding meeting at 
provincial level to 
solve  

Yes 
End of every 

month 

Yes 
within 3-month 

No 

Hospital Management Committee 
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42. Project provides communicable diseases prevention and control in remote areas, the impact 
on EGs communities is related to whether they obtained benefit from project or not. Up to 2020, no 
complaint related to project intervention is raised, however there is suggestion by communities 
especially those living in remote areas to propose to more outreach and health education conducted 
in their communities. 
 
43. Project displayed GRM mechanism in targeted provincial health departments/hospitals and 
provided orientation and capacity building to hospital staff through supervision and coaching on 
safeguards requirement incorporating environmental and indigenous peoples safeguards (IPs or 
EGs) in north eastern hospitals. Total 44 (F:8, EG:0) staff in six hospitals, Kratie (2 hosp.), 
Mondulkiri, Ratanakiri, Stung Treng and Preah Vihear have participated. 
 

IX. CONCLUSION  

44. There is no major issue related to minor repairs and construction of small buildings for 
installations of microwave-based solid waste management. They were negligible negative 
environmental impacts and were readily managed to acceptable levels through the implementation 
of updated Environmental Management Plan as well as Health Care Waste Management 
Guidelines of Ministry of Health.  

 
45. The workers in the construction sites used Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and 
implemented personal hygiene, with the provision of adequate drinking water supply and 
sanitation facilities, and implementation of occupational health and safety plan as well as COVID-
19 managing risk and prevention. 

   
46. Specific activities to minimize environmental impacts during construction have been done 
by the Contractors and overseen by the site engineers. The monitoring results showed that the 
impacts of construction activities related to air, noise, vibration and water are negligible. 

 
47. The 19 hospitals civil works, the minor repairs and construction of small building for 
microwave-based solid waste management were completed. The significant environmental 
impact were negligible. The sites were cleaned up to pre-project status. There was no formal 
comlaint during this annual safeguards monitoring report period. 
 
48. In relation with social and involuntary resettlement, the territory of hospital is a state-owned 
land belonging to the Ministry of Health, the Provincial Department of Health as well as hospitals. 
The civil works under the project/program has been included minor repairs of the existing LAB 
rooms and were confined to the fencing area of hospitals. There was no private use right to land 
either temporary or permanently acquired by others than the hospitals. The project/program 
involves no land acquisition or involuntary resettlement issues and no land acquisition will be 
required. The DDR has endorsed by CARM/social safeguards and uploading onto ADB website.   
 
49. Thorough assessment also indicated that no indigenous peoples is residing within hospital 
premises and their vicinity. As IPs do not know how to live in the provincial town/populated areas 
due to their means of livelihood depends upon on traditional/non-traditional agricultures and non-
forest timbers. The campuses of hospitals are enclosed with fencing, there is no squatter 
settlement/informal sector encroaching in the hospitals’ premises or campuses- land 
titles/certificates of hospital are deemed from Ministry of Land Management, Urban Planning and 
Construction or Local Authorities, according to the Land Law prohibits anyone to settle and take up 
residence within hospital premises as these are government owned-land. 
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50. In relation with EGDP, the remaining gaps on knowledge and awareness on new emerging 
diseases among community members, the outreach activities should prioritize villages in border 
areas and emphasize on specific disease topic that is not known or less known by communities. 
The health education activities should continue to maintain community knowledges and further 
improving their attitude and practices of prevention and control of the diseases. 
 
51. Project rolls out capacity building to health staff on laboratory and IPC. ADB has approved 
during the 12-16 October 2020 review mission and official approval by ADB HQ on 11 December 
2020 on proposed change from “Ensure representative participation of IPs (EGs) in scholarships 
for hospital infection prevention and control” to “Ensure representative participation of IPs (EGs) 
in hospital infection and control training”. The main reason of proposed change is that there is no 
professional/advance IP course conducted/provided by any health science universities as well as 
in any regional training centers in Cambodia. It was proposed during the Regional Nosocomial 
Infection workshop conducted in November 2018 in Siem Reap that there is need to provide 
scholarship to train regionally at least two staff of each GMS country as IPC professional expert 
who will work on developing IPC curriculum and provide training to health science university and 
regional training centers, but so far the scholarship for this professional IPC training is not 
available. Currently, only basic IPC course training is available which is offered by The Hospital 
Department of the Ministry of Health. This basic IPC training is being used for current indicator 
number 7 “Representative participation of EGs in hospital infection and control training” and in 
2019 the project has sent out the 22 EGs staff to attend the basic IPC courses free of charge. 
Perdiem and other arrangement were also provided to the EGs participants. There is no special 
scholarship program for this basic IPC training. The proposed modification is much more realistic 
to the current situation in Cambodia which can help to achieve the set target of this indicator 

 
 

X. NEXT STEPS FOR YEAR 2021 

52. Environmental and social safeguards: 

o Implementation of updated Environmental Management Plan (EMP) and Environmental 
Monitoring Checklist (EMC) for remaining civil works of Laboratory Facility Minor Repairs; 

o Refresher capacity building to IPC/safeguards involved staff in target hospitals; 

o During installation of IPC equipment and training on operations and maintenance, the 
environmental safety measures has to be introducing/orientating to IPC involved staff.       

 
53. Ethnic Groups (EGs): 

o Continue conducting outreach activities and supervision in border villages targeting EGs 

o Continue getting involve of EGs staff in supervision and outreach activities 

o Conduct supervision to support village health workers in border villages including EGs 
village health workers 

o Participate of EG staff in AET course 

o Participate of EGs staff in training course on laboratory management and quality assurance, 
malaria microscopy QA/QC and IPC training 

o Participate of EGs staff in other training related to communicable diseases 

o Continue monitoring and reporting of EGDP implementation.  
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XI. ATTACHMENTS  

 
6. Annex-1: Environmental monitoring checklists completions    

ព័ត៌�នទូេ
 

General information
 

ៃថ�ទី …២១……ែខ……០៧…�� ំ២០២០ 

Date: 21 July 2020 
 

ប�� ី�យតៃម េនះេរ#បចំេ%យ៖ 

Checklist prepared by: 
 Site Engineer:  
Mr. Prak Naly 

េ'( ះៃនអនុកម( វ -ធី/លទ1ផល 
និងទី5ំងៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់៖ 
Name of subprogram/output and location of 
construction site 

 Kaoh Thom RH 

េ'( ះ;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់/;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់
បនA (េបCសិន�ន) 
Name of contractor/subcontractor (if any) 

 MTA Construction Co.,
Ltd 

6រអនុEF ត, 
កិចH;ពម;Iង 

Permits, 
agreements 

េស� CសំុឲK�ន6រេរ#បចំជំរM6រ%7 នកN OងេពលដេំណCរ6រ8ង
សង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 
Request for obtaining a campsite during construction 
operations (if any), renting house is N/A 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េស� CសំុឲK�នលិខិតអនុEF តកN Oង6រេTលសំណល់        

ស�U រៈសំណង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 

Request for obtaining an agreement for disposal of 
construction waste (if any)  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រ;គប់;គង6រ%7 ន
8ងសង់ 
Management of 
construction sites 

ទី5ំងសម;សបៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់/ជំរM8ងសង់ 
Proper location of construction site/camp 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�U រៈ/េ;គXងច;ក;តYវ�នZ[\ ប័ណ] ;តឹម;តYវ                
និងអនុម័តេ%យ;កសួងបរ -8̀ន 

Equipment/plants properly licensed and approved by 
Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

aពbយ;សcលកN Oង6ររកdទុកេ;បងឥន1នៈ,េ;បង�៉សីុន 
និងស�U រៈសំណង់ 

Availability of proper storage for fuel, oil and 
construction materials  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

�ន6រែថfេំ;គXងច;ក និងស�U រៈ8ងសង់សមរមK 
(6រIរ6រេលចg យេ;បងឥន1នៈ, េ;បង�៉សីុន, 
េ;បងរMអិល, ។ល។) 

Proper maintenance of construction machinery and 
equipment (prevent leakage of fuel, oil, lubricants, 
etc.) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េ;បC;Rស់រថយនAសម;សបស;�ប់ដឹកជ�i jនស�U រៈសំណង់ 
និងសំណល់េ%យ�ន;កkត់;គប ឬស�U រៈ
;បmក់;បែហលស;�ប់;គប 
Use reasonable trucks for transportation of 
construction materials and waste with tarpaulin or 
similar materials covering  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�n តបរ -េវណជុំវ -ញតំបន់6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ពីធូលីហុយេ%
យេ;8ចទឹក (េpេពល�ន6រTំRច់) 

Clean the surrounding area from dust by water 

   

Yes No         N/A 
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sprinkling in construction zone (when necessary) Rទ       េទ         S( ន 
qងស�n តសំបកកង់rនយនAមុនេពលអនុEF តឲKrន
យនAចូលចត និង/ឬដំេណCរ6រេលCផs jវថ�ល់ 
(េពល�នករណីTំRច់) 

Clean/wash tires of vehicles before they get to 
dwellings and/or drive on roads (when necessary) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

អនុវតA6រbរេ
5មេពលេវqកំណត់ 
(ឧ.េធv C6រេpេពលៃថ�ពីេ�៉ង ០៦.០០ ;ពឹក ដល់េ�៉ង 
៦.០០q� ច) 

Implementation of works at the established time (e.g. 
work during daytime 06.00 to 18.00) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

តេម Cង8 កសEF ចxចរណ៍ែដលTំRច់កN Oង6រ%7 ន 
8ងសង់។ [ឧfហរណ៖៍ សុវតិ̀aព[ចមzង 
Installation of necessary construction signs in 
construction sites, 
i.e. Safety First… 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

;តYវ;Rកដ{�ន អ|ម័យ;តឹម;តYវ 
និងលក}ខណ~ 6រែថរកdអ|ម័យស;�ប់កម(ករេpកN Oង
6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ / 
ឬេ;បC;Rស់របស់របរែដល�ន;8ប់េpកN Oង6រ%7 ន 

Ensure proper sanitary/ hygienic conditions for 
workers at the construction site/use the existing in 
campus?  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

 

សហគមន៍, សុខaព 
និងសុវតិ̀aព 
Community, Health 
and Safety  

 

;តYវ�នវ -gន6របង�ឲK�នស�U រៈបរ -6} រសេ�b� ះបឋមស
;�ប់កម(ករនិងបុគ�លិក។ 
Provision of first-aid facilities for the workers and staff 

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ផAល់ស�U រៈ6រIរសុវតិ̀aពកN Oង6រbរ  (ឧf. េ;8មៃដ, 
ែសzកេជCងកែវង ស;�ប់6រ%7 ន, រRំង6រIរមុខ, 
ែវ�ន56រIរ) ដល់បុគ�លិក និងកម(ករ[TំRច់។ 

Provision of personal protective equipment (PPE) (i.e. 
gloves, proper shoes, face mask, goggles) to staff and 
workers, as necessary. 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន  

កម(ករ;តYវយល់ដឹងនូវបទបE� ទូេ
៖ (i) 
mម�ត់6រេ;បC;Rស់[តិZល់កុល/{� កំN Oង6រ%7 ន, (ii) 
6រIរមិនឲK�ន សេម ងឮ� ំង, (iii) 
mម�ត់សកម(aពខុសច�ប់ ដូច[៖ 
6រេលងែលzង(មិនកំណត់), 6របរRញ់/Tប់សតvកN Oង         

កសិ%7 នកN Oងបរ -េវណ6រ%7 ន, (iv) 6រេចញចូលកN Oងតំបន់  
ឯកជន/តំបន់កម(សិទ1ិIណិជ�កម([ប់នឹង6រ%7 ន;តYវR
នmម�ត់, (v) 
mម�ត់6រេRះេTលស;�មេpកN Oងបរ -េវណមន� ីរេពទK   
Workers need to be aware of the following general 
rules: (i) no alcohol/drugs on-site; (ii) prevent 
excessive noise; (iii) no illegal activities such as, but 
not limited to gambling, and hunting farm animals in 
the area; (iv) trespassing on private/ commercial 
properties adjoining the site is forbidden; (v) no 
littering in the hospitals;  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រស�n តទី5ំង6
រ%7 ន8ងសង់ 

6រ8� រេឡCងវ -ញទី5ំង6រ%7 ន 
និងជំរM6រ%7 នេpេពល6រbរ8ងសង់ ;តYវRនប�H ប់ 

   

Yes No         N/A 
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Ready 
construction site 

Restoration of the area of construction sites and 
camps when the building construction works are 
completed 

Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

%េំឡCងវ -ញ/%ដំុះកូនេឈCេpទី5ំងែដលRន6ប់កN Oង
េពលេធv C6រ8ងសង់ (6ប់េឈC១េដCម 
%េំឡCងវ -ញ២េដCម)  
Replanting/planting of finished work areas (cut one 
tree replanting two trees) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

6រbរ(កម(ករS( ន
ជំ|ញ) 

Employment 
(Unskilled labor) 

 
ឲKតៃម ពលកម(េស( CS� ចំេIះ6រbរដូចS�  

Equal pay for equal works,  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

 
 r៉ងេmចkស់៣០% 

ៃនកម(ករS( នជំ|ញែដលេ;បC;Rស់;តYវែត[�សA  ី
At least 30% of unskilled worker has to be 
employed as women. 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

 S( ន6រេ;បC;Rស់ក� ំងពលកម(កុ�រ 

No child labor.  
 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

COVID-19 
Managing risk and 
prevention  
6រ6រIរកូវ -ដ១៩ 

6រផAល់ឲKបុគ�លិក និងកម(ករនូវ �៉ស6រIរមុខ 
ទឹកZល់កុលqងៃដ ជិលqងៃដ និង 
ឧបករណ៍6រIរេផ�ងៗេទ#ត    
 In addition to PPE, the provision to staff and worker: Face 
mask, Sanitized alcohol, jelly and other   

 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

Notice/កំណត់ចំk៖ំ  
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ព័ត៌�នទូេ
 

General information
 

ៃថ�ទី …២៣……ែខ…០៧……�� ំ២០២០ 

Date: 23 July 2020 
 

ប�� ី�យតៃម េនះេរ#បចំេ%យ៖ 

Checklist prepared by: 
 Site Engineer:  
Mr. Prak Naly 

េ'( ះៃនអនុកម( វ -ធី/លទ1ផល 
និងទី5ំងៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់៖ 
Name of subprogram/output and location of 
construction site 

 Angkor- Chey RH 

េ'( ះ;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់/;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់
បនA (េបCសិន�ន) 
Name of contractor/subcontractor (if any) 

 MTA Construction Co., 
Ltd 

6រអនុEF ត, 
កិចH;ពម;Iង 

Permits, 
agreements 

េស� CសំុឲK�ន6រេរ#បចំជំរM6រ%7 នកN OងេពលដេំណCរ6រ8ង
សង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 
Request for obtaining a campsite during construction 
operations (if any), renting house is N/A 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េស� CសំុឲK�នលិខិតអនុEF តកN Oង6រេTលសំណល់        

ស�U រៈសំណង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 

Request for obtaining an agreement for disposal of 
construction waste (if any)  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រ;គប់;គង6រ%7 ន
8ងសង់ 
Management of 
construction sites 

ទី5ំងសម;សបៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់/ជំរM8ងសង់ 
Proper location of construction site/camp 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�U រៈ/េ;គXងច;ក;តYវ�នZ[\ ប័ណ] ;តឹម;តYវ                
និងអនុម័តេ%យ;កសួងបរ -8̀ន 

Equipment/plants properly licensed and approved by 
Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

aពbយ;សcលកN Oង6ររកdទុកេ;បងឥន1នៈ,េ;បង�៉សីុន 
និងស�U រៈសំណង់ 

Availability of proper storage for fuel, oil and 
construction materials  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

�ន6រែថfេំ;គXងច;ក និងស�U រៈ8ងសង់សមរមK 
(6រIរ6រេលចg យេ;បងឥន1នៈ, េ;បង�៉សីុន, 
េ;បងរMអិល, ។ល។) 

Proper maintenance of construction machinery and 
equipment (prevent leakage of fuel, oil, lubricants, 
etc.) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េ;បC;Rស់រថយនAសម;សបស;�ប់ដឹកជ�i jនស�U រៈសំណង់ 
និងសំណល់េ%យ�ន;កkត់;គប ឬស�U រៈ
;បmក់;បែហលស;�ប់;គប 
Use reasonable trucks for transportation of 
construction materials and waste with tarpaulin or 
similar materials covering  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�n តបរ -េវណជុំវ -ញតំបន់6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ពីធូលីហុយេ%
យេ;8ចទឹក (េpេពល�ន6រTំRច់) 

Clean the surrounding area from dust by water 
sprinkling in construction zone (when necessary) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

qងស�n តសំបកកង់rនយនAមុនេពលអនុEF តឲKrន
យនAចូលចត និង/ឬដំេណCរ6រេលCផs jវថ�ល់ 
(េពល�នករណីTំRច់) 

Clean/wash tires of vehicles before they get to 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 
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dwellings and/or drive on roads (when necessary) 
អនុវតA6រbរេ
5មេពលេវqកំណត់ 
(ឧ.េធv C6រេpេពលៃថ�ពីេ�៉ង ០៦.០០ ;ពឹក ដល់េ�៉ង 
៦.០០q� ច) 

Implementation of works at the established time (e.g. 
work during daytime 06.00 to 18.00) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

តេម Cង8 កសEF ចxចរណ៍ែដលTំRច់កN Oង6រ%7 ន 
8ងសង់។ [ឧfហរណ៖៍ សុវតិ̀aព[ចមzង 
Installation of necessary construction signs in 
construction sites, 
i.e. Safety First… 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

;តYវ;Rកដ{�ន អ|ម័យ;តឹម;តYវ 
និងលក}ខណ~ 6រែថរកdអ|ម័យស;�ប់កម(ករេpកN Oង
6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ / 
ឬេ;បC;Rស់របស់របរែដល�ន;8ប់េpកN Oង6រ%7 ន 

Ensure proper sanitary/ hygienic conditions for 
workers at the construction site/use the existing in 
campus?  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

 

សហគមន៍, សុខaព 
និងសុវតិ̀aព 
Community, Health 
and Safety  

 

;តYវ�នវ -gន6របង�ឲK�នស�U រៈបរ -6} រសេ�b� ះបឋមស
;�ប់កម(ករនិងបុគ�លិក។ 
Provision of first-aid facilities for the workers and staff 

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ផAល់ស�U រៈ6រIរសុវតិ̀aពកN Oង6រbរ  (ឧf. េ;8មៃដ, 
ែសzកេជCងកែវង ស;�ប់6រ%7 ន, រRំង6រIរមុខ, 
ែវ�ន56រIរ) ដល់បុគ�លិក និងកម(ករ[TំRច់។ 

Provision of personal protective equipment (PPE) (i.e. 
gloves, proper shoes, face mask, goggles) to staff and 
workers, as necessary. 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន  

កម(ករ;តYវយល់ដឹងនូវបទបE� ទូេ
៖ (i) 
mម�ត់6រេ;បC;Rស់[តិZល់កុល/{� កំN Oង6រ%7 ន, (ii) 
6រIរមិនឲK�ន សេម ងឮ� ំង, (iii) 
mម�ត់សកម(aពខុសច�ប់ ដូច[៖ 
6រេលងែលzង(មិនកំណត់), 6របរRញ់/Tប់សតvកN Oង         

កសិ%7 នកN Oងបរ -េវណ6រ%7 ន, (iv) 6រេចញចូលកN Oងតំបន់  
ឯកជន/តំបន់កម(សិទ1ិIណិជ�កម([ប់នឹង6រ%7 ន;តYវR
នmម�ត់, (v) 
mម�ត់6រេRះេTលស;�មេpកN Oងបរ -េវណមន� ីរេពទK   
Workers need to be aware of the following general 
rules: (i) no alcohol/drugs on-site; (ii) prevent 
excessive noise; (iii) no illegal activities such as, but 
not limited to gambling, and hunting farm animals in 
the area; (iv) trespassing on private/ commercial 
properties adjoining the site is forbidden; (v) no 
littering in the hospitals;  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រស�n តទី5ំង6
រ%7 ន8ងសង់ 

Ready 
construction site 

6រ8� រេឡCងវ -ញទី5ំង6រ%7 ន 
និងជំរM6រ%7 នេpេពល6រbរ8ងសង់ ;តYវRនប�H ប់ 
Restoration of the area of construction sites and 
camps when the building construction works are 
completed 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 
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%េំឡCងវ -ញ/%ដំុះកូនេឈCេpទី5ំងែដលRន6ប់កN Oង
េពលេធv C6រ8ងសង់ (6ប់េឈC១េដCម 
%េំឡCងវ -ញ២េដCម)  
Replanting/planting of finished work areas (cut one 
tree replanting two trees) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

6រbរ(កម(ករS( ន
ជំ|ញ) 

Employment 
(Unskilled labor) 

 
ឲKតៃម ពលកម(េស( CS� ចំេIះ6រbរដូចS�  

Equal pay for equal works,  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

 
 r៉ងេmចkស់៣០% 

ៃនកម(ករS( នជំ|ញែដលេ;បC;Rស់;តYវែត[�សA  ី
At least 30% of unskilled worker has to be 
employed as women. 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

 S( ន6រេ;បC;Rស់ក� ំងពលកម(កុ�រ 

No child labor.  
 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

COVID-19 
Managing risk and 
prevention  
6រ6រIរកូវ -ដ១៩ 

6រផAល់ឲKបុគ�លិក និងកម(ករនូវ �៉ស6រIរមុខ 
ទឹកZល់កុលqងៃដ ជិលqងៃដ និង 
ឧបករណ៍6រIរេផ�ងៗេទ#ត    
 In addition to PPE, the provision to staff and worker: Face 
mask, Sanitized alcohol, jelly and other   

 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

Notice/កំណត់ចំk៖ំ  
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ព័ត៌�នទូេ
 

General information
 

ៃថ�ទី …២៣……ែខ…០៧……�� ំ២០២០ 

Date: 23 July 2020 
 

ប�� ី�យតៃម េនះេរ#បចំេ%យ៖ 

Checklist prepared by: 
 Site Engineer:  
Mr. Prak Naly 

េ'( ះៃនអនុកម( វ -ធី/លទ1ផល 
និងទី5ំងៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់៖ 
Name of subprogram/output and location of 
construction site 

 Kampong Trach RH 

េ'( ះ;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់/;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់
បនA (េបCសិន�ន) 
Name of contractor/subcontractor (if any) 

 MTA Construction Co., 
Ltd 

6រអនុEF ត, 
កិចH;ពម;Iង 

Permits, 
agreements 

េស� CសំុឲK�ន6រេរ#បចំជំរM6រ%7 នកN OងេពលដេំណCរ6រ8ង
សង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 
Request for obtaining a campsite during construction 
operations (if any), renting house is N/A 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េស� CសំុឲK�នលិខិតអនុEF តកN Oង6រេTលសំណល់        

ស�U រៈសំណង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 

Request for obtaining an agreement for disposal of 
construction waste (if any)  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រ;គប់;គង6រ%7 ន
8ងសង់ 
Management of 
construction sites 

ទី5ំងសម;សបៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់/ជំរM8ងសង់ 
Proper location of construction site/camp 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�U រៈ/េ;គXងច;ក;តYវ�នZ[\ ប័ណ] ;តឹម;តYវ                
និងអនុម័តេ%យ;កសួងបរ -8̀ន 

Equipment/plants properly licensed and approved by 
Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

aពbយ;សcលកN Oង6ររកdទុកេ;បងឥន1នៈ,េ;បង�៉សីុន 
និងស�U រៈសំណង់ 

Availability of proper storage for fuel, oil and 
construction materials  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

�ន6រែថfេំ;គXងច;ក និងស�U រៈ8ងសង់សមរមK 
(6រIរ6រេលចg យេ;បងឥន1នៈ, េ;បង�៉សីុន, 
េ;បងរMអិល, ។ល។) 

Proper maintenance of construction machinery and 
equipment (prevent leakage of fuel, oil, lubricants, 
etc.) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េ;បC;Rស់រថយនAសម;សបស;�ប់ដឹកជ�i jនស�U រៈសំណង់ 
និងសំណល់េ%យ�ន;កkត់;គប ឬស�U រៈ
;បmក់;បែហលស;�ប់;គប 
Use reasonable trucks for transportation of 
construction materials and waste with tarpaulin or 
similar materials covering  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�n តបរ -េវណជុំវ -ញតំបន់6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ពីធូលីហុយេ%
យេ;8ចទឹក (េpេពល�ន6រTំRច់)  

Clean the surrounding area from dust by water 
sprinkling in construction zone (when necessary) 

    

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

qងស�n តសំបកកង់rនយនAមុនេពលអនុEF តឲKrន
យនAចូលចត និង/ឬដំេណCរ6រេលCផs jវថ�ល់ 
(េពល�នករណីTំRច់) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
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Clean/wash tires of vehicles before they get to 
dwellings and/or drive on roads (when necessary) 

Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

អនុវតA6រbរេ
5មេពលេវqកំណត់ 
(ឧ.េធv C6រេpេពលៃថ�ពីេ�៉ង ០៦.០០ ;ពឹក ដល់េ�៉ង 
៦.០០q� ច) 

Implementation of works at the established time (e.g. 
work during daytime 06.00 to 18.00) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

តេម Cង8 កសEF ចxចរណ៍ែដលTំRច់កN Oង6រ%7 ន 
8ងសង់។ [ឧfហរណ៖៍ សុវតិ̀aព[ចមzង 
Installation of necessary construction signs in 
construction sites, 
i.e. Safety First… 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

;តYវ;Rកដ{�ន អ|ម័យ;តឹម;តYវ 
និងលក}ខណ~ 6រែថរកdអ|ម័យស;�ប់កម(ករេpកN Oង
6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ / 
ឬេ;បC;Rស់របស់របរែដល�ន;8ប់េpកN Oង6រ%7 ន 

Ensure proper sanitary/ hygienic conditions for 
workers at the construction site/use the existing in 
campus?  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

 

សហគមន៍, សុខaព 
និងសុវតិ̀aព 
Community, Health 
and Safety  

 

;តYវ�នវ -gន6របង�ឲK�នស�U រៈបរ -6} រសេ�b� ះបឋមស
;�ប់កម(ករនិងបុគ�លិក។ 
Provision of first-aid facilities for the workers and staff 

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ផAល់ស�U រៈ6រIរសុវតិ̀aពកN Oង6រbរ  (ឧf. េ;8មៃដ, 
ែសzកេជCងកែវង ស;�ប់6រ%7 ន, រRំង6រIរមុខ, 
ែវ�ន56រIរ) ដល់បុគ�លិក និងកម(ករ[TំRច់។ 

Provision of personal protective equipment (PPE) (i.e. 
gloves, proper shoes, face mask, goggles) to staff and 
workers, as necessary. 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន  

កម(ករ;តYវយល់ដឹងនូវបទបE� ទូេ
៖ (i) 
mម�ត់6រេ;បC;Rស់[តិZល់កុល/{� កំN Oង6រ%7 ន, (ii) 
6រIរមិនឲK�ន សេម ងឮ� ំង, (iii) 
mម�ត់សកម(aពខុសច�ប់ ដូច[៖ 
6រេលងែលzង(មិនកំណត់), 6របរRញ់/Tប់សតvកN Oង         

កសិ%7 នកN Oងបរ -េវណ6រ%7 ន, (iv) 6រេចញចូលកN Oងតំបន់  
ឯកជន/តំបន់កម(សិទ1ិIណិជ�កម([ប់នឹង6រ%7 ន;តYវR
នmម�ត់, (v) 
mម�ត់6រេRះេTលស;�មេpកN Oងបរ -េវណមន� ីរេពទK   
Workers need to be aware of the following general 
rules: (i) no alcohol/drugs on-site; (ii) prevent 
excessive noise; (iii) no illegal activities such as, but 
not limited to gambling, and hunting farm animals in 
the area; (iv) trespassing on private/ commercial 
properties adjoining the site is forbidden; (v) no 
littering in the hospitals;  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រស�n តទី5ំង6
រ%7 ន8ងសង់ 

Ready 
construction site 

6រ8� រេឡCងវ -ញទី5ំង6រ%7 ន 
និងជំរM6រ%7 នេpេពល6រbរ8ងសង់ ;តYវRនប�H ប់ 
Restoration of the area of construction sites and 
camps when the building construction works are 
completed 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 
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%េំឡCងវ -ញ/%ដំុះកូនេឈCេpទី5ំងែដលRន6ប់កN Oង
េពលេធv C6រ8ងសង់ (6ប់េឈC១េដCម 
%េំឡCងវ -ញ២េដCម)  
Replanting/planting of finished work areas (cut one 
tree replanting two trees) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

6រbរ(កម(ករS( ន
ជំ|ញ) 

Employment 
(Unskilled labor) 

 
ឲKតៃម ពលកម(េស( CS� ចំេIះ6រbរដូចS�  

Equal pay for equal works,  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

 
 r៉ងេmចkស់៣០% 

ៃនកម(ករS( នជំ|ញែដលេ;បC;Rស់;តYវែត[�សA  ី
At least 30% of unskilled worker has to be 
employed as women. 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

 S( ន6រេ;បC;Rស់ក� ំងពលកម(កុ�រ 

No child labor.  
 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

COVID-19 
Managing risk and 
prevention  
6រ6រIរកូវ -ដ១៩ 

6រផAល់ឲKបុគ�លិក និងកម(ករនូវ �៉ស6រIរមុខ 
ទឹកZល់កុលqងៃដ ជិលqងៃដ និង 
ឧបករណ៍6រIរេផ�ងៗេទ#ត    
 In addition to PPE, the provision to staff and worker: Face 
mask, Sanitized alcohol, jelly and other   

 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

Notice/កំណត់ចំk៖ំ  
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ព័ត៌�នទូេ
 

General information
 

ៃថ�ទី …២៤……ែខ…០៧…�� ២ំ០២០ 

Date: 24 July 2020 
 

ប�� ី�យតៃម េនះេរ#បចំេ%យ៖ 

Checklist prepared by: 
 Site Engineer:  
Mr. Prak Naly 

េ'( ះៃនអនុកម( វ -ធី/លទ1ផល 
និងទី5ំងៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់៖ 
Name of subprogram/output and location of 
construction site 

 Kampot PRH 

េ'( ះ;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់/;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់
បនA (េបCសិន�ន) 
Name of contractor/subcontractor (if any) 

 MTA Construction Co., 
Ltd 

6រអនុEF ត, 
កិចH;ពម;Iង 

Permits, 
agreements 

េស� CសំុឲK�ន6រេរ#បចំជំរM6រ%7 នកN OងេពលដេំណCរ6រ8ង
សង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 
Request for obtaining a campsite during construction 
operations (if any), renting house is N/A 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េស� CសំុឲK�នលិខិតអនុEF តកN Oង6រេTលសំណល់        

ស�U រៈសំណង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 

Request for obtaining an agreement for disposal of 
construction waste (if any)  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រ;គប់;គង6រ%7 ន
8ងសង់ 
Management of 
construction sites 

ទី5ំងសម;សបៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់/ជំរM8ងសង់ 
Proper location of construction site/camp 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�U រៈ/េ;គXងច;ក;តYវ�នZ[\ ប័ណ] ;តឹម;តYវ                
និងអនុម័តេ%យ;កសួងបរ -8̀ន 

Equipment/plants properly licensed and approved by 
Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

aពbយ;សcលកN Oង6ររកdទុកេ;បងឥន1នៈ,េ;បង�៉សីុន 
និងស�U រៈសំណង់ 

Availability of proper storage for fuel, oil and 
construction materials  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

�ន6រែថfេំ;គXងច;ក និងស�U រៈ8ងសង់សមរមK 
(6រIរ6រេលចg យេ;បងឥន1នៈ, េ;បង�៉សីុន, 
េ;បងរMអិល, ។ល។) 

Proper maintenance of construction machinery and 
equipment (prevent leakage of fuel, oil, lubricants, 
etc.) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េ;បC;Rស់រថយនAសម;សបស;�ប់ដឹកជ�i jនស�U រៈសំណង់ 
និងសំណល់េ%យ�ន;កkត់;គប ឬស�U រៈ
;បmក់;បែហលស;�ប់;គប 
Use reasonable trucks for transportation of 
construction materials and waste with tarpaulin or 
similar materials covering  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�n តបរ -េវណជុំវ -ញតំបន់6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ពីធូលីហុយេ%
យេ;8ចទឹក (េpេពល�ន6រTំRច់) 

Clean the surrounding area from dust by water 
sprinkling in construction zone (when necessary) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

qងស�n តសំបកកង់rនយនAមុនេពលអនុEF តឲKrន
យនAចូលចត និង/ឬដំេណCរ6រេលCផs jវថ�ល់ 
(េពល�នករណីTំRច់) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
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Clean/wash tires of vehicles before they get to 
dwellings and/or drive on roads (when necessary) 

Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

អនុវតA6រbរេ
5មេពលេវqកំណត់ 
(ឧ.េធv C6រេpេពលៃថ�ពីេ�៉ង ០៦.០០ ;ពឹក ដល់េ�៉ង 
៦.០០q� ច) 

Implementation of works at the established time (e.g. 
work during daytime 06.00 to 18.00) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

តេម Cង8 កសEF ចxចរណ៍ែដលTំRច់កN Oង6រ%7 ន 
8ងសង់។ [ឧfហរណ៖៍ សុវតិ̀aព[ចមzង 
Installation of necessary construction signs in 
construction sites, 
i.e. Safety First… 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

;តYវ;Rកដ{�ន អ|ម័យ;តឹម;តYវ 
និងលក}ខណ~ 6រែថរកdអ|ម័យស;�ប់កម(ករេpកN Oង
6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ / 
ឬេ;បC;Rស់របស់របរែដល�ន;8ប់េpកN Oង6រ%7 ន 

Ensure proper sanitary/ hygienic conditions for 
workers at the construction site/use the existing in 
campus?  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

 

សហគមន៍, សុខaព 
និងសុវតិ̀aព 
Community, Health 
and Safety  

 

;តYវ�នវ -gន6របង�ឲK�នស�U រៈបរ -6} រសេ�b� ះបឋមស
;�ប់កម(ករនិងបុគ�លិក។ 
Provision of first-aid facilities for the workers and staff 

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ផAល់ស�U រៈ6រIរសុវតិ̀aពកN Oង6រbរ  (ឧf. េ;8មៃដ, 
ែសzកេជCងកែវង ស;�ប់6រ%7 ន, រRំង6រIរមុខ, 
ែវ�ន56រIរ) ដល់បុគ�លិក និងកម(ករ[TំRច់។ 

Provision of personal protective equipment (PPE) (i.e. 
gloves, proper shoes, face mask, goggles) to staff and 
workers, as necessary. 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន  

កម(ករ;តYវយល់ដឹងនូវបទបE� ទូេ
៖ (i) 
mម�ត់6រេ;បC;Rស់[តិZល់កុល/{� កំN Oង6រ%7 ន, (ii) 
6រIរមិនឲK�ន សេម ងឮ� ំង, (iii) 
mម�ត់សកម(aពខុសច�ប់ ដូច[៖ 
6រេលងែលzង(មិនកំណត់), 6របរRញ់/Tប់សតvកN Oង         

កសិ%7 នកN Oងបរ -េវណ6រ%7 ន, (iv) 6រេចញចូលកN Oងតំបន់  
ឯកជន/តំបន់កម(សិទ1ិIណិជ�កម([ប់នឹង6រ%7 ន;តYវR
នmម�ត់, (v) 
mម�ត់6រេRះេTលស;�មេpកN Oងបរ -េវណមន� ីរេពទK   
Workers need to be aware of the following general 
rules: (i) no alcohol/drugs on-site; (ii) prevent 
excessive noise; (iii) no illegal activities such as, but 
not limited to gambling, and hunting farm animals in 
the area; (iv) trespassing on private/ commercial 
properties adjoining the site is forbidden; (v) no 
littering in the hospitals;  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រស�n តទី5ំង6
រ%7 ន8ងសង់ 

Ready 
construction site 

6រ8� រេឡCងវ -ញទី5ំង6រ%7 ន 
និងជំរM6រ%7 នេpេពល6រbរ8ងសង់ ;តYវRនប�H ប់ 
Restoration of the area of construction sites and 
camps when the building construction works are 
completed 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 
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%េំឡCងវ -ញ/%ដំុះកូនេឈCេpទី5ំងែដលRន6ប់កN Oង
េពលេធv C6រ8ងសង់ (6ប់េឈC១េដCម 
%េំឡCងវ -ញ២េដCម)  
Replanting/planting of finished work areas (cut one 
tree replanting two trees) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

6រbរ(កម(ករS( ន
ជំ|ញ) 

Employment 
(Unskilled labor) 

 
ឲKតៃម ពលកម(េស( CS� ចំេIះ6រbរដូចS�  

Equal pay for equal works,  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

 
 r៉ងេmចkស់៣០% 

ៃនកម(ករS( នជំ|ញែដលេ;បC;Rស់;តYវែត[�សA  ី
At least 30% of unskilled worker has to be 
employed as women. 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

 S( ន6រេ;បC;Rស់ក� ំងពលកម(កុ�រ 

No child labor.  
 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

COVID-19 
Managing risk and 
prevention  
6រ6រIរកូវ -ដ១៩ 

6រផAល់ឲKបុគ�លិក និងកម(ករនូវ �៉ស6រIរមុខ 
ទឹកZល់កុលqងៃដ ជិលqងៃដ និង 
ឧបករណ៍6រIរេផ�ងៗេទ#ត    
 In addition to PPE, the provision to staff and worker: Face 
mask, Sanitized alcohol, jelly and other   

 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

Notice/កំណត់ចំk៖ំ  
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ព័ត៌�នទូេ
 

General information
 

ៃថ�ទី …២២……ែខ…០៧……�� ំ២០២០ 

Date: 22 July 2020 
 

ប�� ី�យតៃម េនះេរ#បចំេ%យ៖ 

Checklist prepared by: 
 Site Engineer:  
Mr. Prak Naly 

េ'( ះៃនអនុកម( វ -ធី/លទ1ផល 
និងទី5ំងៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់៖ 
Name of subprogram/output and location of 
construction site 

 Chhuk RH 

េ'( ះ;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់/;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់
បនA (េបCសិន�ន) 
Name of contractor/subcontractor (if any) 

 MTA Construction Co., 
Ltd 

6រអនុEF ត, 
កិចH;ពម;Iង 

Permits, 
agreements 

េស� CសំុឲK�ន6រេរ#បចំជំរM6រ%7 នកN OងេពលដេំណCរ6រ8ង
សង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 
Request for obtaining a campsite during construction 
operations (if any), renting house is N/A 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េស� CសំុឲK�នលិខិតអនុEF តកN Oង6រេTលសំណល់        

ស�U រៈសំណង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 

Request for obtaining an agreement for disposal of 
construction waste (if any)  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រ;គប់;គង6រ%7 ន
8ងសង់ 
Management of 
construction sites 

ទី5ំងសម;សបៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់/ជំរM8ងសង់ 
Proper location of construction site/camp 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�U រៈ/េ;គXងច;ក;តYវ�នZ[\ ប័ណ] ;តឹម;តYវ                
និងអនុម័តេ%យ;កសួងបរ -8̀ន 

Equipment/plants properly licensed and approved by 
Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

aពbយ;សcលកN Oង6ររកdទុកេ;បងឥន1នៈ,េ;បង�៉សីុន 
និងស�U រៈសំណង់ 

Availability of proper storage for fuel, oil and 
construction materials  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

�ន6រែថfេំ;គXងច;ក និងស�U រៈ8ងសង់សមរមK 
(6រIរ6រេលចg យេ;បងឥន1នៈ, េ;បង�៉សីុន, 
េ;បងរMអិល, ។ល។) 

Proper maintenance of construction machinery and 
equipment (prevent leakage of fuel, oil, lubricants, 
etc.) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េ;បC;Rស់រថយនAសម;សបស;�ប់ដឹកជ�i jនស�U រៈសំណង់ 
និងសំណល់េ%យ�ន;កkត់;គប ឬស�U រៈ
;បmក់;បែហលស;�ប់;គប 
Use reasonable trucks for transportation of 
construction materials and waste with tarpaulin or 
similar materials covering  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�n តបរ -េវណជុំវ -ញតំបន់6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ពីធូលីហុយេ%
យេ;8ចទឹក (េpេពល�ន6រTំRច់) 

Clean the surrounding area from dust by water 
sprinkling in construction zone (when necessary) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

qងស�n តសំបកកង់rនយនAមុនេពលអនុEF តឲKrន
យនAចូលចត និង/ឬដំេណCរ6រេលCផs jវថ�ល់ 
(េពល�នករណីTំRច់) 

Clean/wash tires of vehicles before they get to 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 
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dwellings and/or drive on roads (when necessary) 
អនុវតA6រbរេ
5មេពលេវqកំណត់ 
(ឧ.េធv C6រេpេពលៃថ�ពីេ�៉ង ០៦.០០ ;ពឹក ដល់េ�៉ង 
៦.០០q� ច) 

Implementation of works at the established time (e.g. 
work during daytime 06.00 to 18.00) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

តេម Cង8 កសEF ចxចរណ៍ែដលTំRច់កN Oង6រ%7 ន 
8ងសង់។ [ឧfហរណ៖៍ សុវតិ̀aព[ចមzង 
Installation of necessary construction signs in 
construction sites, 
i.e. Safety First… 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

;តYវ;Rកដ{�ន អ|ម័យ;តឹម;តYវ 
និងលក}ខណ~ 6រែថរកdអ|ម័យស;�ប់កម(ករេpកN Oង
6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ / 
ឬេ;បC;Rស់របស់របរែដល�ន;8ប់េpកN Oង6រ%7 ន 

Ensure proper sanitary/ hygienic conditions for 
workers at the construction site/use the existing in 
campus?  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

 

សហគមន៍, សុខaព 
និងសុវតិ̀aព 
Community, Health 
and Safety  

 

;តYវ�នវ -gន6របង�ឲK�នស�U រៈបរ -6} រសេ�b� ះបឋមស
;�ប់កម(ករនិងបុគ�លិក។ 
Provision of first-aid facilities for the workers and staff 

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ផAល់ស�U រៈ6រIរសុវតិ̀aពកN Oង6រbរ  (ឧf. េ;8មៃដ, 
ែសzកេជCងកែវង ស;�ប់6រ%7 ន, រRំង6រIរមុខ, 
ែវ�ន56រIរ) ដល់បុគ�លិក និងកម(ករ[TំRច់។ 

Provision of personal protective equipment (PPE) (i.e. 
gloves, proper shoes, face mask, goggles) to staff and 
workers, as necessary. 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន  

កម(ករ;តYវយល់ដឹងនូវបទបE� ទូេ
៖ (i) 
mម�ត់6រេ;បC;Rស់[តិZល់កុល/{� កំN Oង6រ%7 ន, (ii) 
6រIរមិនឲK�ន សេម ងឮ� ំង, (iii) 
mម�ត់សកម(aពខុសច�ប់ ដូច[៖ 
6រេលងែលzង(មិនកំណត់), 6របរRញ់/Tប់សតvកN Oង         

កសិ%7 នកN Oងបរ -េវណ6រ%7 ន, (iv) 6រេចញចូលកN Oងតំបន់  
ឯកជន/តំបន់កម(សិទ1ិIណិជ�កម([ប់នឹង6រ%7 ន;តYវR
នmម�ត់, (v) 
mម�ត់6រេRះេTលស;�មេpកN Oងបរ -េវណមន� ីរេពទK   
Workers need to be aware of the following general 
rules: (i) no alcohol/drugs on-site; (ii) prevent 
excessive noise; (iii) no illegal activities such as, but 
not limited to gambling, and hunting farm animals in 
the area; (iv) trespassing on private/ commercial 
properties adjoining the site is forbidden; (v) no 
littering in the hospitals;  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រស�n តទី5ំង6
រ%7 ន8ងសង់ 

Ready 
construction site 

6រ8� រេឡCងវ -ញទី5ំង6រ%7 ន 
និងជំរM6រ%7 នេpេពល6រbរ8ងសង់ ;តYវRនប�H ប់ 
Restoration of the area of construction sites and 
camps when the building construction works are 
completed 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 
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%េំឡCងវ -ញ/%ដំុះកូនេឈCេpទី5ំងែដលRន6ប់កN Oង
េពលេធv C6រ8ងសង់ (6ប់េឈC១េដCម 
%េំឡCងវ -ញ២េដCម)  
Replanting/planting of finished work areas (cut one 
tree replanting two trees) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

6រbរ(កម(ករS( ន
ជំ|ញ) 

Employment 
(Unskilled labor) 

 
ឲKតៃម ពលកម(េស( CS� ចំេIះ6រbរដូចS�  

Equal pay for equal works,  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

 
 r៉ងេmចkស់៣០% 

ៃនកម(ករS( នជំ|ញែដលេ;បC;Rស់;តYវែត[�សA  ី
At least 30% of unskilled worker has to be 
employed as women. 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

 S( ន6រេ;បC;Rស់ក� ំងពលកម(កុ�រ 

No child labor.  
 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

COVID-19 
Managing risk and 
prevention  
6រ6រIរកូវ -ដ១៩ 

6រផAល់ឲKបុគ�លិក និងកម(ករនូវ �៉ស6រIរមុខ 
ទឹកZល់កុលqងៃដ ជិលqងៃដ និង 
ឧបករណ៍6រIរេផ�ងៗេទ#ត    
 In addition to PPE, the provision to staff and worker: Face 
mask, Sanitized alcohol, jelly and other   

 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

Notice/កំណត់ចំk៖ំ  
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ព័ត៌�នទូេ
 

General information
 

ៃថ�ទី …០៨……ែខ…០៧……�� ំ២០២០ 

Date: 8 July 2020 
 

ប�� ី�យតៃម េនះេរ#បចំេ%យ៖ 

Checklist prepared by: 
 Site Engineer:  
Mr. Prak Naly 

េ'( ះៃនអនុកម( វ -ធី/លទ1ផល 
និងទី5ំងៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់៖ 
Name of subprogram/output and location of 
construction site 

 Pea-Reang RH 

េ'( ះ;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់/;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់
បនA (េបCសិន�ន) 
Name of contractor/subcontractor (if any) 

 MTA Construction Co., 
Ltd 

6រអនុEF ត, 
កិចH;ពម;Iង 

Permits, 
agreements 

េស� CសំុឲK�ន6រេរ#បចំជំរM6រ%7 នកN OងេពលដេំណCរ6រ8ង
សង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 
Request for obtaining a campsite during construction 
operations (if any), renting house is N/A 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េស� CសំុឲK�នលិខិតអនុEF តកN Oង6រេTលសំណល់        

ស�U រៈសំណង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 

Request for obtaining an agreement for disposal of 
construction waste (if any)  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រ;គប់;គង6រ%7 ន
8ងសង់ 
Management of 
construction sites 

ទី5ំងសម;សបៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់/ជំរM8ងសង់ 
Proper location of construction site/camp 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�U រៈ/េ;គXងច;ក;តYវ�នZ[\ ប័ណ] ;តឹម;តYវ                
និងអនុម័តេ%យ;កសួងបរ -8̀ន 

Equipment/plants properly licensed and approved by 
Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

aពbយ;សcលកN Oង6ររកdទុកេ;បងឥន1នៈ,េ;បង�៉សីុន 
និងស�U រៈសំណង់ 

Availability of proper storage for fuel, oil and 
construction materials  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

�ន6រែថfេំ;គXងច;ក និងស�U រៈ8ងសង់សមរមK 
(6រIរ6រេលចg យេ;បងឥន1នៈ, េ;បង�៉សីុន, 
េ;បងរMអិល, ។ល។) 

Proper maintenance of construction machinery and 
equipment (prevent leakage of fuel, oil, lubricants, 
etc.) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េ;បC;Rស់រថយនAសម;សបស;�ប់ដឹកជ�i jនស�U រៈសំណង់ 
និងសំណល់េ%យ�ន;កkត់;គប ឬស�U រៈ
;បmក់;បែហលស;�ប់;គប 
Use reasonable trucks for transportation of 
construction materials and waste with tarpaulin or 
similar materials covering  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�n តបរ -េវណជុំវ -ញតំបន់6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ពីធូលីហុយេ%
យេ;8ចទឹក (េpេពល�ន6រTំRច់)  

Clean the surrounding area from dust by water 
sprinkling in construction zone (when necessary) 

    

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

qងស�n តសំបកកង់rនយនAមុនេពលអនុEF តឲKrន
យនAចូលចត និង/ឬដំេណCរ6រេលCផs jវថ�ល់ 
(េពល�នករណីTំRច់) 

Clean/wash tires of vehicles before they get to 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 
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dwellings and/or drive on roads (when necessary) 
អនុវតA6រbរេ
5មេពលេវqកំណត់ 
(ឧ.េធv C6រេpេពលៃថ�ពីេ�៉ង ០៦.០០ ;ពឹក ដល់េ�៉ង 
៦.០០q� ច) 

Implementation of works at the established time (e.g. 
work during daytime 06.00 to 18.00) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

តេម Cង8 កសEF ចxចរណ៍ែដលTំRច់កN Oង6រ%7 ន 
8ងសង់។ [ឧfហរណ៖៍ សុវតិ̀aព[ចមzង 
Installation of necessary construction signs in 
construction sites, 
i.e. Safety First… 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

;តYវ;Rកដ{�ន អ|ម័យ;តឹម;តYវ 
និងលក}ខណ~ 6រែថរកdអ|ម័យស;�ប់កម(ករេpកN Oង
6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ / 
ឬេ;បC;Rស់របស់របរែដល�ន;8ប់េpកN Oង6រ%7 ន 

Ensure proper sanitary/ hygienic conditions for 
workers at the construction site/use the existing in 
campus?  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

 

សហគមន៍, សុខaព 
និងសុវតិ̀aព 
Community, Health 
and Safety  

 

;តYវ�នវ -gន6របង�ឲK�នស�U រៈបរ -6} រសេ�b� ះបឋមស
;�ប់កម(ករនិងបុគ�លិក។ 
Provision of first-aid facilities for the workers and staff 

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ផAល់ស�U រៈ6រIរសុវតិ̀aពកN Oង6រbរ  (ឧf. េ;8មៃដ, 
ែសzកេជCងកែវង ស;�ប់6រ%7 ន, រRំង6រIរមុខ, 
ែវ�ន56រIរ) ដល់បុគ�លិក និងកម(ករ[TំRច់។ 

Provision of personal protective equipment (PPE) (i.e. 
gloves, proper shoes, face mask, goggles) to staff and 
workers, as necessary. 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន  

កម(ករ;តYវយល់ដឹងនូវបទបE� ទូេ
៖ (i) 
mម�ត់6រេ;បC;Rស់[តិZល់កុល/{� កំN Oង6រ%7 ន, (ii) 
6រIរមិនឲK�ន សេម ងឮ� ំង, (iii) 
mម�ត់សកម(aពខុសច�ប់ ដូច[៖ 
6រេលងែលzង(មិនកំណត់), 6របរRញ់/Tប់សតvកN Oង         

កសិ%7 នកN Oងបរ -េវណ6រ%7 ន, (iv) 6រេចញចូលកN Oងតំបន់  
ឯកជន/តំបន់កម(សិទ1ិIណិជ�កម([ប់នឹង6រ%7 ន;តYវR
នmម�ត់, (v) 
mម�ត់6រេRះេTលស;�មេpកN Oងបរ -េវណមន� ីរេពទK   
Workers need to be aware of the following general 
rules: (i) no alcohol/drugs on-site; (ii) prevent 
excessive noise; (iii) no illegal activities such as, but 
not limited to gambling, and hunting farm animals in 
the area; (iv) trespassing on private/ commercial 
properties adjoining the site is forbidden; (v) no 
littering in the hospitals;  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រស�n តទី5ំង6
រ%7 ន8ងសង់ 

Ready 
construction site 

6រ8� រេឡCងវ -ញទី5ំង6រ%7 ន 
និងជំរM6រ%7 នេpេពល6រbរ8ងសង់ ;តYវRនប�H ប់ 
Restoration of the area of construction sites and 
camps when the building construction works are 
completed 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 
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%េំឡCងវ -ញ/%ដំុះកូនេឈCេpទី5ំងែដលRន6ប់កN Oង
េពលេធv C6រ8ងសង់ (6ប់េឈC១េដCម 
%េំឡCងវ -ញ២េដCម)  
Replanting/planting of finished work areas (cut one 
tree replanting two trees) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

6រbរ(កម(ករS( ន
ជំ|ញ) 

Employment 
(Unskilled labor) 

 
ឲKតៃម ពលកម(េស( CS� ចំេIះ6រbរដូចS�  

Equal pay for equal works,  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

 
 r៉ងេmចkស់៣០% 

ៃនកម(ករS( នជំ|ញែដលេ;បC;Rស់;តYវែត[�សA  ី
At least 30% of unskilled worker has to be 
employed as women. 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

 S( ន6រេ;បC;Rស់ក� ំងពលកម(កុ�រ 

No child labor.  
 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

COVID-19 
Managing risk and 
prevention  
6រ6រIរកូវ -ដ១៩ 

6រផAល់ឲKបុគ�លិក និងកម(ករនូវ �៉ស6រIរមុខ 
ទឹកZល់កុលqងៃដ ជិលqងៃដ និង 
ឧបករណ៍6រIរេផ�ងៗេទ#ត    
 In addition to PPE, the provision to staff and worker: Face 
mask, Sanitized alcohol, jelly and other   

 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

Notice/កំណត់ចំk៖ំ  
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ព័ត៌�នទូេ
 

General information
 

ៃថ�ទី …០៧……ែខ…០៧……�� ំ២០២០ 

Date: 07 July 2020 
 

ប�� ី�យតៃម េនះេរ#បចំេ%យ៖ 

Checklist prepared by: 
 Site Engineer:  
Mr. Prak Naly 

េ'( ះៃនអនុកម( វ -ធី/លទ1ផល 
និងទី5ំងៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់៖ 
Name of subprogram/output and location of 
construction site 

 Prey Veng  PRH 

េ'( ះ;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់/;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់
បនA (េបCសិន�ន) 
Name of contractor/subcontractor (if any) 

 MTA Construction Co., 
Ltd 

6រអនុEF ត, 
កិចH;ពម;Iង 

Permits, 
agreements 

េស� CសំុឲK�ន6រេរ#បចំជំរM6រ%7 នកN OងេពលដេំណCរ6រ8ង
សង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 
Request for obtaining a campsite during construction 
operations (if any), renting house is N/A 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េស� CសំុឲK�នលិខិតអនុEF តកN Oង6រេTលសំណល់        

ស�U រៈសំណង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 

Request for obtaining an agreement for disposal of 
construction waste (if any)  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រ;គប់;គង6រ%7 ន
8ងសង់ 
Management of 
construction sites 

ទី5ំងសម;សបៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់/ជំរM8ងសង់ 
Proper location of construction site/camp 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�U រៈ/េ;គXងច;ក;តYវ�នZ[\ ប័ណ] ;តឹម;តYវ                
និងអនុម័តេ%យ;កសួងបរ -8̀ន 

Equipment/plants properly licensed and approved by 
Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

aពbយ;សcលកN Oង6ររកdទុកេ;បងឥន1នៈ,េ;បង�៉សីុន 
និងស�U រៈសំណង់ 

Availability of proper storage for fuel, oil and 
construction materials  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

�ន6រែថfេំ;គXងច;ក និងស�U រៈ8ងសង់សមរមK 
(6រIរ6រេលចg យេ;បងឥន1នៈ, េ;បង�៉សីុន, 
េ;បងរMអិល, ។ល។) 

Proper maintenance of construction machinery and 
equipment (prevent leakage of fuel, oil, lubricants, 
etc.) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េ;បC;Rស់រថយនAសម;សបស;�ប់ដឹកជ�i jនស�U រៈសំណង់ 
និងសំណល់េ%យ�ន;កkត់;គប ឬស�U រៈ
;បmក់;បែហលស;�ប់;គប 
Use reasonable trucks for transportation of 
construction materials and waste with tarpaulin or 
similar materials covering  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�n តបរ -េវណជុំវ -ញតំបន់6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ពីធូលីហុយេ%
យេ;8ចទឹក (េpេពល�ន6រTំRច់)  

Clean the surrounding area from dust by water 
sprinkling in construction zone (when necessary) 

    

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

qងស�n តសំបកកង់rនយនAមុនេពលអនុEF តឲKrន
យនAចូលចត និង/ឬដំេណCរ6រេលCផs jវថ�ល់ 
(េពល�នករណីTំRច់) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
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Clean/wash tires of vehicles before they get to 
dwellings and/or drive on roads (when necessary) 

Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

អនុវតA6រbរេ
5មេពលេវqកំណត់ 
(ឧ.េធv C6រេpេពលៃថ�ពីេ�៉ង ០៦.០០ ;ពឹក ដល់េ�៉ង 
៦.០០q� ច) 

Implementation of works at the established time (e.g. 
work during daytime 06.00 to 18.00) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

តេម Cង8 កសEF ចxចរណ៍ែដលTំRច់កN Oង6រ%7 ន 
8ងសង់។ [ឧfហរណ៖៍ សុវតិ̀aព[ចមzង 
Installation of necessary construction signs in 
construction sites, 
i.e. Safety First… 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

;តYវ;Rកដ{�ន អ|ម័យ;តឹម;តYវ 
និងលក}ខណ~ 6រែថរកdអ|ម័យស;�ប់កម(ករេpកN Oង
6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ / 
ឬេ;បC;Rស់របស់របរែដល�ន;8ប់េpកN Oង6រ%7 ន 

Ensure proper sanitary/ hygienic conditions for 
workers at the construction site/use the existing in 
campus?  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

 

សហគមន៍, សុខaព 
និងសុវតិ̀aព 
Community, Health 
and Safety  

 

;តYវ�នវ -gន6របង�ឲK�នស�U រៈបរ -6} រសេ�b� ះបឋមស
;�ប់កម(ករនិងបុគ�លិក។ 
Provision of first-aid facilities for the workers and staff 

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ផAល់ស�U រៈ6រIរសុវតិ̀aពកN Oង6រbរ  (ឧf. េ;8មៃដ, 
ែសzកេជCងកែវង ស;�ប់6រ%7 ន, រRំង6រIរមុខ, 
ែវ�ន56រIរ) ដល់បុគ�លិក និងកម(ករ[TំRច់។ 

Provision of personal protective equipment (PPE) (i.e. 
gloves, proper shoes, face mask, goggles) to staff and 
workers, as necessary. 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន  

កម(ករ;តYវយល់ដឹងនូវបទបE� ទូេ
៖ (i) 
mម�ត់6រេ;បC;Rស់[តិZល់កុល/{� កំN Oង6រ%7 ន, (ii) 
6រIរមិនឲK�ន សេម ងឮ� ំង, (iii) 
mម�ត់សកម(aពខុសច�ប់ ដូច[៖ 
6រេលងែលzង(មិនកំណត់), 6របរRញ់/Tប់សតvកN Oង         

កសិ%7 នកN Oងបរ -េវណ6រ%7 ន, (iv) 6រេចញចូលកN Oងតំបន់  
ឯកជន/តំបន់កម(សិទ1ិIណិជ�កម([ប់នឹង6រ%7 ន;តYវR
នmម�ត់, (v) 
mម�ត់6រេRះេTលស;�មេpកN Oងបរ -េវណមន� ីរេពទK   
Workers need to be aware of the following general 
rules: (i) no alcohol/drugs on-site; (ii) prevent 
excessive noise; (iii) no illegal activities such as, but 
not limited to gambling, and hunting farm animals in 
the area; (iv) trespassing on private/ commercial 
properties adjoining the site is forbidden; (v) no 
littering in the hospitals;  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រស�n តទី5ំង6
រ%7 ន8ងសង់ 

Ready 
construction site 

6រ8� រេឡCងវ -ញទី5ំង6រ%7 ន 
និងជំរM6រ%7 នេpេពល6រbរ8ងសង់ ;តYវRនប�H ប់ 
Restoration of the area of construction sites and 
camps when the building construction works are 
completed 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 
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%េំឡCងវ -ញ/%ដំុះកូនេឈCេpទី5ំងែដលRន6ប់កN Oង
េពលេធv C6រ8ងសង់ (6ប់េឈC១េដCម 
%េំឡCងវ -ញ២េដCម)  
Replanting/planting of finished work areas (cut one 
tree replanting two trees) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

6រbរ(កម(ករS( ន
ជំ|ញ) 

Employment 
(Unskilled labor) 

 
ឲKតៃម ពលកម(េស( CS� ចំេIះ6រbរដូចS�  

Equal pay for equal works,  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

 
 r៉ងេmចkស់៣០% 

ៃនកម(ករS( នជំ|ញែដលេ;បC;Rស់;តYវែត[�សA  ី
At least 30% of unskilled worker has to be 
employed as women. 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

 S( ន6រេ;បC;Rស់ក� ំងពលកម(កុ�រ 

No child labor.  
 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

COVID-19 
Managing risk and 
prevention  
6រ6រIរកូវ -ដ១៩ 

6រផAល់ឲKបុគ�លិក និងកម(ករនូវ �៉ស6រIរមុខ 
ទឹកZល់កុលqងៃដ ជិលqងៃដ និង 
ឧបករណ៍6រIរេផ�ងៗេទ#ត    
 In addition to PPE, the provision to staff and worker: Face 
mask, Sanitized alcohol, jelly and other   

 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

Notice/កំណត់ចំk៖ំ  
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ព័ត៌�នទូេ
 

General information
 

ៃថ�ទី …០៩……ែខ…០៧……�� ំ២០២០ 

Date: 9 July 2020 
 

ប�� ី�យតៃម េនះេរ#បចំេ%យ៖ 

Checklist prepared by: 
 Site Engineer:  
Mr. Prak Naly 

េ'( ះៃនអនុកម( វ -ធី/លទ1ផល 
និងទី5ំងៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់៖ 
Name of subprogram/output and location of 
construction site 

 Preah Sdach RH 

េ'( ះ;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់/;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់
បនA (េបCសិន�ន) 
Name of contractor/subcontractor (if any) 

 MTA Construction Co., 
Ltd 

6រអនុEF ត, 
កិចH;ពម;Iង 

Permits, 
agreements 

េស� CសំុឲK�ន6រេរ#បចំជំរM6រ%7 នកN OងេពលដេំណCរ6រ8ង
សង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 
Request for obtaining a campsite during construction 
operations (if any), renting house is N/A 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េស� CសំុឲK�នលិខិតអនុEF តកN Oង6រេTលសំណល់        

ស�U រៈសំណង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 

Request for obtaining an agreement for disposal of 
construction waste (if any)  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រ;គប់;គង6រ%7 ន
8ងសង់ 
Management of 
construction sites 

ទី5ំងសម;សបៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់/ជំរM8ងសង់ 
Proper location of construction site/camp 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�U រៈ/េ;គXងច;ក;តYវ�នZ[\ ប័ណ] ;តឹម;តYវ                
និងអនុម័តេ%យ;កសួងបរ -8̀ន 

Equipment/plants properly licensed and approved by 
Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

aពbយ;សcលកN Oង6ររកdទុកេ;បងឥន1នៈ,េ;បង�៉សីុន 
និងស�U រៈសំណង់ 

Availability of proper storage for fuel, oil and 
construction materials  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

�ន6រែថfេំ;គXងច;ក និងស�U រៈ8ងសង់សមរមK 
(6រIរ6រេលចg យេ;បងឥន1នៈ, េ;បង�៉សីុន, 
េ;បងរMអិល, ។ល។) 

Proper maintenance of construction machinery and 
equipment (prevent leakage of fuel, oil, lubricants, 
etc.) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េ;បC;Rស់រថយនAសម;សបស;�ប់ដឹកជ�i jនស�U រៈសំណង់ 
និងសំណល់េ%យ�ន;កkត់;គប ឬស�U រៈ
;បmក់;បែហលស;�ប់;គប 
Use reasonable trucks for transportation of 
construction materials and waste with tarpaulin or 
similar materials covering  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�n តបរ -េវណជុំវ -ញតំបន់6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ពីធូលីហុយេ%
យេ;8ចទឹក (េpេពល�ន6រTំRច់) 

Clean the surrounding area from dust by water 
sprinkling in construction zone (when necessary) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

qងស�n តសំបកកង់rនយនAមុនេពលអនុEF តឲKrន
យនAចូលចត និង/ឬដំេណCរ6រេលCផs jវថ�ល់ 
(េពល�នករណីTំRច់) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
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Clean/wash tires of vehicles before they get to 
dwellings and/or drive on roads (when necessary) 

Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

អនុវតA6រbរេ
5មេពលេវqកំណត់ 
(ឧ.េធv C6រេpេពលៃថ�ពីេ�៉ង ០៦.០០ ;ពឹក ដល់េ�៉ង 
៦.០០q� ច) 

Implementation of works at the established time (e.g. 
work during daytime 06.00 to 18.00) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

តេម Cង8 កសEF ចxចរណ៍ែដលTំRច់កN Oង6រ%7 ន 
8ងសង់។ [ឧfហរណ៖៍ សុវតិ̀aព[ចមzង 
Installation of necessary construction signs in 
construction sites, 
i.e. Safety First… 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

;តYវ;Rកដ{�ន អ|ម័យ;តឹម;តYវ 
និងលក}ខណ~ 6រែថរកdអ|ម័យស;�ប់កម(ករេpកN Oង
6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ / 
ឬេ;បC;Rស់របស់របរែដល�ន;8ប់េpកN Oង6រ%7 ន 

Ensure proper sanitary/ hygienic conditions for 
workers at the construction site/use the existing in 
campus?  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

 

សហគមន៍, សុខaព 
និងសុវតិ̀aព 
Community, Health 
and Safety  

 

;តYវ�នវ -gន6របង�ឲK�នស�U រៈបរ -6} រសេ�b� ះបឋមស
;�ប់កម(ករនិងបុគ�លិក។ 
Provision of first-aid facilities for the workers and staff 

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ផAល់ស�U រៈ6រIរសុវតិ̀aពកN Oង6រbរ  (ឧf. េ;8មៃដ, 
ែសzកេជCងកែវង ស;�ប់6រ%7 ន, រRំង6រIរមុខ, 
ែវ�ន56រIរ) ដល់បុគ�លិក និងកម(ករ[TំRច់។ 

Provision of personal protective equipment (PPE) (i.e. 
gloves, proper shoes, face mask, goggles) to staff and 
workers, as necessary. 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន  

កម(ករ;តYវយល់ដឹងនូវបទបE� ទូេ
៖ (i) 
mម�ត់6រេ;បC;Rស់[តិZល់កុល/{� កំN Oង6រ%7 ន, (ii) 
6រIរមិនឲK�ន សេម ងឮ� ំង, (iii) 
mម�ត់សកម(aពខុសច�ប់ ដូច[៖ 
6រេលងែលzង(មិនកំណត់), 6របរRញ់/Tប់សតvកN Oង         

កសិ%7 នកN Oងបរ -េវណ6រ%7 ន, (iv) 6រេចញចូលកN Oងតំបន់  
ឯកជន/តំបន់កម(សិទ1ិIណិជ�កម([ប់នឹង6រ%7 ន;តYវR
នmម�ត់, (v) 
mម�ត់6រេRះេTលស;�មេpកN Oងបរ -េវណមន� ីរេពទK   
Workers need to be aware of the following general 
rules: (i) no alcohol/drugs on-site; (ii) prevent 
excessive noise; (iii) no illegal activities such as, but 
not limited to gambling, and hunting farm animals in 
the area; (iv) trespassing on private/ commercial 
properties adjoining the site is forbidden; (v) no 
littering in the hospitals;  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រស�n តទី5ំង6
រ%7 ន8ងសង់ 

Ready 
construction site 

6រ8� រេឡCងវ -ញទី5ំង6រ%7 ន 
និងជំរM6រ%7 នេpេពល6រbរ8ងសង់ ;តYវRនប�H ប់ 
Restoration of the area of construction sites and 
camps when the building construction works are 
completed 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 
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%េំឡCងវ -ញ/%ដំុះកូនេឈCេpទី5ំងែដលRន6ប់កN Oង
េពលេធv C6រ8ងសង់ (6ប់េឈC១េដCម 
%េំឡCងវ -ញ២េដCម)  
Replanting/planting of finished work areas (cut one 
tree replanting two trees) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

6រbរ(កម(ករS( ន
ជំ|ញ) 

Employment 
(Unskilled labor) 

 
ឲKតៃម ពលកម(េស( CS� ចំេIះ6រbរដូចS�  

Equal pay for equal works,  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

 
 r៉ងេmចkស់៣០% 

ៃនកម(ករS( នជំ|ញែដលេ;បC;Rស់;តYវែត[�សA  ី
At least 30% of unskilled worker has to be 
employed as women. 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

 S( ន6រេ;បC;Rស់ក� ំងពលកម(កុ�រ 

No child labor.  
 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

COVID-19 
Managing risk and 
prevention  
6រ6រIរកូវ -ដ១៩ 

6រផAល់ឲKបុគ�លិក និងកម(ករនូវ �៉ស6រIរមុខ 
ទឹកZល់កុលqងៃដ ជិលqងៃដ និង 
ឧបករណ៍6រIរេផ�ងៗេទ#ត    
 In addition to PPE, the provision to staff and worker: Face 
mask, Sanitized alcohol, jelly and other   

 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

Notice/កំណត់ចំk៖ំ  
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ព័ត៌�នទូេ
 

General information
 

ៃថ�ទី …០៩……ែខ…០៧……�� ំ២០២០ 

Date: 9 July 2020 
 

ប�� ី�យតៃម េនះេរ#បចំេ%យ៖ 

Checklist prepared by: 
 Site Engineer:  
Mr. Prak Naly 

េ'( ះៃនអនុកម( វ -ធី/លទ1ផល 
និងទី5ំងៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់៖ 
Name of subprogram/output and location of 
construction site 

 Kampong Trabaek RH 

េ'( ះ;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់/;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់
បនA (េបCសិន�ន) 
Name of contractor/subcontractor (if any) 

 MTA Construction Co., 
Ltd 

6រអនុEF ត, 
កិចH;ពម;Iង 

Permits, 
agreements 

េស� CសំុឲK�ន6រេរ#បចំជំរM6រ%7 នកN OងេពលដេំណCរ6រ8ង
សង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 
Request for obtaining a campsite during construction 
operations (if any), renting house is N/A 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េស� CសំុឲK�នលិខិតអនុEF តកN Oង6រេTលសំណល់        

ស�U រៈសំណង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 

Request for obtaining an agreement for disposal of 
construction waste (if any)  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រ;គប់;គង6រ%7 ន
8ងសង់ 
Management of 
construction sites 

ទី5ំងសម;សបៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់/ជំរM8ងសង់ 
Proper location of construction site/camp 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�U រៈ/េ;គXងច;ក;តYវ�នZ[\ ប័ណ] ;តឹម;តYវ                
និងអនុម័តេ%យ;កសួងបរ -8̀ន 

Equipment/plants properly licensed and approved by 
Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

aពbយ;សcលកN Oង6ររកdទុកេ;បងឥន1នៈ,េ;បង�៉សីុន 
និងស�U រៈសំណង់ 

Availability of proper storage for fuel, oil and 
construction materials  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

�ន6រែថfេំ;គXងច;ក និងស�U រៈ8ងសង់សមរមK 
(6រIរ6រេលចg យេ;បងឥន1នៈ, េ;បង�៉សីុន, 
េ;បងរMអិល, ។ល។) 

Proper maintenance of construction machinery and 
equipment (prevent leakage of fuel, oil, lubricants, 
etc.) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េ;បC;Rស់រថយនAសម;សបស;�ប់ដឹកជ�i jនស�U រៈសំណង់ 
និងសំណល់េ%យ�ន;កkត់;គប ឬស�U រៈ
;បmក់;បែហលស;�ប់;គប 
Use reasonable trucks for transportation of 
construction materials and waste with tarpaulin or 
similar materials covering  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�n តបរ -េវណជុំវ -ញតំបន់6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ពីធូលីហុយេ%
យេ;8ចទឹក (េpេពល�ន6រTំRច់)  

Clean the surrounding area from dust by water 
sprinkling in construction zone (when necessary) 

    

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

qងស�n តសំបកកង់rនយនAមុនេពលអនុEF តឲKrន
យនAចូលចត និង/ឬដំេណCរ6រេលCផs jវថ�ល់ 
(េពល�នករណីTំRច់) 

Clean/wash tires of vehicles before they get to 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 
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dwellings and/or drive on roads (when necessary) 
អនុវតA6រbរេ
5មេពលេវqកំណត់ 
(ឧ.េធv C6រេpេពលៃថ�ពីេ�៉ង ០៦.០០ ;ពឹក ដល់េ�៉ង 
៦.០០q� ច) 

Implementation of works at the established time (e.g. 
work during daytime 06.00 to 18.00) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

តេម Cង8 កសEF ចxចរណ៍ែដលTំRច់កN Oង6រ%7 ន 
8ងសង់។ [ឧfហរណ៖៍ សុវតិ̀aព[ចមzង 
Installation of necessary construction signs in 
construction sites, 
i.e. Safety First… 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

;តYវ;Rកដ{�ន អ|ម័យ;តឹម;តYវ 
និងលក}ខណ~ 6រែថរកdអ|ម័យស;�ប់កម(ករេpកN Oង
6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ / 
ឬេ;បC;Rស់របស់របរែដល�ន;8ប់េpកN Oង6រ%7 ន 

Ensure proper sanitary/ hygienic conditions for 
workers at the construction site/use the existing in 
campus?  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

 

សហគមន៍, សុខaព 
និងសុវតិ̀aព 
Community, Health 
and Safety  

 

;តYវ�នវ -gន6របង�ឲK�នស�U រៈបរ -6} រសេ�b� ះបឋមស
;�ប់កម(ករនិងបុគ�លិក។ 
Provision of first-aid facilities for the workers and staff 

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ផAល់ស�U រៈ6រIរសុវតិ̀aពកN Oង6រbរ  (ឧf. េ;8មៃដ, 
ែសzកេជCងកែវង ស;�ប់6រ%7 ន, រRំង6រIរមុខ, 
ែវ�ន56រIរ) ដល់បុគ�លិក និងកម(ករ[TំRច់។ 

Provision of personal protective equipment (PPE) (i.e. 
gloves, proper shoes, face mask, goggles) to staff and 
workers, as necessary. 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន  

កម(ករ;តYវយល់ដឹងនូវបទបE� ទូេ
៖ (i) 
mម�ត់6រេ;បC;Rស់[តិZល់កុល/{� កំN Oង6រ%7 ន, (ii) 
6រIរមិនឲK�ន សេម ងឮ� ំង, (iii) 
mម�ត់សកម(aពខុសច�ប់ ដូច[៖ 
6រេលងែលzង(មិនកំណត់), 6របរRញ់/Tប់សតvកN Oង         

កសិ%7 នកN Oងបរ -េវណ6រ%7 ន, (iv) 6រេចញចូលកN Oងតំបន់  
ឯកជន/តំបន់កម(សិទ1ិIណិជ�កម([ប់នឹង6រ%7 ន;តYវR
នmម�ត់, (v) 
mម�ត់6រេRះេTលស;�មេpកN Oងបរ -េវណមន� ីរេពទK   
Workers need to be aware of the following general 
rules: (i) no alcohol/drugs on-site; (ii) prevent 
excessive noise; (iii) no illegal activities such as, but 
not limited to gambling, and hunting farm animals in 
the area; (iv) trespassing on private/ commercial 
properties adjoining the site is forbidden; (v) no 
littering in the hospitals;  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រស�n តទី5ំង6
រ%7 ន8ងសង់ 

Ready 
construction site 

6រ8� រេឡCងវ -ញទី5ំង6រ%7 ន 
និងជំរM6រ%7 នេpេពល6រbរ8ងសង់ ;តYវRនប�H ប់ 
Restoration of the area of construction sites and 
camps when the building construction works are 
completed 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 
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%េំឡCងវ -ញ/%ដំុះកូនេឈCេpទី5ំងែដលRន6ប់កN Oង
េពលេធv C6រ8ងសង់ (6ប់េឈC១េដCម 
%េំឡCងវ -ញ២េដCម)  
Replanting/planting of finished work areas (cut one 
tree replanting two trees) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

6រbរ(កម(ករS( ន
ជំ|ញ) 

Employment 
(Unskilled labor) 

 
ឲKតៃម ពលកម(េស( CS� ចំេIះ6រbរដូចS�  

Equal pay for equal works,  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

 
 r៉ងេmចkស់៣០% 

ៃនកម(ករS( នជំ|ញែដលេ;បC;Rស់;តYវែត[�សA  ី
At least 30% of unskilled worker has to be 
employed as women. 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

 S( ន6រេ;បC;Rស់ក� ំងពលកម(កុ�រ 

No child labor.  
 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

COVID-19 
Managing risk and 
prevention  
6រ6រIរកូវ -ដ១៩ 

6រផAល់ឲKបុគ�លិក និងកម(ករនូវ �៉ស6រIរមុខ 
ទឹកZល់កុលqងៃដ ជិលqងៃដ និង 
ឧបករណ៍6រIរេផ�ងៗេទ#ត    
 In addition to PPE, the provision to staff and worker: Face 
mask, Sanitized alcohol, jelly and other   

 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

Notice/កំណត់ចំk៖ំ  
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ព័ត៌�នទូេ
 

General information
 

ៃថ�ទី …២០……ែខ០៧…�� ំ២០២០ 

Date: 20 July 2020 
 

ប�� ី�យតៃម េនះេរ#បចំេ%យ៖ 

Checklist prepared by: 
 Site Engineer:  
Mr. Prak Naly 

េ'( ះៃនអនុកម( វ -ធី/លទ1ផល 
និងទី5ំងៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់៖ 
Name of subprogram/output and location of 
construction site 

 Svay Rieng PRH 

េ'( ះ;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់/;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់
បនA (េបCសិន�ន) 
Name of contractor/subcontractor (if any) 

 MTA Construction Co., 
Ltd 

6រអនុEF ត, 
កិចH;ពម;Iង 

Permits, 
agreements 

េស� CសំុឲK�ន6រេរ#បចំជំរM6រ%7 នកN OងេពលដេំណCរ6រ8ង
សង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 
Request for obtaining a campsite during construction 
operations (if any), renting house is N/A 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េស� CសំុឲK�នលិខិតអនុEF តកN Oង6រេTលសំណល់        

ស�U រៈសំណង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 

Request for obtaining an agreement for disposal of 
construction waste (if any)  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រ;គប់;គង6រ%7 ន
8ងសង់ 
Management of 
construction sites 

ទី5ំងសម;សបៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់/ជំរM8ងសង់ 
Proper location of construction site/camp 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�U រៈ/េ;គXងច;ក;តYវ�នZ[\ ប័ណ] ;តឹម;តYវ                
និងអនុម័តេ%យ;កសួងបរ -8̀ន 

Equipment/plants properly licensed and approved by 
Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

aពbយ;សcលកN Oង6ររកdទុកេ;បងឥន1នៈ,េ;បង�៉សីុន 
និងស�U រៈសំណង់ 

Availability of proper storage for fuel, oil and 
construction materials  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

�ន6រែថfេំ;គXងច;ក និងស�U រៈ8ងសង់សមរមK 
(6រIរ6រេលចg យេ;បងឥន1នៈ, េ;បង�៉សីុន, 
េ;បងរMអិល, ។ល។) 

Proper maintenance of construction machinery and 
equipment (prevent leakage of fuel, oil, lubricants, 
etc.) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េ;បC;Rស់រថយនAសម;សបស;�ប់ដឹកជ�i jនស�U រៈសំណង់ 
និងសំណល់េ%យ�ន;កkត់;គប ឬស�U រៈ
;បmក់;បែហលស;�ប់;គប 
Use reasonable trucks for transportation of 
construction materials and waste with tarpaulin or 
similar materials covering  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�n តបរ -េវណជុំវ -ញតំបន់6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ពីធូលីហុយេ%
យេ;8ចទឹក (េpេពល�ន6រTំRច់) 

Clean the surrounding area from dust by water 
sprinkling in construction zone (when necessary) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

qងស�n តសំបកកង់rនយនAមុនេពលអនុEF តឲKrន
យនAចូលចត និង/ឬដំេណCរ6រេលCផs jវថ�ល់ 
(េពល�នករណីTំRច់) 

Clean/wash tires of vehicles before they get to 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 
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dwellings and/or drive on roads (when necessary) 
អនុវតA6រbរេ
5មេពលេវqកំណត់ 
(ឧ.េធv C6រេpេពលៃថ�ពីេ�៉ង ០៦.០០ ;ពឹក ដល់េ�៉ង 
៦.០០q� ច) 

Implementation of works at the established time (e.g. 
work during daytime 06.00 to 18.00) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

តេម Cង8 កសEF ចxចរណ៍ែដលTំRច់កN Oង6រ%7 ន 
8ងសង់។ [ឧfហរណ៖៍ សុវតិ̀aព[ចមzង 
Installation of necessary construction signs in 
construction sites, 
i.e. Safety First… 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

;តYវ;Rកដ{�ន អ|ម័យ;តឹម;តYវ 
និងលក}ខណ~ 6រែថរកdអ|ម័យស;�ប់កម(ករេpកN Oង
6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ / 
ឬេ;បC;Rស់របស់របរែដល�ន;8ប់េpកN Oង6រ%7 ន 

Ensure proper sanitary/ hygienic conditions for 
workers at the construction site/use the existing in 
campus?  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

 

សហគមន៍, សុខaព 
និងសុវតិ̀aព 
Community, Health 
and Safety  

 

;តYវ�នវ -gន6របង�ឲK�នស�U រៈបរ -6} រសេ�b� ះបឋមស
;�ប់កម(ករនិងបុគ�លិក។ 
Provision of first-aid facilities for the workers and staff 

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ផAល់ស�U រៈ6រIរសុវតិ̀aពកN Oង6រbរ  (ឧf. េ;8មៃដ, 
ែសzកេជCងកែវង ស;�ប់6រ%7 ន, រRំង6រIរមុខ, 
ែវ�ន56រIរ) ដល់បុគ�លិក និងកម(ករ[TំRច់។ 

Provision of personal protective equipment (PPE) (i.e. 
gloves, proper shoes, face mask, goggles) to staff and 
workers, as necessary. 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន  

កម(ករ;តYវយល់ដឹងនូវបទបE� ទូេ
៖ (i) 
mម�ត់6រេ;បC;Rស់[តិZល់កុល/{� កំN Oង6រ%7 ន, (ii) 
6រIរមិនឲK�ន សេម ងឮ� ំង, (iii) 
mម�ត់សកម(aពខុសច�ប់ ដូច[៖ 
6រេលងែលzង(មិនកំណត់), 6របរRញ់/Tប់សតvកN Oង         

កសិ%7 នកN Oងបរ -េវណ6រ%7 ន, (iv) 6រេចញចូលកN Oងតំបន់  
ឯកជន/តំបន់កម(សិទ1ិIណិជ�កម([ប់នឹង6រ%7 ន;តYវR
នmម�ត់, (v) 
mម�ត់6រេRះេTលស;�មេpកN Oងបរ -េវណមន� ីរេពទK   
Workers need to be aware of the following general 
rules: (i) no alcohol/drugs on-site; (ii) prevent 
excessive noise; (iii) no illegal activities such as, but 
not limited to gambling, and hunting farm animals in 
the area; (iv) trespassing on private/ commercial 
properties adjoining the site is forbidden; (v) no 
littering in the hospitals;  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រស�n តទី5ំង6
រ%7 ន8ងសង់ 

Ready 
construction site 

6រ8� រេឡCងវ -ញទី5ំង6រ%7 ន 
និងជំរM6រ%7 នេpេពល6រbរ8ងសង់ ;តYវRនប�H ប់ 
Restoration of the area of construction sites and 
camps when the building construction works are 
completed 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 
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%េំឡCងវ -ញ/%ដំុះកូនេឈCេpទី5ំងែដលRន6ប់កN Oង
េពលេធv C6រ8ងសង់ (6ប់េឈC១េដCម 
%េំឡCងវ -ញ២េដCម)  
Replanting/planting of finished work areas (cut one 
tree replanting two trees) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

6រbរ(កម(ករS( ន
ជំ|ញ) 

Employment 
(Unskilled labor) 

 
ឲKតៃម ពលកម(េស( CS� ចំេIះ6រbរដូចS�  

Equal pay for equal works,  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

 
 r៉ងេmចkស់៣០% 

ៃនកម(ករS( នជំ|ញែដលេ;បC;Rស់;តYវែត[�សA  ី
At least 30% of unskilled worker has to be 
employed as women. 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

 S( ន6រេ;បC;Rស់ក� ំងពលកម(កុ�រ 

No child labor.  
 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

COVID-19 
Managing risk and 
prevention  
6រ6រIរកូវ -ដ១៩ 

6រផAល់ឲKបុគ�លិក និងកម(ករនូវ �៉ស6រIរមុខ 
ទឹកZល់កុលqងៃដ ជិលqងៃដ និង 
ឧបករណ៍6រIរេផ�ងៗេទ#ត    
 In addition to PPE, the provision to staff and worker: Face 
mask, Sanitized alcohol, jelly and other   

 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

Notice/កំណត់ចំk៖ំ  
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ព័ត៌�នទូេ
 

General information
 

ៃថ�ទី …២១……ែខ…០៧……�� ំ២០២០ 

Date: 21 July 2020 
 

ប�� ី�យតៃម េនះេរ#បចំេ%យ៖ 

Checklist prepared by: 
 Site Engineer:  
Mr. Prak Naly 

េ'( ះៃនអនុកម( វ -ធី/លទ1ផល 
និងទី5ំងៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់៖ 
Name of subprogram/output and location of 
construction site 

 Chi-Phu RH 

េ'( ះ;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់/;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់
បនA (េបCសិន�ន) 
Name of contractor/subcontractor (if any) 

 MTA Construction Co., 
Ltd 

6រអនុEF ត, 
កិចH;ពម;Iង 

Permits, 
agreements 

េស� CសំុឲK�ន6រេរ#បចំជំរM6រ%7 នកN OងេពលដេំណCរ6រ8ង
សង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 
Request for obtaining a campsite during construction 
operations (if any), renting house is N/A 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េស� CសំុឲK�នលិខិតអនុEF តកN Oង6រេTលសំណល់        

ស�U រៈសំណង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 

Request for obtaining an agreement for disposal of 
construction waste (if any)  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រ;គប់;គង6រ%7 ន
8ងសង់ 
Management of 
construction sites 

ទី5ំងសម;សបៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់/ជំរM8ងសង់ 
Proper location of construction site/camp 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�U រៈ/េ;គXងច;ក;តYវ�នZ[\ ប័ណ] ;តឹម;តYវ                
និងអនុម័តេ%យ;កសួងបរ -8̀ន 

Equipment/plants properly licensed and approved by 
Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

aពbយ;សcលកN Oង6ររកdទុកេ;បងឥន1នៈ,េ;បង�៉សីុន 
និងស�U រៈសំណង់ 

Availability of proper storage for fuel, oil and 
construction materials  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

�ន6រែថfេំ;គXងច;ក និងស�U រៈ8ងសង់សមរមK 
(6រIរ6រេលចg យេ;បងឥន1នៈ, េ;បង�៉សីុន, 
េ;បងរMអិល, ។ល។) 

Proper maintenance of construction machinery and 
equipment (prevent leakage of fuel, oil, lubricants, 
etc.) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េ;បC;Rស់រថយនAសម;សបស;�ប់ដឹកជ�i jនស�U រៈសំណង់ 
និងសំណល់េ%យ�ន;កkត់;គប ឬស�U រៈ
;បmក់;បែហលស;�ប់;គប 
Use reasonable trucks for transportation of 
construction materials and waste with tarpaulin or 
similar materials covering  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�n តបរ -េវណជុំវ -ញតំបន់6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ពីធូលីហុយេ%
យេ;8ចទឹក (េpេពល�ន6រTំRច់) 

Clean the surrounding area from dust by water 
sprinkling in construction zone (when necessary) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

qងស�n តសំបកកង់rនយនAមុនេពលអនុEF តឲKrន
យនAចូលចត និង/ឬដំេណCរ6រេលCផs jវថ�ល់ 
(េពល�នករណីTំRច់) 

Clean/wash tires of vehicles before they get to 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 
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dwellings and/or drive on roads (when necessary) 
អនុវតA6រbរេ
5មេពលេវqកំណត់ 
(ឧ.េធv C6រេpេពលៃថ�ពីេ�៉ង ០៦.០០ ;ពឹក ដល់េ�៉ង 
៦.០០q� ច) 

Implementation of works at the established time (e.g. 
work during daytime 06.00 to 18.00) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

តេម Cង8 កសEF ចxចរណ៍ែដលTំRច់កN Oង6រ%7 ន 
8ងសង់។ [ឧfហរណ៖៍ សុវតិ̀aព[ចមzង 
Installation of necessary construction signs in 
construction sites, 
i.e. Safety First… 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

;តYវ;Rកដ{�ន អ|ម័យ;តឹម;តYវ 
និងលក}ខណ~ 6រែថរកdអ|ម័យស;�ប់កម(ករេpកN Oង
6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ / 
ឬេ;បC;Rស់របស់របរែដល�ន;8ប់េpកN Oង6រ%7 ន 

Ensure proper sanitary/ hygienic conditions for 
workers at the construction site/use the existing in 
campus?  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

 

សហគមន៍, សុខaព 
និងសុវតិ̀aព 
Community, Health 
and Safety  

 

;តYវ�នវ -gន6របង�ឲK�នស�U រៈបរ -6} រសេ�b� ះបឋមស
;�ប់កម(ករនិងបុគ�លិក។ 
Provision of first-aid facilities for the workers and staff 

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ផAល់ស�U រៈ6រIរសុវតិ̀aពកN Oង6រbរ  (ឧf. េ;8មៃដ, 
ែសzកេជCងកែវង ស;�ប់6រ%7 ន, រRំង6រIរមុខ, 
ែវ�ន56រIរ) ដល់បុគ�លិក និងកម(ករ[TំRច់។ 

Provision of personal protective equipment (PPE) (i.e. 
gloves, proper shoes, face mask, goggles) to staff and 
workers, as necessary. 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន  

កម(ករ;តYវយល់ដឹងនូវបទបE� ទូេ
៖ (i) 
mម�ត់6រេ;បC;Rស់[តិZល់កុល/{� កំN Oង6រ%7 ន, (ii) 
6រIរមិនឲK�ន សេម ងឮ� ំង, (iii) 
mម�ត់សកម(aពខុសច�ប់ ដូច[៖ 
6រេលងែលzង(មិនកំណត់), 6របរRញ់/Tប់សតvកN Oង         

កសិ%7 នកN Oងបរ -េវណ6រ%7 ន, (iv) 6រេចញចូលកN Oងតំបន់  
ឯកជន/តំបន់កម(សិទ1ិIណិជ�កម([ប់នឹង6រ%7 ន;តYវR
នmម�ត់, (v) 
mម�ត់6រេRះេTលស;�មេpកN Oងបរ -េវណមន� ីរេពទK   
Workers need to be aware of the following general 
rules: (i) no alcohol/drugs on-site; (ii) prevent 
excessive noise; (iii) no illegal activities such as, but 
not limited to gambling, and hunting farm animals in 
the area; (iv) trespassing on private/ commercial 
properties adjoining the site is forbidden; (v) no 
littering in the hospitals;  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រស�n តទី5ំង6
រ%7 ន8ងសង់ 

Ready 
construction site 

6រ8� រេឡCងវ -ញទី5ំង6រ%7 ន 
និងជំរM6រ%7 នេpេពល6រbរ8ងសង់ ;តYវRនប�H ប់ 
Restoration of the area of construction sites and 
camps when the building construction works are 
completed 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 
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%េំឡCងវ -ញ/%ដំុះកូនេឈCេpទី5ំងែដលRន6ប់កN Oង
េពលេធv C6រ8ងសង់ (6ប់េឈC១េដCម 
%េំឡCងវ -ញ២េដCម)  
Replanting/planting of finished work areas (cut one 
tree replanting two trees) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

6រbរ(កម(ករS( ន
ជំ|ញ) 

Employment 
(Unskilled labor) 

 
ឲKតៃម ពលកម(េស( CS� ចំេIះ6រbរដូចS�  

Equal pay for equal works,  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

 
 r៉ងេmចkស់៣០% 

ៃនកម(ករS( នជំ|ញែដលេ;បC;Rស់;តYវែត[�សA  ី
At least 30% of unskilled worker has to be 
employed as women. 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

 S( ន6រេ;បC;Rស់ក� ំងពលកម(កុ�រ 

No child labor.  
 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

COVID-19 
Managing risk and 
prevention  
6រ6រIរកូវ -ដ១៩ 

6រផAល់ឲKបុគ�លិក និងកម(ករនូវ �៉ស6រIរមុខ 
ទឹកZល់កុលqងៃដ ជិលqងៃដ និង 
ឧបករណ៍6រIរេផ�ងៗេទ#ត    
 In addition to PPE, the provision to staff and worker: Face 
mask, Sanitized alcohol, jelly and other   

 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

Notice/កំណត់ចំk៖ំ  
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ព័ត៌�នទូេ
 

General information
 

ៃថ�ទី …១០……ែខ…០៨……�� ំ២០២០ 

Date: 10 August 2020 
 

ប�� ី�យតៃម េនះេរ#បចំេ%យ៖ 

Checklist prepared by: 
 Site Engineer:  
Mr. Prak Naly 

េ'( ះៃនអនុកម( វ -ធី/លទ1ផល 
និងទី5ំងៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់៖ 
Name of subprogram/output and location of 
construction site 

 Ponhea Krek RH 

េ'( ះ;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់/;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់
បនA (េបCសិន�ន) 
Name of contractor/subcontractor (if any) 

 MTA Construction Co., 
Ltd 

6រអនុEF ត, 
កិចH;ពម;Iង 

Permits, 
agreements 

េស� CសំុឲK�ន6រេរ#បចំជំរM6រ%7 នកN OងេពលដេំណCរ6រ8ង
សង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 
Request for obtaining a campsite during construction 
operations (if any), renting house is N/A 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េស� CសំុឲK�នលិខិតអនុEF តកN Oង6រេTលសំណល់        

ស�U រៈសំណង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 

Request for obtaining an agreement for disposal of 
construction waste (if any)  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រ;គប់;គង6រ%7 ន
8ងសង់ 
Management of 
construction sites 

ទី5ំងសម;សបៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់/ជំរM8ងសង់ 
Proper location of construction site/camp 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�U រៈ/េ;គXងច;ក;តYវ�នZ[\ ប័ណ] ;តឹម;តYវ                
និងអនុម័តេ%យ;កសួងបរ -8̀ន 

Equipment/plants properly licensed and approved by 
Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

aពbយ;សcលកN Oង6ររកdទុកេ;បងឥន1នៈ,េ;បង�៉សីុន 
និងស�U រៈសំណង់ 

Availability of proper storage for fuel, oil and 
construction materials  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

�ន6រែថfេំ;គXងច;ក និងស�U រៈ8ងសង់សមរមK 
(6រIរ6រេលចg យេ;បងឥន1នៈ, េ;បង�៉សីុន, 
េ;បងរMអិល, ។ល។) 

Proper maintenance of construction machinery and 
equipment (prevent leakage of fuel, oil, lubricants, 
etc.) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េ;បC;Rស់រថយនAសម;សបស;�ប់ដឹកជ�i jនស�U រៈសំណង់ 
និងសំណល់េ%យ�ន;កkត់;គប ឬស�U រៈ
;បmក់;បែហលស;�ប់;គប 
Use reasonable trucks for transportation of 
construction materials and waste with tarpaulin or 
similar materials covering  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�n តបរ -េវណជុំវ -ញតំបន់6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ពីធូលីហុយេ%
យេ;8ចទឹក (េpេពល�ន6រTំRច់)  

Clean the surrounding area from dust by water 
sprinkling in construction zone (when necessary) 

    

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

qងស�n តសំបកកង់rនយនAមុនេពលអនុEF តឲKrន
យនAចូលចត និង/ឬដំេណCរ6រេលCផs jវថ�ល់ 
(េពល�នករណីTំRច់) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
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Clean/wash tires of vehicles before they get to 
dwellings and/or drive on roads (when necessary) 

Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

អនុវតA6រbរេ
5មេពលេវqកំណត់ 
(ឧ.េធv C6រេpេពលៃថ�ពីេ�៉ង ០៦.០០ ;ពឹក ដល់េ�៉ង 
៦.០០q� ច) 

Implementation of works at the established time (e.g. 
work during daytime 06.00 to 18.00) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

តេម Cង8 កសEF ចxចរណ៍ែដលTំRច់កN Oង6រ%7 ន 
8ងសង់។ [ឧfហរណ៖៍ សុវតិ̀aព[ចមzង 
Installation of necessary construction signs in 
construction sites, 
i.e. Safety First… 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

;តYវ;Rកដ{�ន អ|ម័យ;តឹម;តYវ 
និងលក}ខណ~ 6រែថរកdអ|ម័យស;�ប់កម(ករេpកN Oង
6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ / 
ឬេ;បC;Rស់របស់របរែដល�ន;8ប់េpកN Oង6រ%7 ន 

Ensure proper sanitary/ hygienic conditions for 
workers at the construction site/use the existing in 
campus?  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

 

សហគមន៍, សុខaព 
និងសុវតិ̀aព 
Community, Health 
and Safety  

 

;តYវ�នវ -gន6របង�ឲK�នស�U រៈបរ -6} រសេ�b� ះបឋមស
;�ប់កម(ករនិងបុគ�លិក។ 
Provision of first-aid facilities for the workers and staff 

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ផAល់ស�U រៈ6រIរសុវតិ̀aពកN Oង6រbរ  (ឧf. េ;8មៃដ, 
ែសzកេជCងកែវង ស;�ប់6រ%7 ន, រRំង6រIរមុខ, 
ែវ�ន56រIរ) ដល់បុគ�លិក និងកម(ករ[TំRច់។ 

Provision of personal protective equipment (PPE) (i.e. 
gloves, proper shoes, face mask, goggles) to staff and 
workers, as necessary. 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន  

កម(ករ;តYវយល់ដឹងនូវបទបE� ទូេ
៖ (i) 
mម�ត់6រេ;បC;Rស់[តិZល់កុល/{� កំN Oង6រ%7 ន, (ii) 
6រIរមិនឲK�ន សេម ងឮ� ំង, (iii) 
mម�ត់សកម(aពខុសច�ប់ ដូច[៖ 
6រេលងែលzង(មិនកំណត់), 6របរRញ់/Tប់សតvកN Oង         

កសិ%7 នកN Oងបរ -េវណ6រ%7 ន, (iv) 6រេចញចូលកN Oងតំបន់  
ឯកជន/តំបន់កម(សិទ1ិIណិជ�កម([ប់នឹង6រ%7 ន;តYវR
នmម�ត់, (v) 
mម�ត់6រេRះេTលស;�មេpកN Oងបរ -េវណមន� ីរេពទK   
Workers need to be aware of the following general 
rules: (i) no alcohol/drugs on-site; (ii) prevent 
excessive noise; (iii) no illegal activities such as, but 
not limited to gambling, and hunting farm animals in 
the area; (iv) trespassing on private/ commercial 
properties adjoining the site is forbidden; (v) no 
littering in the hospitals;  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រស�n តទី5ំង6
រ%7 ន8ងសង់ 

Ready 
construction site 

6រ8� រេឡCងវ -ញទី5ំង6រ%7 ន 
និងជំរM6រ%7 នេpេពល6រbរ8ងសង់ ;តYវRនប�H ប់ 
Restoration of the area of construction sites and 
camps when the building construction works are 
completed 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 
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%េំឡCងវ -ញ/%ដំុះកូនេឈCេpទី5ំងែដលRន6ប់កN Oង
េពលេធv C6រ8ងសង់ (6ប់េឈC១េដCម 
%េំឡCងវ -ញ២េដCម)  
Replanting/planting of finished work areas (cut one 
tree replanting two trees) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

6រbរ(កម(ករS( ន
ជំ|ញ) 

Employment 
(Unskilled labor) 

 
ឲKតៃម ពលកម(េស( CS� ចំេIះ6រbរដូចS�  

Equal pay for equal works,  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

 
 r៉ងេmចkស់៣០% 

ៃនកម(ករS( នជំ|ញែដលេ;បC;Rស់;តYវែត[�សA  ី
At least 30% of unskilled worker has to be 
employed as women. 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

 S( ន6រេ;បC;Rស់ក� ំងពលកម(កុ�រ 

No child labor.  
 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

COVID-19 
Managing risk and 
prevention  
6រ6រIរកូវ -ដ១៩ 

6រផAល់ឲKបុគ�លិក និងកម(ករនូវ �៉ស6រIរមុខ 
ទឹកZល់កុលqងៃដ ជិលqងៃដ និង 
ឧបករណ៍6រIរេផ�ងៗេទ#ត    
 In addition to PPE, the provision to staff and worker: Face 
mask, Sanitized alcohol, jelly and other   

 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

Notice/កំណត់ចំk៖ំ  
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ព័ត៌�នទូេ
 

General information
 

ៃថ�ទី …១០……ែខ…០៨……�� ំ២០២០ 

Date: 10 August 2020 
 

ប�� ី�យតៃម េនះេរ#បចំេ%យ៖ 

Checklist prepared by: 
 Site Engineer:  
Mr. Prak Naly 

េ'( ះៃនអនុកម( វ -ធី/លទ1ផល 
និងទី5ំងៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់៖ 
Name of subprogram/output and location of 
construction site 

 Memot RH 

េ'( ះ;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់/;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់
បនA (េបCសិន�ន) 
Name of contractor/subcontractor (if any) 

 MTA Construction Co., 
Ltd 

6រអនុEF ត, 
កិចH;ពម;Iង 

Permits, 
agreements 

េស� CសំុឲK�ន6រេរ#បចំជំរM6រ%7 នកN OងេពលដេំណCរ6រ8ង
សង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 
Request for obtaining a campsite during construction 
operations (if any), renting house is N/A 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េស� CសំុឲK�នលិខិតអនុEF តកN Oង6រេTលសំណល់        

ស�U រៈសំណង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 

Request for obtaining an agreement for disposal of 
construction waste (if any)  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រ;គប់;គង6រ%7 ន
8ងសង់ 
Management of 
construction sites 

ទី5ំងសម;សបៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់/ជំរM8ងសង់ 
Proper location of construction site/camp 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�U រៈ/េ;គXងច;ក;តYវ�នZ[\ ប័ណ] ;តឹម;តYវ                
និងអនុម័តេ%យ;កសួងបរ -8̀ន 

Equipment/plants properly licensed and approved by 
Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

aពbយ;សcលកN Oង6ររកdទុកេ;បងឥន1នៈ,េ;បង�៉សីុន 
និងស�U រៈសំណង់ 

Availability of proper storage for fuel, oil and 
construction materials  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

�ន6រែថfេំ;គXងច;ក និងស�U រៈ8ងសង់សមរមK 
(6រIរ6រេលចg យេ;បងឥន1នៈ, េ;បង�៉សីុន, 
េ;បងរMអិល, ។ល។) 

Proper maintenance of construction machinery and 
equipment (prevent leakage of fuel, oil, lubricants, 
etc.) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េ;បC;Rស់រថយនAសម;សបស;�ប់ដឹកជ�i jនស�U រៈសំណង់ 
និងសំណល់េ%យ�ន;កkត់;គប ឬស�U រៈ
;បmក់;បែហលស;�ប់;គប 
Use reasonable trucks for transportation of 
construction materials and waste with tarpaulin or 
similar materials covering  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�n តបរ -េវណជុំវ -ញតំបន់6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ពីធូលីហុយេ%
យេ;8ចទឹក (េpេពល�ន6រTំRច់)  

Clean the surrounding area from dust by water 
sprinkling in construction zone (when necessary) 

    

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

qងស�n តសំបកកង់rនយនAមុនេពលអនុEF តឲKrន
យនAចូលចត និង/ឬដំេណCរ6រេលCផs jវថ�ល់ 
(េពល�នករណីTំRច់) 

Clean/wash tires of vehicles before they get to 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 
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dwellings and/or drive on roads (when necessary) 
អនុវតA6រbរេ
5មេពលេវqកំណត់ 
(ឧ.េធv C6រេpេពលៃថ�ពីេ�៉ង ០៦.០០ ;ពឹក ដល់េ�៉ង 
៦.០០q� ច) 

Implementation of works at the established time (e.g. 
work during daytime 06.00 to 18.00) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

តេម Cង8 កសEF ចxចរណ៍ែដលTំRច់កN Oង6រ%7 ន 
8ងសង់។ [ឧfហរណ៖៍ សុវតិ̀aព[ចមzង 
Installation of necessary construction signs in 
construction sites, 
i.e. Safety First… 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

;តYវ;Rកដ{�ន អ|ម័យ;តឹម;តYវ 
និងលក}ខណ~ 6រែថរកdអ|ម័យស;�ប់កម(ករេpកN Oង
6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ / 
ឬេ;បC;Rស់របស់របរែដល�ន;8ប់េpកN Oង6រ%7 ន 

Ensure proper sanitary/ hygienic conditions for 
workers at the construction site/use the existing in 
campus?  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

 

សហគមន៍, សុខaព 
និងសុវតិ̀aព 
Community, Health 
and Safety  

 

;តYវ�នវ -gន6របង�ឲK�នស�U រៈបរ -6} រសេ�b� ះបឋមស
;�ប់កម(ករនិងបុគ�លិក។ 
Provision of first-aid facilities for the workers and staff 

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ផAល់ស�U រៈ6រIរសុវតិ̀aពកN Oង6រbរ  (ឧf. េ;8មៃដ, 
ែសzកេជCងកែវង ស;�ប់6រ%7 ន, រRំង6រIរមុខ, 
ែវ�ន56រIរ) ដល់បុគ�លិក និងកម(ករ[TំRច់។ 

Provision of personal protective equipment (PPE) (i.e. 
gloves, proper shoes, face mask, goggles) to staff and 
workers, as necessary. 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន  

កម(ករ;តYវយល់ដឹងនូវបទបE� ទូេ
៖ (i) 
mម�ត់6រេ;បC;Rស់[តិZល់កុល/{� កំN Oង6រ%7 ន, (ii) 
6រIរមិនឲK�ន សេម ងឮ� ំង, (iii) 
mម�ត់សកម(aពខុសច�ប់ ដូច[៖ 
6រេលងែលzង(មិនកំណត់), 6របរRញ់/Tប់សតvកN Oង         

កសិ%7 នកN Oងបរ -េវណ6រ%7 ន, (iv) 6រេចញចូលកN Oងតំបន់  
ឯកជន/តំបន់កម(សិទ1ិIណិជ�កម([ប់នឹង6រ%7 ន;តYវR
នmម�ត់, (v) 
mម�ត់6រេRះេTលស;�មេpកN Oងបរ -េវណមន� ីរេពទK   
Workers need to be aware of the following general 
rules: (i) no alcohol/drugs on-site; (ii) prevent 
excessive noise; (iii) no illegal activities such as, but 
not limited to gambling, and hunting farm animals in 
the area; (iv) trespassing on private/ commercial 
properties adjoining the site is forbidden; (v) no 
littering in the hospitals;  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រស�n តទី5ំង6
រ%7 ន8ងសង់ 

Ready 
construction site 

6រ8� រេឡCងវ -ញទី5ំង6រ%7 ន 
និងជំរM6រ%7 នេpេពល6រbរ8ងសង់ ;តYវRនប�H ប់ 
Restoration of the area of construction sites and 
camps when the building construction works are 
completed 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 
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%េំឡCងវ -ញ/%ដំុះកូនេឈCេpទី5ំងែដលRន6ប់កN Oង
េពលេធv C6រ8ងសង់ (6ប់េឈC១េដCម 
%េំឡCងវ -ញ២េដCម)  
Replanting/planting of finished work areas (cut one 
tree replanting two trees) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

6រbរ(កម(ករS( ន
ជំ|ញ) 

Employment 
(Unskilled labor) 

 
ឲKតៃម ពលកម(េស( CS� ចំេIះ6រbរដូចS�  

Equal pay for equal works,  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

 
 r៉ងេmចkស់៣០% 

ៃនកម(ករS( នជំ|ញែដលេ;បC;Rស់;តYវែត[�សA  ី
At least 30% of unskilled worker has to be 
employed as women. 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

 S( ន6រេ;បC;Rស់ក� ំងពលកម(កុ�រ 

No child labor.  
 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

COVID-19 
Managing risk and 
prevention  
6រ6រIរកូវ -ដ១៩ 

6រផAល់ឲKបុគ�លិក និងកម(ករនូវ �៉ស6រIរមុខ 
ទឹកZល់កុលqងៃដ ជិលqងៃដ និង 
ឧបករណ៍6រIរេផ�ងៗេទ#ត    
 In addition to PPE, the provision to staff and worker: Face 
mask, Sanitized alcohol, jelly and other   

 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

Notice/កំណត់ចំk៖ំ  
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ព័ត៌�នទូេ
 

General information
 

ៃថ�ទី …១០……ែខ…០៨…�� ២ំ០២០ 

Date: 10 August 2020 
 

ប�� ី�យតៃម េនះេរ#បចំេ%យ៖ 

Checklist prepared by: 
 Site Engineer:  
Mr. Prak Naly 

េ'( ះៃនអនុកម( វ -ធី/លទ1ផល 
និងទី5ំងៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់៖ 
Name of subprogram/output and location of 
construction site 

 Preah Sihanouk RH 

េ'( ះ;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់/;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់
បនA (េបCសិន�ន) 
Name of contractor/subcontractor (if any) 

 MTA Construction Co., 
Ltd 

6រអនុEF ត, 
កិចH;ពម;Iង 

Permits, 
agreements 

េស� CសំុឲK�ន6រេរ#បចំជំរM6រ%7 នកN OងេពលដេំណCរ6រ8ង
សង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 
Request for obtaining a campsite during construction 
operations (if any), renting house is N/A 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េស� CសំុឲK�នលិខិតអនុEF តកN Oង6រេTលសំណល់        

ស�U រៈសំណង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 

Request for obtaining an agreement for disposal of 
construction waste (if any)  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រ;គប់;គង6រ%7 ន
8ងសង់ 
Management of 
construction sites 

ទី5ំងសម;សបៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់/ជំរM8ងសង់ 
Proper location of construction site/camp 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�U រៈ/េ;គXងច;ក;តYវ�នZ[\ ប័ណ] ;តឹម;តYវ                
និងអនុម័តេ%យ;កសួងបរ -8̀ន 

Equipment/plants properly licensed and approved by 
Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

aពbយ;សcលកN Oង6ររកdទុកេ;បងឥន1នៈ,េ;បង�៉សីុន 
និងស�U រៈសំណង់ 

Availability of proper storage for fuel, oil and 
construction materials  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

�ន6រែថfេំ;គXងច;ក និងស�U រៈ8ងសង់សមរមK 
(6រIរ6រេលចg យេ;បងឥន1នៈ, េ;បង�៉សីុន, 
េ;បងរMអិល, ។ល។) 

Proper maintenance of construction machinery and 
equipment (prevent leakage of fuel, oil, lubricants, 
etc.) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េ;បC;Rស់រថយនAសម;សបស;�ប់ដឹកជ�i jនស�U រៈសំណង់ 
និងសំណល់េ%យ�ន;កkត់;គប ឬស�U រៈ
;បmក់;បែហលស;�ប់;គប 
Use reasonable trucks for transportation of 
construction materials and waste with tarpaulin or 
similar materials covering  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�n តបរ -េវណជុំវ -ញតំបន់6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ពីធូលីហុយេ%
យេ;8ចទឹក (េpេពល�ន6រTំRច់)  

Clean the surrounding area from dust by water 
sprinkling in construction zone (when necessary) 

    

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

qងស�n តសំបកកង់rនយនAមុនេពលអនុEF តឲKrន
យនAចូលចត និង/ឬដំេណCរ6រេលCផs jវថ�ល់ 
(េពល�នករណីTំRច់) 

Clean/wash tires of vehicles before they get to 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 
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dwellings and/or drive on roads (when necessary) 
អនុវតA6រbរេ
5មេពលេវqកំណត់ 
(ឧ.េធv C6រេpេពលៃថ�ពីេ�៉ង ០៦.០០ ;ពឹក ដល់េ�៉ង 
៦.០០q� ច) 

Implementation of works at the established time (e.g. 
work during daytime 06.00 to 18.00) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

តេម Cង8 កសEF ចxចរណ៍ែដលTំRច់កN Oង6រ%7 ន 
8ងសង់។ [ឧfហរណ៖៍ សុវតិ̀aព[ចមzង 
Installation of necessary construction signs in 
construction sites, 
i.e. Safety First… 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

;តYវ;Rកដ{�ន អ|ម័យ;តឹម;តYវ 
និងលក}ខណ~ 6រែថរកdអ|ម័យស;�ប់កម(ករេpកN Oង
6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ / 
ឬេ;បC;Rស់របស់របរែដល�ន;8ប់េpកN Oង6រ%7 ន 

Ensure proper sanitary/ hygienic conditions for 
workers at the construction site/use the existing in 
campus?  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

 

សហគមន៍, សុខaព 
និងសុវតិ̀aព 
Community, Health 
and Safety  

 

;តYវ�នវ -gន6របង�ឲK�នស�U រៈបរ -6} រសេ�b� ះបឋមស
;�ប់កម(ករនិងបុគ�លិក។ 
Provision of first-aid facilities for the workers and staff 

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ផAល់ស�U រៈ6រIរសុវតិ̀aពកN Oង6រbរ  (ឧf. េ;8មៃដ, 
ែសzកេជCងកែវង ស;�ប់6រ%7 ន, រRំង6រIរមុខ, 
ែវ�ន56រIរ) ដល់បុគ�លិក និងកម(ករ[TំRច់។ 

Provision of personal protective equipment (PPE) (i.e. 
gloves, proper shoes, face mask, goggles) to staff and 
workers, as necessary. 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន  

កម(ករ;តYវយល់ដឹងនូវបទបE� ទូេ
៖ (i) 
mម�ត់6រេ;បC;Rស់[តិZល់កុល/{� កំN Oង6រ%7 ន, (ii) 
6រIរមិនឲK�ន សេម ងឮ� ំង, (iii) 
mម�ត់សកម(aពខុសច�ប់ ដូច[៖ 
6រេលងែលzង(មិនកំណត់), 6របរRញ់/Tប់សតvកN Oង         

កសិ%7 នកN Oងបរ -េវណ6រ%7 ន, (iv) 6រេចញចូលកN Oងតំបន់  
ឯកជន/តំបន់កម(សិទ1ិIណិជ�កម([ប់នឹង6រ%7 ន;តYវR
នmម�ត់, (v) 
mម�ត់6រេRះេTលស;�មេpកN Oងបរ -េវណមន� ីរេពទK   
Workers need to be aware of the following general 
rules: (i) no alcohol/drugs on-site; (ii) prevent 
excessive noise; (iii) no illegal activities such as, but 
not limited to gambling, and hunting farm animals in 
the area; (iv) trespassing on private/ commercial 
properties adjoining the site is forbidden; (v) no 
littering in the hospitals;  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រស�n តទី5ំង6
រ%7 ន8ងសង់ 

Ready 
construction site 

6រ8� រេឡCងវ -ញទី5ំង6រ%7 ន 
និងជំរM6រ%7 នេpេពល6រbរ8ងសង់ ;តYវRនប�H ប់ 
Restoration of the area of construction sites and 
camps when the building construction works are 
completed 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 
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%េំឡCងវ -ញ/%ដំុះកូនេឈCេpទី5ំងែដលRន6ប់កN Oង
េពលេធv C6រ8ងសង់ (6ប់េឈC១េដCម 
%េំឡCងវ -ញ២េដCម)  
Replanting/planting of finished work areas (cut one 
tree replanting two trees) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

6រbរ(កម(ករS( ន
ជំ|ញ) 

Employment 
(Unskilled labor) 

 
ឲKតៃម ពលកម(េស( CS� ចំេIះ6រbរដូចS�  

Equal pay for equal works,  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

 
 r៉ងេmចkស់៣០% 

ៃនកម(ករS( នជំ|ញែដលេ;បC;Rស់;តYវែត[�សA  ី
At least 30% of unskilled worker has to be 
employed as women. 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

 S( ន6រេ;បC;Rស់ក� ំងពលកម(កុ�រ 

No child labor.  
 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

COVID-19 
Managing risk and 
prevention  
6រ6រIរកូវ -ដ១៩ 

6រផAល់ឲKបុគ�លិក និងកម(ករនូវ �៉ស6រIរមុខ 
ទឹកZល់កុលqងៃដ ជិលqងៃដ និង 
ឧបករណ៍6រIរេផ�ងៗេទ#ត    
 In addition to PPE, the provision to staff and worker: Face 
mask, Sanitized alcohol, jelly and other   

 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

Notice/កំណត់ចំk៖ំ  
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ព័ត៌�នទូេ
 

General information
 

ៃថ�ទី …១១……ែខ…០៨……�� ំ២០២០ 

Date: 11 August 2020 
 

ប�� ី�យតៃម េនះេរ#បចំេ%យ៖ 

Checklist prepared by: 
 Site Engineer:  
Mr. Prak Naly 

េ'( ះៃនអនុកម( វ -ធី/លទ1ផល 
និងទី5ំងៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់៖ 
Name of subprogram/output and location of 
construction site 

 Kratie PRH 

េ'( ះ;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់/;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់
បនA (េបCសិន�ន) 
Name of contractor/subcontractor (if any) 

 MTA Construction Co., 
Ltd 

6រអនុEF ត, 
កិចH;ពម;Iង 

Permits, 
agreements 

េស� CសំុឲK�ន6រេរ#បចំជំរM6រ%7 នកN OងេពលដេំណCរ6រ8ង
សង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 
Request for obtaining a campsite during construction 
operations (if any), renting house is N/A 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េស� CសំុឲK�នលិខិតអនុEF តកN Oង6រេTលសំណល់        

ស�U រៈសំណង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 

Request for obtaining an agreement for disposal of 
construction waste (if any)  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រ;គប់;គង6រ%7 ន
8ងសង់ 
Management of 
construction sites 

ទី5ំងសម;សបៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់/ជំរM8ងសង់ 
Proper location of construction site/camp 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�U រៈ/េ;គXងច;ក;តYវ�នZ[\ ប័ណ] ;តឹម;តYវ                
និងអនុម័តេ%យ;កសួងបរ -8̀ន 

Equipment/plants properly licensed and approved by 
Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

aពbយ;សcលកN Oង6ររកdទុកេ;បងឥន1នៈ,េ;បង�៉សីុន 
និងស�U រៈសំណង់ 

Availability of proper storage for fuel, oil and 
construction materials  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

�ន6រែថfេំ;គXងច;ក និងស�U រៈ8ងសង់សមរមK 
(6រIរ6រេលចg យេ;បងឥន1នៈ, េ;បង�៉សីុន, 
េ;បងរMអិល, ។ល។) 

Proper maintenance of construction machinery and 
equipment (prevent leakage of fuel, oil, lubricants, 
etc.) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េ;បC;Rស់រថយនAសម;សបស;�ប់ដឹកជ�i jនស�U រៈសំណង់ 
និងសំណល់េ%យ�ន;កkត់;គប ឬស�U រៈ
;បmក់;បែហលស;�ប់;គប 
Use reasonable trucks for transportation of 
construction materials and waste with tarpaulin or 
similar materials covering  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�n តបរ -េវណជុំវ -ញតំបន់6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ពីធូលីហុយេ%
យេ;8ចទឹក (េpេពល�ន6រTំRច់)  

Clean the surrounding area from dust by water 
sprinkling in construction zone (when necessary) 

    

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

qងស�n តសំបកកង់rនយនAមុនេពលអនុEF តឲKrន
យនAចូលចត និង/ឬដំេណCរ6រេលCផs jវថ�ល់ 
(េពល�នករណីTំRច់) 

Clean/wash tires of vehicles before they get to 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 
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dwellings and/or drive on roads (when necessary) 
អនុវតA6រbរេ
5មេពលេវqកំណត់ 
(ឧ.េធv C6រេpេពលៃថ�ពីេ�៉ង ០៦.០០ ;ពឹក ដល់េ�៉ង 
៦.០០q� ច) 

Implementation of works at the established time (e.g. 
work during daytime 06.00 to 18.00) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

តេម Cង8 កសEF ចxចរណ៍ែដលTំRច់កN Oង6រ%7 ន 
8ងសង់។ [ឧfហរណ៖៍ សុវតិ̀aព[ចមzង 
Installation of necessary construction signs in 
construction sites, 
i.e. Safety First… 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

;តYវ;Rកដ{�ន អ|ម័យ;តឹម;តYវ 
និងលក}ខណ~ 6រែថរកdអ|ម័យស;�ប់កម(ករេpកN Oង
6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ / 
ឬេ;បC;Rស់របស់របរែដល�ន;8ប់េpកN Oង6រ%7 ន 

Ensure proper sanitary/ hygienic conditions for 
workers at the construction site/use the existing in 
campus?  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

 

សហគមន៍, សុខaព 
និងសុវតិ̀aព 
Community, Health 
and Safety  

 

;តYវ�នវ -gន6របង�ឲK�នស�U រៈបរ -6} រសេ�b� ះបឋមស
;�ប់កម(ករនិងបុគ�លិក។ 
Provision of first-aid facilities for the workers and staff 

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ផAល់ស�U រៈ6រIរសុវតិ̀aពកN Oង6រbរ  (ឧf. េ;8មៃដ, 
ែសzកេជCងកែវង ស;�ប់6រ%7 ន, រRំង6រIរមុខ, 
ែវ�ន56រIរ) ដល់បុគ�លិក និងកម(ករ[TំRច់។ 

Provision of personal protective equipment (PPE) (i.e. 
gloves, proper shoes, face mask, goggles) to staff and 
workers, as necessary. 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន  

កម(ករ;តYវយល់ដឹងនូវបទបE� ទូេ
៖ (i) 
mម�ត់6រេ;បC;Rស់[តិZល់កុល/{� កំN Oង6រ%7 ន, (ii) 
6រIរមិនឲK�ន សេម ងឮ� ំង, (iii) 
mម�ត់សកម(aពខុសច�ប់ ដូច[៖ 
6រេលងែលzង(មិនកំណត់), 6របរRញ់/Tប់សតvកN Oង         

កសិ%7 នកN Oងបរ -េវណ6រ%7 ន, (iv) 6រេចញចូលកN Oងតំបន់  
ឯកជន/តំបន់កម(សិទ1ិIណិជ�កម([ប់នឹង6រ%7 ន;តYវR
នmម�ត់, (v) 
mម�ត់6រេRះេTលស;�មេpកN Oងបរ -េវណមន� ីរេពទK   
Workers need to be aware of the following general 
rules: (i) no alcohol/drugs on-site; (ii) prevent 
excessive noise; (iii) no illegal activities such as, but 
not limited to gambling, and hunting farm animals in 
the area; (iv) trespassing on private/ commercial 
properties adjoining the site is forbidden; (v) no 
littering in the hospitals;  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រស�n តទី5ំង6
រ%7 ន8ងសង់ 

Ready 
construction site 

6រ8� រេឡCងវ -ញទី5ំង6រ%7 ន 
និងជំរM6រ%7 នេpេពល6រbរ8ងសង់ ;តYវRនប�H ប់ 
Restoration of the area of construction sites and 
camps when the building construction works are 
completed 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 
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%េំឡCងវ -ញ/%ដំុះកូនេឈCេpទី5ំងែដលRន6ប់កN Oង
េពលេធv C6រ8ងសង់ (6ប់េឈC១េដCម 
%េំឡCងវ -ញ២េដCម)  
Replanting/planting of finished work areas (cut one 
tree replanting two trees) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

6រbរ(កម(ករS( ន
ជំ|ញ) 

Employment 
(Unskilled labor) 

 
ឲKតៃម ពលកម(េស( CS� ចំេIះ6រbរដូចS�  

Equal pay for equal works,  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

 
 r៉ងេmចkស់៣០% 

ៃនកម(ករS( នជំ|ញែដលេ;បC;Rស់;តYវែត[�សA  ី
At least 30% of unskilled worker has to be 
employed as women. 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

 S( ន6រេ;បC;Rស់ក� ំងពលកម(កុ�រ 

No child labor.  
 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

COVID-19 
Managing risk and 
prevention  
6រ6រIរកូវ -ដ១៩ 

6រផAល់ឲKបុគ�លិក និងកម(ករនូវ �៉ស6រIរមុខ 
ទឹកZល់កុលqងៃដ ជិលqងៃដ និង 
ឧបករណ៍6រIរេផ�ងៗេទ#ត    
 In addition to PPE, the provision to staff and worker: Face 
mask, Sanitized alcohol, jelly and other   

 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

Notice/កំណត់ចំk៖ំ  
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ព័ត៌�នទូេ
 

General information
 

ៃថ�ទី …១១……ែខ…០៨……�� ំ២០២០ 

Date: 11 August 2020 
 

ប�� ី�យតៃម េនះេរ#បចំេ%យ៖ 

Checklist prepared by: 
 Site Engineer:  
Mr. Prak Naly 

េ'( ះៃនអនុកម( វ -ធី/លទ1ផល 
និងទី5ំងៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់៖ 
Name of subprogram/output and location of 
construction site 

Snoul RH 

េ'( ះ;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់/;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់
បនA (េបCសិន�ន) 
Name of contractor/subcontractor (if any) 

 MTA Construction Co., 
Ltd 

6រអនុEF ត, 
កិចH;ពម;Iង 

Permits, 
agreements 

េស� CសំុឲK�ន6រេរ#បចំជំរM6រ%7 នកN OងេពលដេំណCរ6រ8ង
សង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 
Request for obtaining a campsite during construction 
operations (if any), renting house is N/A 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េស� CសំុឲK�នលិខិតអនុEF តកN Oង6រេTលសំណល់        

ស�U រៈសំណង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 

Request for obtaining an agreement for disposal of 
construction waste (if any)  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រ;គប់;គង6រ%7 ន
8ងសង់ 
Management of 
construction sites 

ទី5ំងសម;សបៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់/ជំរM8ងសង់ 
Proper location of construction site/camp 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�U រៈ/េ;គXងច;ក;តYវ�នZ[\ ប័ណ] ;តឹម;តYវ                
និងអនុម័តេ%យ;កសួងបរ -8̀ន 

Equipment/plants properly licensed and approved by 
Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

aពbយ;សcលកN Oង6ររកdទុកេ;បងឥន1នៈ,េ;បង�៉សីុន 
និងស�U រៈសំណង់ 

Availability of proper storage for fuel, oil and 
construction materials  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

�ន6រែថfេំ;គXងច;ក និងស�U រៈ8ងសង់សមរមK 
(6រIរ6រេលចg យេ;បងឥន1នៈ, េ;បង�៉សីុន, 
េ;បងរMអិល, ។ល។) 

Proper maintenance of construction machinery and 
equipment (prevent leakage of fuel, oil, lubricants, 
etc.) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េ;បC;Rស់រថយនAសម;សបស;�ប់ដឹកជ�i jនស�U រៈសំណង់ 
និងសំណល់េ%យ�ន;កkត់;គប ឬស�U រៈ
;បmក់;បែហលស;�ប់;គប 
Use reasonable trucks for transportation of 
construction materials and waste with tarpaulin or 
similar materials covering  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�n តបរ -េវណជុំវ -ញតំបន់6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ពីធូលីហុយេ%
យេ;8ចទឹក (េpេពល�ន6រTំRច់)  

Clean the surrounding area from dust by water 
sprinkling in construction zone (when necessary) 

    

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

qងស�n តសំបកកង់rនយនAមុនេពលអនុEF តឲKrន
យនAចូលចត និង/ឬដំេណCរ6រេលCផs jវថ�ល់ 
(េពល�នករណីTំRច់) 

Clean/wash tires of vehicles before they get to 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 
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dwellings and/or drive on roads (when necessary) 
អនុវតA6រbរេ
5មេពលេវqកំណត់ 
(ឧ.េធv C6រេpេពលៃថ�ពីេ�៉ង ០៦.០០ ;ពឹក ដល់េ�៉ង 
៦.០០q� ច) 

Implementation of works at the established time (e.g. 
work during daytime 06.00 to 18.00) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

តេម Cង8 កសEF ចxចរណ៍ែដលTំRច់កN Oង6រ%7 ន 
8ងសង់។ [ឧfហរណ៖៍ សុវតិ̀aព[ចមzង 
Installation of necessary construction signs in 
construction sites, 
i.e. Safety First… 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

;តYវ;Rកដ{�ន អ|ម័យ;តឹម;តYវ 
និងលក}ខណ~ 6រែថរកdអ|ម័យស;�ប់កម(ករេpកN Oង
6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ / 
ឬេ;បC;Rស់របស់របរែដល�ន;8ប់េpកN Oង6រ%7 ន 

Ensure proper sanitary/ hygienic conditions for 
workers at the construction site/use the existing in 
campus?  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

 

សហគមន៍, សុខaព 
និងសុវតិ̀aព 
Community, Health 
and Safety  

 

;តYវ�នវ -gន6របង�ឲK�នស�U រៈបរ -6} រសេ�b� ះបឋមស
;�ប់កម(ករនិងបុគ�លិក។ 
Provision of first-aid facilities for the workers and staff 

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ផAល់ស�U រៈ6រIរសុវតិ̀aពកN Oង6រbរ  (ឧf. េ;8មៃដ, 
ែសzកេជCងកែវង ស;�ប់6រ%7 ន, រRំង6រIរមុខ, 
ែវ�ន56រIរ) ដល់បុគ�លិក និងកម(ករ[TំRច់។ 

Provision of personal protective equipment (PPE) (i.e. 
gloves, proper shoes, face mask, goggles) to staff and 
workers, as necessary. 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន  

កម(ករ;តYវយល់ដឹងនូវបទបE� ទូេ
៖ (i) 
mម�ត់6រេ;បC;Rស់[តិZល់កុល/{� កំN Oង6រ%7 ន, (ii) 
6រIរមិនឲK�ន សេម ងឮ� ំង, (iii) 
mម�ត់សកម(aពខុសច�ប់ ដូច[៖ 
6រេលងែលzង(មិនកំណត់), 6របរRញ់/Tប់សតvកN Oង         

កសិ%7 នកN Oងបរ -េវណ6រ%7 ន, (iv) 6រេចញចូលកN Oងតំបន់  
ឯកជន/តំបន់កម(សិទ1ិIណិជ�កម([ប់នឹង6រ%7 ន;តYវR
នmម�ត់, (v) 
mម�ត់6រេRះេTលស;�មេpកN Oងបរ -េវណមន� ីរេពទK   
Workers need to be aware of the following general 
rules: (i) no alcohol/drugs on-site; (ii) prevent 
excessive noise; (iii) no illegal activities such as, but 
not limited to gambling, and hunting farm animals in 
the area; (iv) trespassing on private/ commercial 
properties adjoining the site is forbidden; (v) no 
littering in the hospitals;  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រស�n តទី5ំង6
រ%7 ន8ងសង់ 

Ready 
construction site 

6រ8� រេឡCងវ -ញទី5ំង6រ%7 ន 
និងជំរM6រ%7 នេpេពល6រbរ8ងសង់ ;តYវRនប�H ប់ 
Restoration of the area of construction sites and 
camps when the building construction works are 
completed 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 
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%េំឡCងវ -ញ/%ដំុះកូនេឈCេpទី5ំងែដលRន6ប់កN Oង
េពលេធv C6រ8ងសង់ (6ប់េឈC១េដCម 
%េំឡCងវ -ញ២េដCម)  
Replanting/planting of finished work areas (cut one 
tree replanting two trees) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

6រbរ(កម(ករS( ន
ជំ|ញ) 

Employment 
(Unskilled labor) 

 
ឲKតៃម ពលកម(េស( CS� ចំេIះ6រbរដូចS�  

Equal pay for equal works,  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

 
 r៉ងេmចkស់៣០% 

ៃនកម(ករS( នជំ|ញែដលេ;បC;Rស់;តYវែត[�សA  ី
At least 30% of unskilled worker has to be 
employed as women. 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

 S( ន6រេ;បC;Rស់ក� ំងពលកម(កុ�រ 

No child labor.  
 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

COVID-19 
Managing risk and 
prevention  
6រ6រIរកូវ -ដ១៩ 

6រផAល់ឲKបុគ�លិក និងកម(ករនូវ �៉ស6រIរមុខ 
ទឹកZល់កុលqងៃដ ជិលqងៃដ និង 
ឧបករណ៍6រIរេផ�ងៗេទ#ត    
 In addition to PPE, the provision to staff and worker: Face 
mask, Sanitized alcohol, jelly and other   

 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

Notice/កំណត់ចំk៖ំ  
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ព័ត៌�នទូេ
 

General information
 

ៃថ�ទី …១៣……ែខ…០៨…�� ំ២០២០ 

Date: 13 August 2020 
 

ប�� ី�យតៃម េនះេរ#បចំេ%យ៖ 

Checklist prepared by: 
 Site Engineer:  
Mr. Prak Naly 

េ'( ះៃនអនុកម( វ -ធី/លទ1ផល 
និងទី5ំងៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់៖ 
Name of subprogram/output and location of 
construction site 

 Mondulkiri PRH 

េ'( ះ;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់/;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់
បនA (េបCសិន�ន) 
Name of contractor/subcontractor (if any) 

 MTA Construction Co., 
Ltd 

6រអនុEF ត, 
កិចH;ពម;Iង 

Permits, 
agreements 

េស� CសំុឲK�ន6រេរ#បចំជំរM6រ%7 នកN OងេពលដេំណCរ6រ8ង
សង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 
Request for obtaining a campsite during construction 
operations (if any), renting house is N/A 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េស� CសំុឲK�នលិខិតអនុEF តកN Oង6រេTលសំណល់        

ស�U រៈសំណង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 

Request for obtaining an agreement for disposal of 
construction waste (if any)  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រ;គប់;គង6រ%7 ន
8ងសង់ 
Management of 
construction sites 

ទី5ំងសម;សបៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់/ជំរM8ងសង់ 
Proper location of construction site/camp 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�U រៈ/េ;គXងច;ក;តYវ�នZ[\ ប័ណ] ;តឹម;តYវ                
និងអនុម័តេ%យ;កសួងបរ -8̀ន 

Equipment/plants properly licensed and approved by 
Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

aពbយ;សcលកN Oង6ររកdទុកេ;បងឥន1នៈ,េ;បង�៉សីុន 
និងស�U រៈសំណង់ 

Availability of proper storage for fuel, oil and 
construction materials  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

�ន6រែថfេំ;គXងច;ក និងស�U រៈ8ងសង់សមរមK 
(6រIរ6រេលចg យេ;បងឥន1នៈ, េ;បង�៉សីុន, 
េ;បងរMអិល, ។ល។) 

Proper maintenance of construction machinery and 
equipment (prevent leakage of fuel, oil, lubricants, 
etc.) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េ;បC;Rស់រថយនAសម;សបស;�ប់ដឹកជ�i jនស�U រៈសំណង់ 
និងសំណល់េ%យ�ន;កkត់;គប ឬស�U រៈ
;បmក់;បែហលស;�ប់;គប 
Use reasonable trucks for transportation of 
construction materials and waste with tarpaulin or 
similar materials covering  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�n តបរ -េវណជុំវ -ញតំបន់6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ពីធូលីហុយេ%
យេ;8ចទឹក (េpេពល�ន6រTំRច់)  

Clean the surrounding area from dust by water 
sprinkling in construction zone (when necessary) 

    

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

qងស�n តសំបកកង់rនយនAមុនេពលអនុEF តឲKrន
យនAចូលចត និង/ឬដំេណCរ6រេលCផs jវថ�ល់ 
(េពល�នករណីTំRច់) 

Clean/wash tires of vehicles before they get to 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 
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dwellings and/or drive on roads (when necessary) 
អនុវតA6រbរេ
5មេពលេវqកំណត់ 
(ឧ.េធv C6រេpេពលៃថ�ពីេ�៉ង ០៦.០០ ;ពឹក ដល់េ�៉ង 
៦.០០q� ច) 

Implementation of works at the established time (e.g. 
work during daytime 06.00 to 18.00) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

តេម Cង8 កសEF ចxចរណ៍ែដលTំRច់កN Oង6រ%7 ន 
8ងសង់។ [ឧfហរណ៖៍ សុវតិ̀aព[ចមzង 
Installation of necessary construction signs in 
construction sites, 
i.e. Safety First… 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

;តYវ;Rកដ{�ន អ|ម័យ;តឹម;តYវ 
និងលក}ខណ~ 6រែថរកdអ|ម័យស;�ប់កម(ករេpកN Oង
6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ / 
ឬេ;បC;Rស់របស់របរែដល�ន;8ប់េpកN Oង6រ%7 ន 

Ensure proper sanitary/ hygienic conditions for 
workers at the construction site/use the existing in 
campus?  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

 

សហគមន៍, សុខaព 
និងសុវតិ̀aព 
Community, Health 
and Safety  

 

;តYវ�នវ -gន6របង�ឲK�នស�U រៈបរ -6} រសេ�b� ះបឋមស
;�ប់កម(ករនិងបុគ�លិក។ 
Provision of first-aid facilities for the workers and staff 

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ផAល់ស�U រៈ6រIរសុវតិ̀aពកN Oង6រbរ  (ឧf. េ;8មៃដ, 
ែសzកេជCងកែវង ស;�ប់6រ%7 ន, រRំង6រIរមុខ, 
ែវ�ន56រIរ) ដល់បុគ�លិក និងកម(ករ[TំRច់។ 

Provision of personal protective equipment (PPE) (i.e. 
gloves, proper shoes, face mask, goggles) to staff and 
workers, as necessary. 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន  

កម(ករ;តYវយល់ដឹងនូវបទបE� ទូេ
៖ (i) 
mម�ត់6រេ;បC;Rស់[តិZល់កុល/{� កំN Oង6រ%7 ន, (ii) 
6រIរមិនឲK�ន សេម ងឮ� ំង, (iii) 
mម�ត់សកម(aពខុសច�ប់ ដូច[៖ 
6រេលងែលzង(មិនកំណត់), 6របរRញ់/Tប់សតvកN Oង         

កសិ%7 នកN Oងបរ -េវណ6រ%7 ន, (iv) 6រេចញចូលកN Oងតំបន់  
ឯកជន/តំបន់កម(សិទ1ិIណិជ�កម([ប់នឹង6រ%7 ន;តYវR
នmម�ត់, (v) 
mម�ត់6រេRះេTលស;�មេpកN Oងបរ -េវណមន� ីរេពទK   
Workers need to be aware of the following general 
rules: (i) no alcohol/drugs on-site; (ii) prevent 
excessive noise; (iii) no illegal activities such as, but 
not limited to gambling, and hunting farm animals in 
the area; (iv) trespassing on private/ commercial 
properties adjoining the site is forbidden; (v) no 
littering in the hospitals;  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រស�n តទី5ំង6
រ%7 ន8ងសង់ 

Ready 
construction site 

6រ8� រេឡCងវ -ញទី5ំង6រ%7 ន 
និងជំរM6រ%7 នេpេពល6រbរ8ងសង់ ;តYវRនប�H ប់ 
Restoration of the area of construction sites and 
camps when the building construction works are 
completed 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 
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%េំឡCងវ -ញ/%ដំុះកូនេឈCេpទី5ំងែដលRន6ប់កN Oង
េពលេធv C6រ8ងសង់ (6ប់េឈC១េដCម 
%េំឡCងវ -ញ២េដCម)  
Replanting/planting of finished work areas (cut one 
tree replanting two trees) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

6រbរ(កម(ករS( ន
ជំ|ញ) 

Employment 
(Unskilled labor) 

 
ឲKតៃម ពលកម(េស( CS� ចំេIះ6រbរដូចS�  

Equal pay for equal works,  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

 
 r៉ងេmចkស់៣០% 

ៃនកម(ករS( នជំ|ញែដលេ;បC;Rស់;តYវែត[�សA  ី
At least 30% of unskilled worker has to be 
employed as women. 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

 S( ន6រេ;បC;Rស់ក� ំងពលកម(កុ�រ 

No child labor.  
 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

COVID-19 
Managing risk and 
prevention  
6រ6រIរកូវ -ដ១៩ 

6រផAល់ឲKបុគ�លិក និងកម(ករនូវ �៉ស6រIរមុខ 
ទឹកZល់កុលqងៃដ ជិលqងៃដ និង 
ឧបករណ៍6រIរេផ�ងៗេទ#ត    
 In addition to PPE, the provision to staff and worker: Face 
mask, Sanitized alcohol, jelly and other   

 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

Notice/កំណត់ចំk៖ំ  
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ព័ត៌�នទូេ
 

General information
 

ៃថ�ទី …១៤……ែខ…០៧……�� ំ២០២០ 

Date: 14 July 2020 
 

ប�� ី�យតៃម េនះេរ#បចំេ%យ៖ 

Checklist prepared by: 
 Site Engineer:  
Mr. Prak Naly 

េ'( ះៃនអនុកម( វ -ធី/លទ1ផល 
និងទី5ំងៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់៖ 
Name of subprogram/output and location of 
construction site 

 Ratanakiri PRH 

េ'( ះ;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់/;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់
បនA (េបCសិន�ន) 
Name of contractor/subcontractor (if any) 

 MTA Construction Co., 
Ltd 

6រអនុEF ត, 
កិចH;ពម;Iង 

Permits, 
agreements 

េស� CសំុឲK�ន6រេរ#បចំជំរM6រ%7 នកN OងេពលដេំណCរ6រ8ង
សង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 
Request for obtaining a campsite during construction 
operations (if any), renting house is N/A 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េស� CសំុឲK�នលិខិតអនុEF តកN Oង6រេTលសំណល់        

ស�U រៈសំណង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 

Request for obtaining an agreement for disposal of 
construction waste (if any)  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រ;គប់;គង6រ%7 ន
8ងសង់ 
Management of 
construction sites 

ទី5ំងសម;សបៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់/ជំរM8ងសង់ 
Proper location of construction site/camp 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�U រៈ/េ;គXងច;ក;តYវ�នZ[\ ប័ណ] ;តឹម;តYវ                
និងអនុម័តេ%យ;កសួងបរ -8̀ន 

Equipment/plants properly licensed and approved by 
Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

aពbយ;សcលកN Oង6ររកdទុកេ;បងឥន1នៈ,េ;បង�៉សីុន 
និងស�U រៈសំណង់ 

Availability of proper storage for fuel, oil and 
construction materials  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

�ន6រែថfេំ;គXងច;ក និងស�U រៈ8ងសង់សមរមK 
(6រIរ6រេលចg យេ;បងឥន1នៈ, េ;បង�៉សីុន, 
េ;បងរMអិល, ។ល។) 

Proper maintenance of construction machinery and 
equipment (prevent leakage of fuel, oil, lubricants, 
etc.) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េ;បC;Rស់រថយនAសម;សបស;�ប់ដឹកជ�i jនស�U រៈសំណង់ 
និងសំណល់េ%យ�ន;កkត់;គប ឬស�U រៈ
;បmក់;បែហលស;�ប់;គប 
Use reasonable trucks for transportation of 
construction materials and waste with tarpaulin or 
similar materials covering  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�n តបរ -េវណជុំវ -ញតំបន់6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ពីធូលីហុយេ%
យេ;8ចទឹក (េpេពល�ន6រTំRច់)  

Clean the surrounding area from dust by water 
sprinkling in construction zone (when necessary) 

    

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

qងស�n តសំបកកង់rនយនAមុនេពលអនុEF តឲKrន
យនAចូលចត និង/ឬដំេណCរ6រេលCផs jវថ�ល់ 
(េពល�នករណីTំRច់) 

Clean/wash tires of vehicles before they get to 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 
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dwellings and/or drive on roads (when necessary) 
អនុវតA6រbរេ
5មេពលេវqកំណត់ 
(ឧ.េធv C6រេpេពលៃថ�ពីេ�៉ង ០៦.០០ ;ពឹក ដល់េ�៉ង 
៦.០០q� ច) 

Implementation of works at the established time (e.g. 
work during daytime 06.00 to 18.00) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

តេម Cង8 កសEF ចxចរណ៍ែដលTំRច់កN Oង6រ%7 ន 
8ងសង់។ [ឧfហរណ៖៍ សុវតិ̀aព[ចមzង 
Installation of necessary construction signs in 
construction sites, 
i.e. Safety First… 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

;តYវ;Rកដ{�ន អ|ម័យ;តឹម;តYវ 
និងលក}ខណ~ 6រែថរកdអ|ម័យស;�ប់កម(ករេpកN Oង
6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ / 
ឬេ;បC;Rស់របស់របរែដល�ន;8ប់េpកN Oង6រ%7 ន 

Ensure proper sanitary/ hygienic conditions for 
workers at the construction site/use the existing in 
campus?  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

 

សហគមន៍, សុខaព 
និងសុវតិ̀aព 
Community, Health 
and Safety  

 

;តYវ�នវ -gន6របង�ឲK�នស�U រៈបរ -6} រសេ�b� ះបឋមស
;�ប់កម(ករនិងបុគ�លិក។ 
Provision of first-aid facilities for the workers and staff 

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ផAល់ស�U រៈ6រIរសុវតិ̀aពកN Oង6រbរ  (ឧf. េ;8មៃដ, 
ែសzកេជCងកែវង ស;�ប់6រ%7 ន, រRំង6រIរមុខ, 
ែវ�ន56រIរ) ដល់បុគ�លិក និងកម(ករ[TំRច់។ 

Provision of personal protective equipment (PPE) (i.e. 
gloves, proper shoes, face mask, goggles) to staff and 
workers, as necessary. 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន  

កម(ករ;តYវយល់ដឹងនូវបទបE� ទូេ
៖ (i) 
mម�ត់6រេ;បC;Rស់[តិZល់កុល/{� កំN Oង6រ%7 ន, (ii) 
6រIរមិនឲK�ន សេម ងឮ� ំង, (iii) 
mម�ត់សកម(aពខុសច�ប់ ដូច[៖ 
6រេលងែលzង(មិនកំណត់), 6របរRញ់/Tប់សតvកN Oង         

កសិ%7 នកN Oងបរ -េវណ6រ%7 ន, (iv) 6រេចញចូលកN Oងតំបន់  
ឯកជន/តំបន់កម(សិទ1ិIណិជ�កម([ប់នឹង6រ%7 ន;តYវR
នmម�ត់, (v) 
mម�ត់6រេRះេTលស;�មេpកN Oងបរ -េវណមន� ីរេពទK   
Workers need to be aware of the following general 
rules: (i) no alcohol/drugs on-site; (ii) prevent 
excessive noise; (iii) no illegal activities such as, but 
not limited to gambling, and hunting farm animals in 
the area; (iv) trespassing on private/ commercial 
properties adjoining the site is forbidden; (v) no 
littering in the hospitals;  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រស�n តទី5ំង6
រ%7 ន8ងសង់ 

Ready 
construction site 

6រ8� រេឡCងវ -ញទី5ំង6រ%7 ន 
និងជំរM6រ%7 នេpេពល6រbរ8ងសង់ ;តYវRនប�H ប់ 
Restoration of the area of construction sites and 
camps when the building construction works are 
completed 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 
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%េំឡCងវ -ញ/%ដំុះកូនេឈCេpទី5ំងែដលRន6ប់កN Oង
េពលេធv C6រ8ងសង់ (6ប់េឈC១េដCម 
%េំឡCងវ -ញ២េដCម)  
Replanting/planting of finished work areas (cut one 
tree replanting two trees) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

6រbរ(កម(ករS( ន
ជំ|ញ) 

Employment 
(Unskilled labor) 

 
ឲKតៃម ពលកម(េស( CS� ចំេIះ6រbរដូចS�  

Equal pay for equal works,  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

 
 r៉ងេmចkស់៣០% 

ៃនកម(ករS( នជំ|ញែដលេ;បC;Rស់;តYវែត[�សA  ី
At least 30% of unskilled worker has to be 
employed as women. 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

 S( ន6រេ;បC;Rស់ក� ំងពលកម(កុ�រ 

No child labor.  
 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

COVID-19 
Managing risk and 
prevention  
6រ6រIរកូវ -ដ១៩ 

6រផAល់ឲKបុគ�លិក និងកម(ករនូវ �៉ស6រIរមុខ 
ទឹកZល់កុលqងៃដ ជិលqងៃដ និង 
ឧបករណ៍6រIរេផ�ងៗេទ#ត    
 In addition to PPE, the provision to staff and worker: Face 
mask, Sanitized alcohol, jelly and other   

 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

Notice/កំណត់ចំk៖ំ  
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ព័ត៌�នទូេ
 

General information
 

ៃថ�ទី …១៥……ែខ…០៧……�� ំ២០២០ 

Date: 15 July 2020 
 

ប�� ី�យតៃម េនះេរ#បចំេ%យ៖ 

Checklist prepared by: 
 Site Engineer:  
Mr. Prak Naly 

េ'( ះៃនអនុកម( វ -ធី/លទ1ផល 
និងទី5ំងៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់៖ 
Name of subprogram/output and location of 
construction site 

 Stung Treng PRH 

េ'( ះ;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់/;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់
បនA (េបCសិន�ន) 
Name of contractor/subcontractor (if any) 

 MTA Construction Co., 
Ltd 

6រអនុEF ត, 
កិចH;ពម;Iង 

Permits, 
agreements 

េស� CសំុឲK�ន6រេរ#បចំជំរM6រ%7 នកN OងេពលដេំណCរ6រ8ង
សង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 
Request for obtaining a campsite during construction 
operations (if any), renting house is N/A 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េស� CសំុឲK�នលិខិតអនុEF តកN Oង6រេTលសំណល់        

ស�U រៈសំណង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 

Request for obtaining an agreement for disposal of 
construction waste (if any)  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រ;គប់;គង6រ%7 ន
8ងសង់ 
Management of 
construction sites 

ទី5ំងសម;សបៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់/ជំរM8ងសង់ 
Proper location of construction site/camp 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�U រៈ/េ;គXងច;ក;តYវ�នZ[\ ប័ណ] ;តឹម;តYវ                
និងអនុម័តេ%យ;កសួងបរ -8̀ន 

Equipment/plants properly licensed and approved by 
Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

aពbយ;សcលកN Oង6ររកdទុកេ;បងឥន1នៈ,េ;បង�៉សីុន 
និងស�U រៈសំណង់ 

Availability of proper storage for fuel, oil and 
construction materials  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

�ន6រែថfេំ;គXងច;ក និងស�U រៈ8ងសង់សមរមK 
(6រIរ6រេលចg យេ;បងឥន1នៈ, េ;បង�៉សីុន, 
េ;បងរMអិល, ។ល។) 

Proper maintenance of construction machinery and 
equipment (prevent leakage of fuel, oil, lubricants, 
etc.) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េ;បC;Rស់រថយនAសម;សបស;�ប់ដឹកជ�i jនស�U រៈសំណង់ 
និងសំណល់េ%យ�ន;កkត់;គប ឬស�U រៈ
;បmក់;បែហលស;�ប់;គប 
Use reasonable trucks for transportation of 
construction materials and waste with tarpaulin or 
similar materials covering  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�n តបរ -េវណជុំវ -ញតំបន់6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ពីធូលីហុយេ%
យេ;8ចទឹក (េpេពល�ន6រTំRច់) 

Clean the surrounding area from dust by water 
sprinkling in construction zone (when necessary) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

qងស�n តសំបកកង់rនយនAមុនេពលអនុEF តឲKrន
យនAចូលចត និង/ឬដំេណCរ6រេលCផs jវថ�ល់ 
(េពល�នករណីTំRច់) 

Clean/wash tires of vehicles before they get to 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 
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dwellings and/or drive on roads (when necessary) 
អនុវតA6រbរេ
5មេពលេវqកំណត់ 
(ឧ.េធv C6រេpេពលៃថ�ពីេ�៉ង ០៦.០០ ;ពឹក ដល់េ�៉ង 
៦.០០q� ច) 

Implementation of works at the established time (e.g. 
work during daytime 06.00 to 18.00) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

តេម Cង8 កសEF ចxចរណ៍ែដលTំRច់កN Oង6រ%7 ន 
8ងសង់។ [ឧfហរណ៖៍ សុវតិ̀aព[ចមzង 
Installation of necessary construction signs in 
construction sites, 
i.e. Safety First… 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

;តYវ;Rកដ{�ន អ|ម័យ;តឹម;តYវ 
និងលក}ខណ~ 6រែថរកdអ|ម័យស;�ប់កម(ករេpកN Oង
6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ / 
ឬេ;បC;Rស់របស់របរែដល�ន;8ប់េpកN Oង6រ%7 ន 

Ensure proper sanitary/ hygienic conditions for 
workers at the construction site/use the existing in 
campus?  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

 

សហគមន៍, សុខaព 
និងសុវតិ̀aព 
Community, Health 
and Safety  

 

;តYវ�នវ -gន6របង�ឲK�នស�U រៈបរ -6} រសេ�b� ះបឋមស
;�ប់កម(ករនិងបុគ�លិក។ 
Provision of first-aid facilities for the workers and staff 

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ផAល់ស�U រៈ6រIរសុវតិ̀aពកN Oង6រbរ  (ឧf. េ;8មៃដ, 
ែសzកេជCងកែវង ស;�ប់6រ%7 ន, រRំង6រIរមុខ, 
ែវ�ន56រIរ) ដល់បុគ�លិក និងកម(ករ[TំRច់។ 

Provision of personal protective equipment (PPE) (i.e. 
gloves, proper shoes, face mask, goggles) to staff and 
workers, as necessary. 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន  

កម(ករ;តYវយល់ដឹងនូវបទបE� ទូេ
៖ (i) 
mម�ត់6រេ;បC;Rស់[តិZល់កុល/{� កំN Oង6រ%7 ន, (ii) 
6រIរមិនឲK�ន សេម ងឮ� ំង, (iii) 
mម�ត់សកម(aពខុសច�ប់ ដូច[៖ 
6រេលងែលzង(មិនកំណត់), 6របរRញ់/Tប់សតvកN Oង         

កសិ%7 នកN Oងបរ -េវណ6រ%7 ន, (iv) 6រេចញចូលកN Oងតំបន់  
ឯកជន/តំបន់កម(សិទ1ិIណិជ�កម([ប់នឹង6រ%7 ន;តYវR
នmម�ត់, (v) 
mម�ត់6រេRះេTលស;�មេpកN Oងបរ -េវណមន� ីរេពទK   
Workers need to be aware of the following general 
rules: (i) no alcohol/drugs on-site; (ii) prevent 
excessive noise; (iii) no illegal activities such as, but 
not limited to gambling, and hunting farm animals in 
the area; (iv) trespassing on private/ commercial 
properties adjoining the site is forbidden; (v) no 
littering in the hospitals;  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រស�n តទី5ំង6
រ%7 ន8ងសង់ 

Ready 
construction site 

6រ8� រេឡCងវ -ញទី5ំង6រ%7 ន 
និងជំរM6រ%7 នេpេពល6រbរ8ងសង់ ;តYវRនប�H ប់ 
Restoration of the area of construction sites and 
camps when the building construction works are 
completed 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 
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%េំឡCងវ -ញ/%ដំុះកូនេឈCេpទី5ំងែដលRន6ប់កN Oង
េពលេធv C6រ8ងសង់ (6ប់េឈC១េដCម 
%េំឡCងវ -ញ២េដCម)  
Replanting/planting of finished work areas (cut one 
tree replanting two trees) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

6រbរ(កម(ករS( ន
ជំ|ញ) 

Employment 
(Unskilled labor) 

 
ឲKតៃម ពលកម(េស( CS� ចំេIះ6រbរដូចS�  

Equal pay for equal works,  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

 
 r៉ងេmចkស់៣០% 

ៃនកម(ករS( នជំ|ញែដលេ;បC;Rស់;តYវែត[�សA  ី
At least 30% of unskilled worker has to be 
employed as women. 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

 S( ន6រេ;បC;Rស់ក� ំងពលកម(កុ�រ 

No child labor.  
 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

COVID-19 
Managing risk and 
prevention  
6រ6រIរកូវ -ដ១៩ 

6រផAល់ឲKបុគ�លិក និងកម(ករនូវ �៉ស6រIរមុខ 
ទឹកZល់កុលqងៃដ ជិលqងៃដ និង 
ឧបករណ៍6រIរេផ�ងៗេទ#ត    
 In addition to PPE, the provision to staff and worker: Face 
mask, Sanitized alcohol, jelly and other   

 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

Notice/កំណត់ចំk៖ំ  
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ព័ត៌�នទូេ
 

General information
 

ៃថ�ទី …១៦……ែខ…០៧…�� ២ំ០២០ 

Date: 16 July 2020 
 

ប�� ី�យតៃម េនះេរ#បចំេ%យ៖ 

Checklist prepared by: 
 Site Engineer:  
Mr. Prak Naly 

េ'( ះៃនអនុកម( វ -ធី/លទ1ផល 
និងទី5ំងៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់៖ 
Name of subprogram/output and location of 
construction site 

 Preah Vihear PRH 

េ'( ះ;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់/;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់
បនA (េបCសិន�ន) 
Name of contractor/subcontractor (if any) 

 MTA Construction Co., 
Ltd 

6រអនុEF ត, 
កិចH;ពម;Iង 

Permits, 
agreements 

េស� CសំុឲK�ន6រេរ#បចំជំរM6រ%7 នកN OងេពលដេំណCរ6រ8ង
សង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 
Request for obtaining a campsite during construction 
operations (if any), renting house is N/A 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េស� CសំុឲK�នលិខិតអនុEF តកN Oង6រេTលសំណល់        

ស�U រៈសំណង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 

Request for obtaining an agreement for disposal of 
construction waste (if any)  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រ;គប់;គង6រ%7 ន
8ងសង់ 
Management of 
construction sites 

ទី5ំងសម;សបៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់/ជំរM8ងសង់ 
Proper location of construction site/camp 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�U រៈ/េ;គXងច;ក;តYវ�នZ[\ ប័ណ] ;តឹម;តYវ                
និងអនុម័តេ%យ;កសួងបរ -8̀ន 

Equipment/plants properly licensed and approved by 
Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

aពbយ;សcលកN Oង6ររកdទុកេ;បងឥន1នៈ,េ;បង�៉សីុន 
និងស�U រៈសំណង់ 

Availability of proper storage for fuel, oil and 
construction materials  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

�ន6រែថfេំ;គXងច;ក និងស�U រៈ8ងសង់សមរមK 
(6រIរ6រេលចg យេ;បងឥន1នៈ, េ;បង�៉សីុន, 
េ;បងរMអិល, ។ល។) 

Proper maintenance of construction machinery and 
equipment (prevent leakage of fuel, oil, lubricants, 
etc.) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េ;បC;Rស់រថយនAសម;សបស;�ប់ដឹកជ�i jនស�U រៈសំណង់ 
និងសំណល់េ%យ�ន;កkត់;គប ឬស�U រៈ
;បmក់;បែហលស;�ប់;គប 
Use reasonable trucks for transportation of 
construction materials and waste with tarpaulin or 
similar materials covering  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�n តបរ -េវណជុំវ -ញតំបន់6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ពីធូលីហុយេ%
យេ;8ចទឹក (េpេពល�ន6រTំRច់) 

Clean the surrounding area from dust by water 
sprinkling in construction zone (when necessary) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 
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qងស�n តសំបកកង់rនយនAមុនេពលអនុEF តឲKrន
យនAចូលចត និង/ឬដំេណCរ6រេលCផs jវថ�ល់ 
(េពល�នករណីTំRច់) 

Clean/wash tires of vehicles before they get to 
dwellings and/or drive on roads (when necessary) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

អនុវតA6រbរេ
5មេពលេវqកំណត់ 
(ឧ.េធv C6រេpេពលៃថ�ពីេ�៉ង ០៦.០០ ;ពឹក ដល់េ�៉ង 
៦.០០q� ច) 

Implementation of works at the established time (e.g. 
work during daytime 06.00 to 18.00) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

តេម Cង8 កសEF ចxចរណ៍ែដលTំRច់កN Oង6រ%7 ន 
8ងសង់។ [ឧfហរណ៖៍ សុវតិ̀aព[ចមzង 
Installation of necessary construction signs in 
construction sites, 
i.e. Safety First… 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

;តYវ;Rកដ{�ន អ|ម័យ;តឹម;តYវ 
និងលក}ខណ~ 6រែថរកdអ|ម័យស;�ប់កម(ករេpកN Oង
6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ / 
ឬេ;បC;Rស់របស់របរែដល�ន;8ប់េpកN Oង6រ%7 ន 

Ensure proper sanitary/ hygienic conditions for 
workers at the construction site/use the existing in 
campus?  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

 

សហគមន៍, សុខaព 
និងសុវតិ̀aព 
Community, Health 
and Safety  

 

;តYវ�នវ -gន6របង�ឲK�នស�U រៈបរ -6} រសេ�b� ះបឋមស
;�ប់កម(ករនិងបុគ�លិក។ 
Provision of first-aid facilities for the workers and staff 

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ផAល់ស�U រៈ6រIរសុវតិ̀aពកN Oង6រbរ  (ឧf. េ;8មៃដ, 
ែសzកេជCងកែវង ស;�ប់6រ%7 ន, រRំង6រIរមុខ, 
ែវ�ន56រIរ) ដល់បុគ�លិក និងកម(ករ[TំRច់។ 

Provision of personal protective equipment (PPE) (i.e. 
gloves, proper shoes, face mask, goggles) to staff and 
workers, as necessary. 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន  

កម(ករ;តYវយល់ដឹងនូវបទបE� ទូេ
៖ (i) 
mម�ត់6រេ;បC;Rស់[តិZល់កុល/{� កំN Oង6រ%7 ន, (ii) 
6រIរមិនឲK�ន សេម ងឮ� ំង, (iii) 
mម�ត់សកម(aពខុសច�ប់ ដូច[៖ 
6រេលងែលzង(មិនកំណត់), 6របរRញ់/Tប់សតvកN Oង         

កសិ%7 នកN Oងបរ -េវណ6រ%7 ន, (iv) 6រេចញចូលកN Oងតំបន់  
ឯកជន/តំបន់កម(សិទ1ិIណិជ�កម([ប់នឹង6រ%7 ន;តYវR
នmម�ត់, (v) 
mម�ត់6រេRះេTលស;�មេpកN Oងបរ -េវណមន� ីរេពទK   
Workers need to be aware of the following general 
rules: (i) no alcohol/drugs on-site; (ii) prevent 
excessive noise; (iii) no illegal activities such as, but 
not limited to gambling, and hunting farm animals in 
the area; (iv) trespassing on private/ commercial 
properties adjoining the site is forbidden; (v) no 
littering in the hospitals;  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រស�n តទី5ំង6
រ%7 ន8ងសង់ 

Ready 

6រ8� រេឡCងវ -ញទី5ំង6រ%7 ន 
និងជំរM6រ%7 នេpេពល6រbរ8ងសង់ ;តYវRនប�H ប់ 
Restoration of the area of construction sites and 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 
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construction site camps when the building construction works are 
completed 
%េំឡCងវ -ញ/%ដំុះកូនេឈCេpទី5ំងែដលRន6ប់កN Oង
េពលេធv C6រ8ងសង់ (6ប់េឈC១េដCម 
%េំឡCងវ -ញ២េដCម)  
Replanting/planting of finished work areas (cut one 
tree replanting two trees) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

6រbរ(កម(ករS( ន
ជំ|ញ) 

Employment 
(Unskilled labor) 

 
ឲKតៃម ពលកម(េស( CS� ចំេIះ6រbរដូចS�  

Equal pay for equal works,  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

 
 r៉ងេmចkស់៣០% 

ៃនកម(ករS( នជំ|ញែដលេ;បC;Rស់;តYវែត[�សA  ី
At least 30% of unskilled worker has to be 
employed as women. 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

 S( ន6រេ;បC;Rស់ក� ំងពលកម(កុ�រ 

No child labor.  
 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

COVID-19 
Managing risk and 
prevention  
6រ6រIរកូវ -ដ១៩ 

6រផAល់ឲKបុគ�លិក និងកម(ករនូវ �៉ស6រIរមុខ 
ទឹកZល់កុលqងៃដ ជិលqងៃដ និង 
ឧបករណ៍6រIរេផ�ងៗេទ#ត    
 In addition to PPE, the provision to staff and worker: Face 
mask, Sanitized alcohol, jelly and other   

 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

Notice/កំណត់ចំk៖ំ  
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ព័ត៌�នទូេ
 

General information
 

ៃថ�ទី …២៥……ែខ…០៨……�� ំ២០២០ 

Date: 25 August 2020 
 

ប�� ី�យតៃម េនះេរ#បចំេ%យ៖ 

Checklist prepared by: 
 Site Engineer:  
Mr. Prak Naly 

េ'( ះៃនអនុកម( វ -ធី/លទ1ផល 
និងទី5ំងៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់៖ 
Name of subprogram/output and location of 
construction site 

 Battambang PRH 

េ'( ះ;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់/;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់
បនA (េបCសិន�ន) 
Name of contractor/subcontractor (if any) 

 MTA Construction Co., 
Ltd 

6រអនុEF ត, 
កិចH;ពម;Iង 

Permits, 
agreements 

េស� CសំុឲK�ន6រេរ#បចំជំរM6រ%7 នកN OងេពលដេំណCរ6រ8ង
សង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 
Request for obtaining a campsite during construction 
operations (if any), renting house is N/A 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េស� CសំុឲK�នលិខិតអនុEF តកN Oង6រេTលសំណល់        

ស�U រៈសំណង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 

Request for obtaining an agreement for disposal of 
construction waste (if any)  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រ;គប់;គង6រ%7 ន
8ងសង់ 
Management of 
construction sites 

ទី5ំងសម;សបៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់/ជំរM8ងសង់ 
Proper location of construction site/camp 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�U រៈ/េ;គXងច;ក;តYវ�នZ[\ ប័ណ] ;តឹម;តYវ                
និងអនុម័តេ%យ;កសួងបរ -8̀ន 

Equipment/plants properly licensed and approved by 
Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

aពbយ;សcលកN Oង6ររកdទុកេ;បងឥន1នៈ,េ;បង�៉សីុន 
និងស�U រៈសំណង់ 

Availability of proper storage for fuel, oil and 
construction materials  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

�ន6រែថfេំ;គXងច;ក និងស�U រៈ8ងសង់សមរមK 
(6រIរ6រេលចg យេ;បងឥន1នៈ, េ;បង�៉សីុន, 
េ;បងរMអិល, ។ល។) 

Proper maintenance of construction machinery and 
equipment (prevent leakage of fuel, oil, lubricants, 
etc.) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េ;បC;Rស់រថយនAសម;សបស;�ប់ដឹកជ�i jនស�U រៈសំណង់ 
និងសំណល់េ%យ�ន;កkត់;គប ឬស�U រៈ
;បmក់;បែហលស;�ប់;គប 
Use reasonable trucks for transportation of 
construction materials and waste with tarpaulin or 
similar materials covering  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�n តបរ -េវណជុំវ -ញតំបន់6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ពីធូលីហុយេ%
យេ;8ចទឹក (េpេពល�ន6រTំRច់) 

Clean the surrounding area from dust by water 
sprinkling in construction zone (when necessary) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

qងស�n តសំបកកង់rនយនAមុនេពលអនុEF តឲKrន
យនAចូលចត និង/ឬដំេណCរ6រេលCផs jវថ�ល់ 
(េពល�នករណីTំRច់) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
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Clean/wash tires of vehicles before they get to 
dwellings and/or drive on roads (when necessary) 

Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

អនុវតA6រbរេ
5មេពលេវqកំណត់ 
(ឧ.េធv C6រេpេពលៃថ�ពីេ�៉ង ០៦.០០ ;ពឹក ដល់េ�៉ង 
៦.០០q� ច) 

Implementation of works at the established time (e.g. 
work during daytime 06.00 to 18.00) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

តេម Cង8 កសEF ចxចរណ៍ែដលTំRច់កN Oង6រ%7 ន 
8ងសង់។ [ឧfហរណ៖៍ សុវតិ̀aព[ចមzង 
Installation of necessary construction signs in 
construction sites, 
i.e. Safety First… 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

;តYវ;Rកដ{�ន អ|ម័យ;តឹម;តYវ 
និងលក}ខណ~ 6រែថរកdអ|ម័យស;�ប់កម(ករេpកN Oង
6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ / 
ឬេ;បC;Rស់របស់របរែដល�ន;8ប់េpកN Oង6រ%7 ន 

Ensure proper sanitary/ hygienic conditions for 
workers at the construction site/use the existing in 
campus?  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

 

សហគមន៍, សុខaព 
និងសុវតិ̀aព 
Community, Health 
and Safety  

 

;តYវ�នវ -gន6របង�ឲK�នស�U រៈបរ -6} រសេ�b� ះបឋមស
;�ប់កម(ករនិងបុគ�លិក។ 
Provision of first-aid facilities for the workers and staff 

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ផAល់ស�U រៈ6រIរសុវតិ̀aពកN Oង6រbរ  (ឧf. េ;8មៃដ, 
ែសzកេជCងកែវង ស;�ប់6រ%7 ន, រRំង6រIរមុខ, 
ែវ�ន56រIរ) ដល់បុគ�លិក និងកម(ករ[TំRច់។ 

Provision of personal protective equipment (PPE) (i.e. 
gloves, proper shoes, face mask, goggles) to staff and 
workers, as necessary. 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន  

កម(ករ;តYវយល់ដឹងនូវបទបE� ទូេ
៖ (i) 
mម�ត់6រេ;បC;Rស់[តិZល់កុល/{� កំN Oង6រ%7 ន, (ii) 
6រIរមិនឲK�ន សេម ងឮ� ំង, (iii) 
mម�ត់សកម(aពខុសច�ប់ ដូច[៖ 
6រេលងែលzង(មិនកំណត់), 6របរRញ់/Tប់សតvកN Oង         

កសិ%7 នកN Oងបរ -េវណ6រ%7 ន, (iv) 6រេចញចូលកN Oងតំបន់  
ឯកជន/តំបន់កម(សិទ1ិIណិជ�កម([ប់នឹង6រ%7 ន;តYវR
នmម�ត់, (v) 
mម�ត់6រេRះេTលស;�មេpកN Oងបរ -េវណមន� ីរេពទK   
Workers need to be aware of the following general 
rules: (i) no alcohol/drugs on-site; (ii) prevent 
excessive noise; (iii) no illegal activities such as, but 
not limited to gambling, and hunting farm animals in 
the area; (iv) trespassing on private/ commercial 
properties adjoining the site is forbidden; (v) no 
littering in the hospitals;  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រស�n តទី5ំង6
រ%7 ន8ងសង់ 

Ready 
construction site 

6រ8� រេឡCងវ -ញទី5ំង6រ%7 ន 
និងជំរM6រ%7 នេpេពល6រbរ8ងសង់ ;តYវRនប�H ប់ 
Restoration of the area of construction sites and 
camps when the building construction works are 
completed 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 
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%េំឡCងវ -ញ/%ដំុះកូនេឈCេpទី5ំងែដលRន6ប់កN Oង
េពលេធv C6រ8ងសង់ (6ប់េឈC១េដCម 
%េំឡCងវ -ញ២េដCម)  
Replanting/planting of finished work areas (cut one 
tree replanting two trees) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

6រbរ(កម(ករS( ន
ជំ|ញ) 

Employment 
(Unskilled labor) 

 
ឲKតៃម ពលកម(េស( CS� ចំេIះ6រbរដូចS�  

Equal pay for equal works,  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

 
 r៉ងេmចkស់៣០% 

ៃនកម(ករS( នជំ|ញែដលេ;បC;Rស់;តYវែត[�សA  ី
At least 30% of unskilled worker has to be 
employed as women. 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

 S( ន6រេ;បC;Rស់ក� ំងពលកម(កុ�រ 

No child labor.  
 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

COVID-19 
Managing risk and 
prevention  
6រ6រIរកូវ -ដ១៩ 

6រផAល់ឲKបុគ�លិក និងកម(ករនូវ �៉ស6រIរមុខ 
ទឹកZល់កុលqងៃដ ជិលqងៃដ និង 
ឧបករណ៍6រIរេផ�ងៗេទ#ត    
 In addition to PPE, the provision to staff and worker: Face 
mask, Sanitized alcohol, jelly and other   

 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

Notice/កំណត់ចំk៖ំ  
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ព័ត៌�នទូេ
 

General information
 

ៃថ�ទី …២៦……ែខ…០៨……�� ំ២០២០ 

Date: 26 August 2020 
 

ប�� ី�យតៃម េនះេរ#បចំេ%យ៖ 

Checklist prepared by: 
 Site Engineer:  
Mr. Prak Naly 

េ'( ះៃនអនុកម( វ -ធី/លទ1ផល 
និងទី5ំងៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់៖ 
Name of subprogram/output and location of 
construction site 

Pailin  PRH 

េ'( ះ;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់/;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់
បនA (េបCសិន�ន) 
Name of contractor/subcontractor (if any) 

 MTA Construction Co., 
Ltd 

6រអនុEF ត, 
កិចH;ពម;Iង 

Permits, 
agreements 

េស� CសំុឲK�ន6រេរ#បចំជំរM6រ%7 នកN OងេពលដេំណCរ6រ8ង
សង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 
Request for obtaining a campsite during construction 
operations (if any), renting house is N/A 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េស� CសំុឲK�នលិខិតអនុEF តកN Oង6រេTលសំណល់        

ស�U រៈសំណង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 

Request for obtaining an agreement for disposal of 
construction waste (if any)  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រ;គប់;គង6រ%7 ន
8ងសង់ 
Management of 
construction sites 

ទី5ំងសម;សបៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់/ជំរM8ងសង់ 
Proper location of construction site/camp 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�U រៈ/េ;គXងច;ក;តYវ�នZ[\ ប័ណ] ;តឹម;តYវ                
និងអនុម័តេ%យ;កសួងបរ -8̀ន 

Equipment/plants properly licensed and approved by 
Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

aពbយ;សcលកN Oង6ររកdទុកេ;បងឥន1នៈ,េ;បង�៉សីុន 
និងស�U រៈសំណង់ 

Availability of proper storage for fuel, oil and 
construction materials  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

�ន6រែថfេំ;គXងច;ក និងស�U រៈ8ងសង់សមរមK 
(6រIរ6រេលចg យេ;បងឥន1នៈ, េ;បង�៉សីុន, 
េ;បងរMអិល, ។ល។) 

Proper maintenance of construction machinery and 
equipment (prevent leakage of fuel, oil, lubricants, 
etc.) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េ;បC;Rស់រថយនAសម;សបស;�ប់ដឹកជ�i jនស�U រៈសំណង់ 
និងសំណល់េ%យ�ន;កkត់;គប ឬស�U រៈ
;បmក់;បែហលស;�ប់;គប 
Use reasonable trucks for transportation of 
construction materials and waste with tarpaulin or 
similar materials covering  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�n តបរ -េវណជុំវ -ញតំបន់6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ពីធូលីហុយេ%
យេ;8ចទឹក (េpេពល�ន6រTំRច់) 

Clean the surrounding area from dust by water 
sprinkling in construction zone (when necessary) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

qងស�n តសំបកកង់rនយនAមុនេពលអនុEF តឲKrន
យនAចូលចត និង/ឬដំេណCរ6រេលCផs jវថ�ល់ 
(េពល�នករណីTំRច់) 

Clean/wash tires of vehicles before they get to 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 
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dwellings and/or drive on roads (when necessary) 
អនុវតA6រbរេ
5មេពលេវqកំណត់ 
(ឧ.េធv C6រេpេពលៃថ�ពីេ�៉ង ០៦.០០ ;ពឹក ដល់េ�៉ង 
៦.០០q� ច) 

Implementation of works at the established time (e.g. 
work during daytime 06.00 to 18.00) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

តេម Cង8 កសEF ចxចរណ៍ែដលTំRច់កN Oង6រ%7 ន 
8ងសង់។ [ឧfហរណ៖៍ សុវតិ̀aព[ចមzង 
Installation of necessary construction signs in 
construction sites, 
i.e. Safety First… 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

;តYវ;Rកដ{�ន អ|ម័យ;តឹម;តYវ 
និងលក}ខណ~ 6រែថរកdអ|ម័យស;�ប់កម(ករេpកN Oង
6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ / 
ឬេ;បC;Rស់របស់របរែដល�ន;8ប់េpកN Oង6រ%7 ន 

Ensure proper sanitary/ hygienic conditions for 
workers at the construction site/use the existing in 
campus?  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

 

សហគមន៍, សុខaព 
និងសុវតិ̀aព 
Community, Health 
and Safety  

 

;តYវ�នវ -gន6របង�ឲK�នស�U រៈបរ -6} រសេ�b� ះបឋមស
;�ប់កម(ករនិងបុគ�លិក។ 
Provision of first-aid facilities for the workers and staff 

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ផAល់ស�U រៈ6រIរសុវតិ̀aពកN Oង6រbរ  (ឧf. េ;8មៃដ, 
ែសzកេជCងកែវង ស;�ប់6រ%7 ន, រRំង6រIរមុខ, 
ែវ�ន56រIរ) ដល់បុគ�លិក និងកម(ករ[TំRច់។ 

Provision of personal protective equipment (PPE) (i.e. 
gloves, proper shoes, face mask, goggles) to staff and 
workers, as necessary. 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន  

កម(ករ;តYវយល់ដឹងនូវបទបE� ទូេ
៖ (i) 
mម�ត់6រេ;បC;Rស់[តិZល់កុល/{� កំN Oង6រ%7 ន, (ii) 
6រIរមិនឲK�ន សេម ងឮ� ំង, (iii) 
mម�ត់សកម(aពខុសច�ប់ ដូច[៖ 
6រេលងែលzង(មិនកំណត់), 6របរRញ់/Tប់សតvកN Oង         

កសិ%7 នកN Oងបរ -េវណ6រ%7 ន, (iv) 6រេចញចូលកN Oងតំបន់  
ឯកជន/តំបន់កម(សិទ1ិIណិជ�កម([ប់នឹង6រ%7 ន;តYវR
នmម�ត់, (v) 
mម�ត់6រេRះេTលស;�មេpកN Oងបរ -េវណមន� ីរេពទK   
Workers need to be aware of the following general 
rules: (i) no alcohol/drugs on-site; (ii) prevent 
excessive noise; (iii) no illegal activities such as, but 
not limited to gambling, and hunting farm animals in 
the area; (iv) trespassing on private/ commercial 
properties adjoining the site is forbidden; (v) no 
littering in the hospitals;  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រស�n តទី5ំង6
រ%7 ន8ងសង់ 

Ready 
construction site 

6រ8� រេឡCងវ -ញទី5ំង6រ%7 ន 
និងជំរM6រ%7 នេpេពល6រbរ8ងសង់ ;តYវRនប�H ប់ 
Restoration of the area of construction sites and 
camps when the building construction works are 
completed 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 
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%េំឡCងវ -ញ/%ដំុះកូនេឈCេpទី5ំងែដលRន6ប់កN Oង
េពលេធv C6រ8ងសង់ (6ប់េឈC១េដCម 
%េំឡCងវ -ញ២េដCម)  
Replanting/planting of finished work areas (cut one 
tree replanting two trees) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

6រbរ(កម(ករS( ន
ជំ|ញ) 

Employment 
(Unskilled labor) 

 
ឲKតៃម ពលកម(េស( CS� ចំេIះ6រbរដូចS�  

Equal pay for equal works,  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

 
 r៉ងេmចkស់៣០% 

ៃនកម(ករS( នជំ|ញែដលេ;បC;Rស់;តYវែត[�សA  ី
At least 30% of unskilled worker has to be 
employed as women. 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

 S( ន6រេ;បC;Rស់ក� ំងពលកម(កុ�រ 

No child labor.  
 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

COVID-19 
Managing risk and 
prevention  
6រ6រIរកូវ -ដ១៩ 

6រផAល់ឲKបុគ�លិក និងកម(ករនូវ �៉ស6រIរមុខ 
ទឹកZល់កុលqងៃដ ជិលqងៃដ និង 
ឧបករណ៍6រIរេផ�ងៗេទ#ត    
 In addition to PPE, the provision to staff and worker: Face 
mask, Sanitized alcohol, jelly and other   

 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

Notice/កំណត់ចំk៖ំ  
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ព័ត៌�នទូេ
 

General information
 

ៃថ�ទី …២៥……ែខ…០៨……�� ំ២០២០ 

Date: 25 August 2020 
 

ប�� ី�យតៃម េនះេរ#បចំេ%យ៖ 

Checklist prepared by: 
 Site Engineer:  
Mr. Prak Naly 

េ'( ះៃនអនុកម( វ -ធី/លទ1ផល 
និងទី5ំងៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់៖ 
Name of subprogram/output and location of 
construction site 

 Sampao Lun RH 

េ'( ះ;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់/;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់
បនA (េបCសិន�ន) 
Name of contractor/subcontractor (if any) 

 MTA Construction Co., 
Ltd 

6រអនុEF ត, 
កិចH;ពម;Iង 

Permits, 
agreements 

េស� CសំុឲK�ន6រេរ#បចំជំរM6រ%7 នកN OងេពលដេំណCរ6រ8ង
សង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 
Request for obtaining a campsite during construction 
operations (if any), renting house is N/A 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េស� CសំុឲK�នលិខិតអនុEF តកN Oង6រេTលសំណល់        

ស�U រៈសំណង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 

Request for obtaining an agreement for disposal of 
construction waste (if any)  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រ;គប់;គង6រ%7 ន
8ងសង់ 
Management of 
construction sites 

ទី5ំងសម;សបៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់/ជំរM8ងសង់ 
Proper location of construction site/camp 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�U រៈ/េ;គXងច;ក;តYវ�នZ[\ ប័ណ] ;តឹម;តYវ                
និងអនុម័តេ%យ;កសួងបរ -8̀ន 

Equipment/plants properly licensed and approved by 
Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

aពbយ;សcលកN Oង6ររកdទុកេ;បងឥន1នៈ,េ;បង�៉សីុន 
និងស�U រៈសំណង់ 

Availability of proper storage for fuel, oil and 
construction materials  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

�ន6រែថfេំ;គXងច;ក និងស�U រៈ8ងសង់សមរមK 
(6រIរ6រេលចg យេ;បងឥន1នៈ, េ;បង�៉សីុន, 
េ;បងរMអិល, ។ល។) 

Proper maintenance of construction machinery and 
equipment (prevent leakage of fuel, oil, lubricants, 
etc.) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េ;បC;Rស់រថយនAសម;សបស;�ប់ដឹកជ�i jនស�U រៈសំណង់ 
និងសំណល់េ%យ�ន;កkត់;គប ឬស�U រៈ
;បmក់;បែហលស;�ប់;គប 
Use reasonable trucks for transportation of 
construction materials and waste with tarpaulin or 
similar materials covering  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�n តបរ -េវណជុំវ -ញតំបន់6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ពីធូលីហុយេ%
យេ;8ចទឹក (េpេពល�ន6រTំRច់)  

Clean the surrounding area from dust by water 
sprinkling in construction zone (when necessary) 

    

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

qងស�n តសំបកកង់rនយនAមុនេពលអនុEF តឲKrន
យនAចូលចត និង/ឬដំេណCរ6រេលCផs jវថ�ល់ 
(េពល�នករណីTំRច់) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
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Clean/wash tires of vehicles before they get to 
dwellings and/or drive on roads (when necessary) 

Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

អនុវតA6រbរេ
5មេពលេវqកំណត់ 
(ឧ.េធv C6រេpេពលៃថ�ពីេ�៉ង ០៦.០០ ;ពឹក ដល់េ�៉ង 
៦.០០q� ច) 

Implementation of works at the established time (e.g. 
work during daytime 06.00 to 18.00) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

តេម Cង8 កសEF ចxចរណ៍ែដលTំRច់កN Oង6រ%7 ន 
8ងសង់។ [ឧfហរណ៖៍ សុវតិ̀aព[ចមzង 
Installation of necessary construction signs in 
construction sites, 
i.e. Safety First… 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

;តYវ;Rកដ{�ន អ|ម័យ;តឹម;តYវ 
និងលក}ខណ~ 6រែថរកdអ|ម័យស;�ប់កម(ករេpកN Oង
6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ / 
ឬេ;បC;Rស់របស់របរែដល�ន;8ប់េpកN Oង6រ%7 ន 

Ensure proper sanitary/ hygienic conditions for 
workers at the construction site/use the existing in 
campus?  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

 

សហគមន៍, សុខaព 
និងសុវតិ̀aព 
Community, Health 
and Safety  

 

;តYវ�នវ -gន6របង�ឲK�នស�U រៈបរ -6} រសេ�b� ះបឋមស
;�ប់កម(ករនិងបុគ�លិក។ 
Provision of first-aid facilities for the workers and staff 

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ផAល់ស�U រៈ6រIរសុវតិ̀aពកN Oង6រbរ  (ឧf. េ;8មៃដ, 
ែសzកេជCងកែវង ស;�ប់6រ%7 ន, រRំង6រIរមុខ, 
ែវ�ន56រIរ) ដល់បុគ�លិក និងកម(ករ[TំRច់។ 

Provision of personal protective equipment (PPE) (i.e. 
gloves, proper shoes, face mask, goggles) to staff and 
workers, as necessary. 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន  

កម(ករ;តYវយល់ដឹងនូវបទបE� ទូេ
៖ (i) 
mម�ត់6រេ;បC;Rស់[តិZល់កុល/{� កំN Oង6រ%7 ន, (ii) 
6រIរមិនឲK�ន សេម ងឮ� ំង, (iii) 
mម�ត់សកម(aពខុសច�ប់ ដូច[៖ 
6រេលងែលzង(មិនកំណត់), 6របរRញ់/Tប់សតvកN Oង         

កសិ%7 នកN Oងបរ -េវណ6រ%7 ន, (iv) 6រេចញចូលកN Oងតំបន់  
ឯកជន/តំបន់កម(សិទ1ិIណិជ�កម([ប់នឹង6រ%7 ន;តYវR
នmម�ត់, (v) 
mម�ត់6រេRះេTលស;�មេpកN Oងបរ -េវណមន� ីរេពទK   
Workers need to be aware of the following general 
rules: (i) no alcohol/drugs on-site; (ii) prevent 
excessive noise; (iii) no illegal activities such as, but 
not limited to gambling, and hunting farm animals in 
the area; (iv) trespassing on private/ commercial 
properties adjoining the site is forbidden; (v) no 
littering in the hospitals;  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រស�n តទី5ំង6
រ%7 ន8ងសង់ 

Ready 
construction site 

6រ8� រេឡCងវ -ញទី5ំង6រ%7 ន 
និងជំរM6រ%7 នេpេពល6រbរ8ងសង់ ;តYវRនប�H ប់ 
Restoration of the area of construction sites and 
camps when the building construction works are 
completed 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 
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%េំឡCងវ -ញ/%ដំុះកូនេឈCេpទី5ំងែដលRន6ប់កN Oង
េពលេធv C6រ8ងសង់ (6ប់េឈC១េដCម 
%េំឡCងវ -ញ២េដCម)  
Replanting/planting of finished work areas (cut one 
tree replanting two trees) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

6រbរ(កម(ករS( ន
ជំ|ញ) 

Employment 
(Unskilled labor) 

 
ឲKតៃម ពលកម(េស( CS� ចំេIះ6រbរដូចS�  

Equal pay for equal works,  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

 
 r៉ងេmចkស់៣០% 

ៃនកម(ករS( នជំ|ញែដលេ;បC;Rស់;តYវែត[�សA  ី
At least 30% of unskilled worker has to be 
employed as women. 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

 S( ន6រេ;បC;Rស់ក� ំងពលកម(កុ�រ 

No child labor.  
 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

COVID-19 
Managing risk and 
prevention  
6រ6រIរកូវ -ដ១៩ 

6រផAល់ឲKបុគ�លិក និងកម(ករនូវ �៉ស6រIរមុខ 
ទឹកZល់កុលqងៃដ ជិលqងៃដ និង 
ឧបករណ៍6រIរេផ�ងៗេទ#ត    
 In addition to PPE, the provision to staff and worker: Face 
mask, Sanitized alcohol, jelly and other   

 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

Notice/កំណត់ចំk៖ំ  
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ព័ត៌�នទូេ
 

General information
 

ៃថ�ទី …២៧…ែខ…០៨……�� ២ំ០២០ 

Date: 27 August 2020 
 

ប�� ី�យតៃម េនះេរ#បចំេ%យ៖ 

Checklist prepared by: 
 Site Engineer:  
Mr. Prak Naly 

េ'( ះៃនអនុកម( វ -ធី/លទ1ផល 
និងទី5ំងៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់៖ 
Name of subprogram/output and location of 
construction site 

 Poipet RH 

េ'( ះ;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់/;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់
បនA (េបCសិន�ន) 
Name of contractor/subcontractor (if any) 

 MTA Construction Co., 
Ltd 

6រអនុEF ត, 
កិចH;ពម;Iង 

Permits, 
agreements 

េស� CសំុឲK�ន6រេរ#បចំជំរM6រ%7 នកN OងេពលដេំណCរ6រ8ង
សង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 
Request for obtaining a campsite during construction 
operations (if any), renting house is N/A 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េស� CសំុឲK�នលិខិតអនុEF តកN Oង6រេTលសំណល់        

ស�U រៈសំណង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 

Request for obtaining an agreement for disposal of 
construction waste (if any)  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រ;គប់;គង6រ%7 ន
8ងសង់ 
Management of 
construction sites 

ទី5ំងសម;សបៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់/ជំរM8ងសង់ 
Proper location of construction site/camp 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�U រៈ/េ;គXងច;ក;តYវ�នZ[\ ប័ណ] ;តឹម;តYវ                
និងអនុម័តេ%យ;កសួងបរ -8̀ន 

Equipment/plants properly licensed and approved by 
Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

aពbយ;សcលកN Oង6ររកdទុកេ;បងឥន1នៈ,េ;បង�៉សីុន 
និងស�U រៈសំណង់ 

Availability of proper storage for fuel, oil and 
construction materials  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

�ន6រែថfេំ;គXងច;ក និងស�U រៈ8ងសង់សមរមK 
(6រIរ6រេលចg យេ;បងឥន1នៈ, េ;បង�៉សីុន, 
េ;បងរMអិល, ។ល។) 

Proper maintenance of construction machinery and 
equipment (prevent leakage of fuel, oil, lubricants, 
etc.) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េ;បC;Rស់រថយនAសម;សបស;�ប់ដឹកជ�i jនស�U រៈសំណង់ 
និងសំណល់េ%យ�ន;កkត់;គប ឬស�U រៈ
;បmក់;បែហលស;�ប់;គប 
Use reasonable trucks for transportation of 
construction materials and waste with tarpaulin or 
similar materials covering  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�n តបរ -េវណជុំវ -ញតំបន់6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ពីធូលីហុយេ%
យេ;8ចទឹក (េpេពល�ន6រTំRច់)  

Clean the surrounding area from dust by water 
sprinkling in construction zone (when necessary) 

    

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

qងស�n តសំបកកង់rនយនAមុនេពលអនុEF តឲKrន
យនAចូលចត និង/ឬដំេណCរ6រេលCផs jវថ�ល់ 
(េពល�នករណីTំRច់) 

Clean/wash tires of vehicles before they get to 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 
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dwellings and/or drive on roads (when necessary) 
អនុវតA6រbរេ
5មេពលេវqកំណត់ 
(ឧ.េធv C6រេpេពលៃថ�ពីេ�៉ង ០៦.០០ ;ពឹក ដល់េ�៉ង 
៦.០០q� ច) 

Implementation of works at the established time (e.g. 
work during daytime 06.00 to 18.00) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

តេម Cង8 កសEF ចxចរណ៍ែដលTំRច់កN Oង6រ%7 ន 
8ងសង់។ [ឧfហរណ៖៍ សុវតិ̀aព[ចមzង 
Installation of necessary construction signs in 
construction sites, 
i.e. Safety First… 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

;តYវ;Rកដ{�ន អ|ម័យ;តឹម;តYវ 
និងលក}ខណ~ 6រែថរកdអ|ម័យស;�ប់កម(ករេpកN Oង
6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ / 
ឬេ;បC;Rស់របស់របរែដល�ន;8ប់េpកN Oង6រ%7 ន 

Ensure proper sanitary/ hygienic conditions for 
workers at the construction site/use the existing in 
campus?  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

 

សហគមន៍, សុខaព 
និងសុវតិ̀aព 
Community, Health 
and Safety  

 

;តYវ�នវ -gន6របង�ឲK�នស�U រៈបរ -6} រសេ�b� ះបឋមស
;�ប់កម(ករនិងបុគ�លិក។ 
Provision of first-aid facilities for the workers and staff 

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ផAល់ស�U រៈ6រIរសុវតិ̀aពកN Oង6រbរ  (ឧf. េ;8មៃដ, 
ែសzកេជCងកែវង ស;�ប់6រ%7 ន, រRំង6រIរមុខ, 
ែវ�ន56រIរ) ដល់បុគ�លិក និងកម(ករ[TំRច់។ 

Provision of personal protective equipment (PPE) (i.e. 
gloves, proper shoes, face mask, goggles) to staff and 
workers, as necessary. 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន  

កម(ករ;តYវយល់ដឹងនូវបទបE� ទូេ
៖ (i) 
mម�ត់6រេ;បC;Rស់[តិZល់កុល/{� កំN Oង6រ%7 ន, (ii) 
6រIរមិនឲK�ន សេម ងឮ� ំង, (iii) 
mម�ត់សកម(aពខុសច�ប់ ដូច[៖ 
6រេលងែលzង(មិនកំណត់), 6របរRញ់/Tប់សតvកN Oង         

កសិ%7 នកN Oងបរ -េវណ6រ%7 ន, (iv) 6រេចញចូលកN Oងតំបន់  
ឯកជន/តំបន់កម(សិទ1ិIណិជ�កម([ប់នឹង6រ%7 ន;តYវR
នmម�ត់, (v) 
mម�ត់6រេRះេTលស;�មេpកN Oងបរ -េវណមន� ីរេពទK   
Workers need to be aware of the following general 
rules: (i) no alcohol/drugs on-site; (ii) prevent 
excessive noise; (iii) no illegal activities such as, but 
not limited to gambling, and hunting farm animals in 
the area; (iv) trespassing on private/ commercial 
properties adjoining the site is forbidden; (v) no 
littering in the hospitals;  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រស�n តទី5ំង6
រ%7 ន8ងសង់ 

Ready 
construction site 

6រ8� រេឡCងវ -ញទី5ំង6រ%7 ន 
និងជំរM6រ%7 នេpេពល6រbរ8ងសង់ ;តYវRនប�H ប់ 
Restoration of the area of construction sites and 
camps when the building construction works are 
completed 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 
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%េំឡCងវ -ញ/%ដំុះកូនេឈCេpទី5ំងែដលRន6ប់កN Oង
េពលេធv C6រ8ងសង់ (6ប់េឈC១េដCម 
%េំឡCងវ -ញ២េដCម)  
Replanting/planting of finished work areas (cut one 
tree replanting two trees) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

6រbរ(កម(ករS( ន
ជំ|ញ) 

Employment 
(Unskilled labor) 

 
ឲKតៃម ពលកម(េស( CS� ចំេIះ6រbរដូចS�  

Equal pay for equal works,  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

 
 r៉ងេmចkស់៣០% 

ៃនកម(ករS( នជំ|ញែដលេ;បC;Rស់;តYវែត[�សA  ី
At least 30% of unskilled worker has to be 
employed as women. 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

 S( ន6រេ;បC;Rស់ក� ំងពលកម(កុ�រ 

No child labor.  
 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

COVID-19 
Managing risk and 
prevention  
6រ6រIរកូវ -ដ១៩ 

6រផAល់ឲKបុគ�លិក និងកម(ករនូវ �៉ស6រIរមុខ 
ទឹកZល់កុលqងៃដ ជិលqងៃដ និង 
ឧបករណ៍6រIរេផ�ងៗេទ#ត    
 In addition to PPE, the provision to staff and worker: Face 
mask, Sanitized alcohol, jelly and other   

 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

Notice/កំណត់ចំk៖ំ  
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ព័ត៌�នទូេ
 

General information
 

ៃថ�ទី …២៧……ែខ…០៨……�� ំ២០២០ 

Date: 27 August 2020 
 

ប�� ី�យតៃម េនះេរ#បចំេ%យ៖ 

Checklist prepared by: 
 Site Engineer:  
Mr. Prak Naly 

េ'( ះៃនអនុកម( វ -ធី/លទ1ផល 
និងទី5ំងៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់៖ 
Name of subprogram/output and location of 
construction site 

 Thma Pouk RH 

េ'( ះ;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់/;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់
បនA (េបCសិន�ន) 
Name of contractor/subcontractor (if any) 

 MTA Construction Co., 
Ltd 

6រអនុEF ត, 
កិចH;ពម;Iង 

Permits, 
agreements 

េស� CសំុឲK�ន6រេរ#បចំជំរM6រ%7 នកN OងេពលដេំណCរ6រ8ង
សង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 
Request for obtaining a campsite during construction 
operations (if any), renting house is N/A 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េស� CសំុឲK�នលិខិតអនុEF តកN Oង6រេTលសំណល់        

ស�U រៈសំណង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 

Request for obtaining an agreement for disposal of 
construction waste (if any)  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រ;គប់;គង6រ%7 ន
8ងសង់ 
Management of 
construction sites 

ទី5ំងសម;សបៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់/ជំរM8ងសង់ 
Proper location of construction site/camp 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�U រៈ/េ;គXងច;ក;តYវ�នZ[\ ប័ណ] ;តឹម;តYវ                
និងអនុម័តេ%យ;កសួងបរ -8̀ន 

Equipment/plants properly licensed and approved by 
Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

aពbយ;សcលកN Oង6ររកdទុកេ;បងឥន1នៈ,េ;បង�៉សីុន 
និងស�U រៈសំណង់ 

Availability of proper storage for fuel, oil and 
construction materials  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

�ន6រែថfេំ;គXងច;ក និងស�U រៈ8ងសង់សមរមK 
(6រIរ6រេលចg យេ;បងឥន1នៈ, េ;បង�៉សីុន, 
េ;បងរMអិល, ។ល។) 

Proper maintenance of construction machinery and 
equipment (prevent leakage of fuel, oil, lubricants, 
etc.) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េ;បC;Rស់រថយនAសម;សបស;�ប់ដឹកជ�i jនស�U រៈសំណង់ 
និងសំណល់េ%យ�ន;កkត់;គប ឬស�U រៈ
;បmក់;បែហលស;�ប់;គប 
Use reasonable trucks for transportation of 
construction materials and waste with tarpaulin or 
similar materials covering  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�n តបរ -េវណជុំវ -ញតំបន់6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ពីធូលីហុយេ%
យេ;8ចទឹក (េpេពល�ន6រTំRច់)  

Clean the surrounding area from dust by water 
sprinkling in construction zone (when necessary) 

    

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

qងស�n តសំបកកង់rនយនAមុនេពលអនុEF តឲKrន
យនAចូលចត និង/ឬដំេណCរ6រេលCផs jវថ�ល់ 
(េពល�នករណីTំRច់) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
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Clean/wash tires of vehicles before they get to 
dwellings and/or drive on roads (when necessary) 

Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

អនុវតA6រbរេ
5មេពលេវqកំណត់ 
(ឧ.េធv C6រេpេពលៃថ�ពីេ�៉ង ០៦.០០ ;ពឹក ដល់េ�៉ង 
៦.០០q� ច) 

Implementation of works at the established time (e.g. 
work during daytime 06.00 to 18.00) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

តេម Cង8 កសEF ចxចរណ៍ែដលTំRច់កN Oង6រ%7 ន 
8ងសង់។ [ឧfហរណ៖៍ សុវតិ̀aព[ចមzង 
Installation of necessary construction signs in 
construction sites, 
i.e. Safety First… 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

;តYវ;Rកដ{�ន អ|ម័យ;តឹម;តYវ 
និងលក}ខណ~ 6រែថរកdអ|ម័យស;�ប់កម(ករេpកN Oង
6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ / 
ឬេ;បC;Rស់របស់របរែដល�ន;8ប់េpកN Oង6រ%7 ន 

Ensure proper sanitary/ hygienic conditions for 
workers at the construction site/use the existing in 
campus?  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

 

សហគមន៍, សុខaព 
និងសុវតិ̀aព 
Community, Health 
and Safety  

 

;តYវ�នវ -gន6របង�ឲK�នស�U រៈបរ -6} រសេ�b� ះបឋមស
;�ប់កម(ករនិងបុគ�លិក។ 
Provision of first-aid facilities for the workers and staff 

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ផAល់ស�U រៈ6រIរសុវតិ̀aពកN Oង6រbរ  (ឧf. េ;8មៃដ, 
ែសzកេជCងកែវង ស;�ប់6រ%7 ន, រRំង6រIរមុខ, 
ែវ�ន56រIរ) ដល់បុគ�លិក និងកម(ករ[TំRច់។ 

Provision of personal protective equipment (PPE) (i.e. 
gloves, proper shoes, face mask, goggles) to staff and 
workers, as necessary. 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន  

កម(ករ;តYវយល់ដឹងនូវបទបE� ទូេ
៖ (i) 
mម�ត់6រេ;បC;Rស់[តិZល់កុល/{� កំN Oង6រ%7 ន, (ii) 
6រIរមិនឲK�ន សេម ងឮ� ំង, (iii) 
mម�ត់សកម(aពខុសច�ប់ ដូច[៖ 
6រេលងែលzង(មិនកំណត់), 6របរRញ់/Tប់សតvកN Oង         

កសិ%7 នកN Oងបរ -េវណ6រ%7 ន, (iv) 6រេចញចូលកN Oងតំបន់  
ឯកជន/តំបន់កម(សិទ1ិIណិជ�កម([ប់នឹង6រ%7 ន;តYវR
នmម�ត់, (v) 
mម�ត់6រេRះេTលស;�មេpកN Oងបរ -េវណមន� ីរេពទK   
Workers need to be aware of the following general 
rules: (i) no alcohol/drugs on-site; (ii) prevent 
excessive noise; (iii) no illegal activities such as, but 
not limited to gambling, and hunting farm animals in 
the area; (iv) trespassing on private/ commercial 
properties adjoining the site is forbidden; (v) no 
littering in the hospitals;  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រស�n តទី5ំង6
រ%7 ន8ងសង់ 

Ready 
construction site 

6រ8� រេឡCងវ -ញទី5ំង6រ%7 ន 
និងជំរM6រ%7 នេpេពល6រbរ8ងសង់ ;តYវRនប�H ប់ 
Restoration of the area of construction sites and 
camps when the building construction works are 
completed 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 
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%េំឡCងវ -ញ/%ដំុះកូនេឈCេpទី5ំងែដលRន6ប់កN Oង
េពលេធv C6រ8ងសង់ (6ប់េឈC១េដCម 
%េំឡCងវ -ញ២េដCម)  
Replanting/planting of finished work areas (cut one 
tree replanting two trees) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

6រbរ(កម(ករS( ន
ជំ|ញ) 

Employment 
(Unskilled labor) 

 
ឲKតៃម ពលកម(េស( CS� ចំេIះ6រbរដូចS�  

Equal pay for equal works,  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

 
 r៉ងេmចkស់៣០% 

ៃនកម(ករS( នជំ|ញែដលេ;បC;Rស់;តYវែត[�សA  ី
At least 30% of unskilled worker has to be 
employed as women. 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

 S( ន6រេ;បC;Rស់ក� ំងពលកម(កុ�រ 

No child labor.  
 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

COVID-19 
Managing risk and 
prevention  
6រ6រIរកូវ -ដ១៩ 

6រផAល់ឲKបុគ�លិក និងកម(ករនូវ �៉ស6រIរមុខ 
ទឹកZល់កុលqងៃដ ជិលqងៃដ និង 
ឧបករណ៍6រIរេផ�ងៗេទ#ត    
 In addition to PPE, the provision to staff and worker: Face 
mask, Sanitized alcohol, jelly and other   

 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

Notice/កំណត់ចំk៖ំ  
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ព័ត៌�នទូេ
 

General information
 
 
 

ៃថ�ទី …២៧……ែខ…០៨……�� ំ២០២០ 

Date: 27 August 2020 
 

ប�� ី�យតៃម េនះេរ#បចំេ%យ៖ 

Checklist prepared by: 
 Site Engineer:  
Mr. Prak Naly 

េ'( ះៃនអនុកម( វ -ធី/លទ1ផល 
និងទី5ំងៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់៖ 
Name of subprogram/output and location of 
construction site 

 Mongkul Borey
PRH/CJF hospital 

េ'( ះ;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់/;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់
បនA (េបCសិន�ន) 
Name of contractor/subcontractor (if any) 

 MTA Construction Co., 
Ltd 

6រអនុEF ត, 
កិចH;ពម;Iង 

Permits, 
agreements 

េស� CសំុឲK�ន6រេរ#បចំជំរM6រ%7 នកN OងេពលដេំណCរ6រ8ង
សង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 
Request for obtaining a campsite during construction 
operations (if any), renting house is N/A 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េស� CសំុឲK�នលិខិតអនុEF តកN Oង6រេTលសំណល់        

ស�U រៈសំណង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 

Request for obtaining an agreement for disposal of 
construction waste (if any)  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រ;គប់;គង6រ%7 ន
8ងសង់ 
Management of 
construction sites 

ទី5ំងសម;សបៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់/ជំរM8ងសង់ 
Proper location of construction site/camp 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�U រៈ/េ;គXងច;ក;តYវ�នZ[\ ប័ណ] ;តឹម;តYវ                
និងអនុម័តេ%យ;កសួងបរ -8̀ន 

Equipment/plants properly licensed and approved by 
Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

aពbយ;សcលកN Oង6ររកdទុកេ;បងឥន1នៈ,េ;បង�៉សីុន 
និងស�U រៈសំណង់ 

Availability of proper storage for fuel, oil and 
construction materials  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

�ន6រែថfេំ;គXងច;ក និងស�U រៈ8ងសង់សមរមK 
(6រIរ6រេលចg យេ;បងឥន1នៈ, េ;បង�៉សីុន, 
េ;បងរMអិល, ។ល។) 

Proper maintenance of construction machinery and 
equipment (prevent leakage of fuel, oil, lubricants, 
etc.) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េ;បC;Rស់រថយនAសម;សបស;�ប់ដឹកជ�i jនស�U រៈសំណង់ 
និងសំណល់េ%យ�ន;កkត់;គប ឬស�U រៈ
;បmក់;បែហលស;�ប់;គប 
Use reasonable trucks for transportation of 
construction materials and waste with tarpaulin or 
similar materials covering  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�n តបរ -េវណជុំវ -ញតំបន់6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ពីធូលីហុយេ%
យេ;8ចទឹក (េpេពល�ន6រTំRច់)  

Clean the surrounding area from dust by water 
sprinkling in construction zone (when necessary) 

    

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

qងស�n តសំបកកង់rនយនAមុនេពលអនុEF តឲKrន
យនAចូលចត និង/ឬដំេណCរ6រេលCផs jវថ�ល់ 
(េពល�នករណីTំRច់) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
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Clean/wash tires of vehicles before they get to 
dwellings and/or drive on roads (when necessary) 

Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

អនុវតA6រbរេ
5មេពលេវqកំណត់ 
(ឧ.េធv C6រេpេពលៃថ�ពីេ�៉ង ០៦.០០ ;ពឹក ដល់េ�៉ង 
៦.០០q� ច) 

Implementation of works at the established time (e.g. 
work during daytime 06.00 to 18.00) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

តេម Cង8 កសEF ចxចរណ៍ែដលTំRច់កN Oង6រ%7 ន 
8ងសង់។ [ឧfហរណ៖៍ សុវតិ̀aព[ចមzង 
Installation of necessary construction signs in 
construction sites, 
i.e. Safety First… 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

;តYវ;Rកដ{�ន អ|ម័យ;តឹម;តYវ 
និងលក}ខណ~ 6រែថរកdអ|ម័យស;�ប់កម(ករេpកN Oង
6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ / 
ឬេ;បC;Rស់របស់របរែដល�ន;8ប់េpកN Oង6រ%7 ន 

Ensure proper sanitary/ hygienic conditions for 
workers at the construction site/use the existing in 
campus?  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

 

សហគមន៍, សុខaព 
និងសុវតិ̀aព 
Community, Health 
and Safety  

 

;តYវ�នវ -gន6របង�ឲK�នស�U រៈបរ -6} រសេ�b� ះបឋមស
;�ប់កម(ករនិងបុគ�លិក។ 
Provision of first-aid facilities for the workers and staff 

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ផAល់ស�U រៈ6រIរសុវតិ̀aពកN Oង6រbរ  (ឧf. េ;8មៃដ, 
ែសzកេជCងកែវង ស;�ប់6រ%7 ន, រRំង6រIរមុខ, 
ែវ�ន56រIរ) ដល់បុគ�លិក និងកម(ករ[TំRច់។ 

Provision of personal protective equipment (PPE) (i.e. 
gloves, proper shoes, face mask, goggles) to staff and 
workers, as necessary. 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន  

កម(ករ;តYវយល់ដឹងនូវបទបE� ទូេ
៖ (i) 
mម�ត់6រេ;បC;Rស់[តិZល់កុល/{� កំN Oង6រ%7 ន, (ii) 
6រIរមិនឲK�ន សេម ងឮ� ំង, (iii) 
mម�ត់សកម(aពខុសច�ប់ ដូច[៖ 
6រេលងែលzង(មិនកំណត់), 6របរRញ់/Tប់សតvកN Oង         

កសិ%7 នកN Oងបរ -េវណ6រ%7 ន, (iv) 6រេចញចូលកN Oងតំបន់  
ឯកជន/តំបន់កម(សិទ1ិIណិជ�កម([ប់នឹង6រ%7 ន;តYវR
នmម�ត់, (v) 
mម�ត់6រេRះេTលស;�មេpកN Oងបរ -េវណមន� ីរេពទK   
Workers need to be aware of the following general 
rules: (i) no alcohol/drugs on-site; (ii) prevent 
excessive noise; (iii) no illegal activities such as, but 
not limited to gambling, and hunting farm animals in 
the area; (iv) trespassing on private/ commercial 
properties adjoining the site is forbidden; (v) no 
littering in the hospitals;  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រស�n តទី5ំង6
រ%7 ន8ងសង់ 

Ready 
construction site 

6រ8� រេឡCងវ -ញទី5ំង6រ%7 ន 
និងជំរM6រ%7 នេpេពល6រbរ8ងសង់ ;តYវRនប�H ប់ 
Restoration of the area of construction sites and 
camps when the building construction works are 
completed 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 
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%េំឡCងវ -ញ/%ដំុះកូនេឈCេpទី5ំងែដលRន6ប់កN Oង
េពលេធv C6រ8ងសង់ (6ប់េឈC១េដCម 
%េំឡCងវ -ញ២េដCម)  
Replanting/planting of finished work areas (cut one 
tree replanting two trees) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

6រbរ(កម(ករS( ន
ជំ|ញ) 

Employment 
(Unskilled labor) 

 
ឲKតៃម ពលកម(េស( CS� ចំេIះ6រbរដូចS�  

Equal pay for equal works,  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

 
 r៉ងេmចkស់៣០% 

ៃនកម(ករS( នជំ|ញែដលេ;បC;Rស់;តYវែត[�សA  ី
At least 30% of unskilled worker has to be 
employed as women. 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

 S( ន6រេ;បC;Rស់ក� ំងពលកម(កុ�រ 

No child labor.  
 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

COVID-19 
Managing risk and 
prevention  
6រ6រIរកូវ -ដ១៩ 

6រផAល់ឲKបុគ�លិក និងកម(ករនូវ �៉ស6រIរមុខ 
ទឹកZល់កុលqងៃដ ជិលqងៃដ និង 
ឧបករណ៍6រIរេផ�ងៗេទ#ត    
 In addition to PPE, the provision to staff and worker: Face 
mask, Sanitized alcohol, jelly and other   

 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

Notice/កំណត់ចំk៖ំ  
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ព័ត៌�នទូេ
 

General information
 
 
 

ៃថ�ទី …២៥……ែខ…០៨…�� ២ំ០២០ 

Date: 25 August 2020 
 

ប�� ី�យតៃម េនះេរ#បចំេ%យ៖ 

Checklist prepared by: 
 Site Engineer:  
Mr. Prak Naly 

េ'( ះៃនអនុកម( វ -ធី/លទ1ផល 
និងទី5ំងៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់៖ 
Name of subprogram/output and location of 
construction site 

 Moung Ruessey RH 

េ'( ះ;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់/;ក <មហុ៊នេ?៉6រ8ងសង់
បនA (េបCសិន�ន) 
Name of contractor/subcontractor (if any) 

 MTA Construction Co., 
Ltd 

6រអនុEF ត, 
កិចH;ពម;Iង 

Permits, 
agreements 

េស� CសំុឲK�ន6រេរ#បចំជំរM6រ%7 នកN OងេពលដេំណCរ6រ8ង
សង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 
Request for obtaining a campsite during construction 
operations (if any), renting house is N/A 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េស� CសំុឲK�នលិខិតអនុEF តកN Oង6រេTលសំណល់        

ស�U រៈសំណង់ (;បសិនេបC�ន) 

Request for obtaining an agreement for disposal of 
construction waste (if any)  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រ;គប់;គង6រ%7 ន
8ងសង់ 
Management of 
construction sites 

ទី5ំងសម;សបៃន6រ%7 ន8ងសង់/ជំរM8ងសង់ 
Proper location of construction site/camp 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�U រៈ/េ;គXងច;ក;តYវ�នZ[\ ប័ណ] ;តឹម;តYវ                
និងអនុម័តេ%យ;កសួងបរ -8̀ន 

Equipment/plants properly licensed and approved by 
Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

aពbយ;សcលកN Oង6ររកdទុកេ;បងឥន1នៈ,េ;បង�៉សីុន 
និងស�U រៈសំណង់ 

Availability of proper storage for fuel, oil and 
construction materials  

   

Yes No        N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

�ន6រែថfេំ;គXងច;ក និងស�U រៈ8ងសង់សមរមK 
(6រIរ6រេលចg យេ;បងឥន1នៈ, េ;បង�៉សីុន, 
េ;បងរMអិល, ។ល។) 

Proper maintenance of construction machinery and 
equipment (prevent leakage of fuel, oil, lubricants, 
etc.) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

េ;បC;Rស់រថយនAសម;សបស;�ប់ដឹកជ�i jនស�U រៈសំណង់ 
និងសំណល់េ%យ�ន;កkត់;គប ឬស�U រៈ
;បmក់;បែហលស;�ប់;គប 
Use reasonable trucks for transportation of 
construction materials and waste with tarpaulin or 
similar materials covering  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ស�n តបរ -េវណជុំវ -ញតំបន់6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ពីធូលីហុយេ%
យេ;8ចទឹក (េpេពល�ន6រTំRច់)  

Clean the surrounding area from dust by water 
sprinkling in construction zone (when necessary) 

    

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

qងស�n តសំបកកង់rនយនAមុនេពលអនុEF តឲKrន
យនAចូលចត និង/ឬដំេណCរ6រេលCផs jវថ�ល់ 
(េពល�នករណីTំRច់) 

Clean/wash tires of vehicles before they get to 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 
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dwellings and/or drive on roads (when necessary) 
អនុវតA6រbរេ
5មេពលេវqកំណត់ 
(ឧ.េធv C6រេpេពលៃថ�ពីេ�៉ង ០៦.០០ ;ពឹក ដល់េ�៉ង 
៦.០០q� ច) 

Implementation of works at the established time (e.g. 
work during daytime 06.00 to 18.00) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

តេម Cង8 កសEF ចxចរណ៍ែដលTំRច់កN Oង6រ%7 ន 
8ងសង់។ [ឧfហរណ៖៍ សុវតិ̀aព[ចមzង 
Installation of necessary construction signs in 
construction sites, 
i.e. Safety First… 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

;តYវ;Rកដ{�ន អ|ម័យ;តឹម;តYវ 
និងលក}ខណ~ 6រែថរកdអ|ម័យស;�ប់កម(ករេpកN Oង
6រ%7 ន8ងសង់ / 
ឬេ;បC;Rស់របស់របរែដល�ន;8ប់េpកN Oង6រ%7 ន 

Ensure proper sanitary/ hygienic conditions for 
workers at the construction site/use the existing in 
campus?  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

 

សហគមន៍, សុខaព 
និងសុវតិ̀aព 
Community, Health 
and Safety  

 

;តYវ�នវ -gន6របង�ឲK�នស�U រៈបរ -6} រសេ�b� ះបឋមស
;�ប់កម(ករនិងបុគ�លិក។ 
Provision of first-aid facilities for the workers and staff 

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

ផAល់ស�U រៈ6រIរសុវតិ̀aពកN Oង6រbរ  (ឧf. េ;8មៃដ, 
ែសzកេជCងកែវង ស;�ប់6រ%7 ន, រRំង6រIរមុខ, 
ែវ�ន56រIរ) ដល់បុគ�លិក និងកម(ករ[TំRច់។ 

Provision of personal protective equipment (PPE) (i.e. 
gloves, proper shoes, face mask, goggles) to staff and 
workers, as necessary. 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ       េទ         S( ន  

កម(ករ;តYវយល់ដឹងនូវបទបE� ទូេ
៖ (i) 
mម�ត់6រេ;បC;Rស់[តិZល់កុល/{� កំN Oង6រ%7 ន, (ii) 
6រIរមិនឲK�ន សេម ងឮ� ំង, (iii) 
mម�ត់សកម(aពខុសច�ប់ ដូច[៖ 
6រេលងែលzង(មិនកំណត់), 6របរRញ់/Tប់សតvកN Oង         

កសិ%7 នកN Oងបរ -េវណ6រ%7 ន, (iv) 6រេចញចូលកN Oងតំបន់  
ឯកជន/តំបន់កម(សិទ1ិIណិជ�កម([ប់នឹង6រ%7 ន;តYវR
នmម�ត់, (v) 
mម�ត់6រេRះេTលស;�មេpកN Oងបរ -េវណមន� ីរេពទK   
Workers need to be aware of the following general 
rules: (i) no alcohol/drugs on-site; (ii) prevent 
excessive noise; (iii) no illegal activities such as, but 
not limited to gambling, and hunting farm animals in 
the area; (iv) trespassing on private/ commercial 
properties adjoining the site is forbidden; (v) no 
littering in the hospitals;  

   

Yes No         N/A  
Rទ       េទ         S( ន 

6រស�n តទី5ំង6
រ%7 ន8ងសង់ 

Ready 
construction site 

6រ8� រេឡCងវ -ញទី5ំង6រ%7 ន 
និងជំរM6រ%7 នេpេពល6រbរ8ងសង់ ;តYវRនប�H ប់ 
Restoration of the area of construction sites and 
camps when the building construction works are 
completed 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 
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%េំឡCងវ -ញ/%ដំុះកូនេឈCេpទី5ំងែដលRន6ប់កN Oង
េពលេធv C6រ8ងសង់ (6ប់េឈC១េដCម 
%េំឡCងវ -ញ២េដCម)  
Replanting/planting of finished work areas (cut one 
tree replanting two trees) 

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

6រbរ(កម(ករS( ន
ជំ|ញ) 

Employment 
(Unskilled labor) 

 
ឲKតៃម ពលកម(េស( CS� ចំេIះ6រbរដូចS�  

Equal pay for equal works,  

   

Yes No         N/A 
Rទ      េទ         S( ន 

 
 r៉ងេmចkស់៣០% 

ៃនកម(ករS( នជំ|ញែដលេ;បC;Rស់;តYវែត[�សA  ី
At least 30% of unskilled worker has to be 
employed as women. 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

 S( ន6រេ;បC;Rស់ក� ំងពលកម(កុ�រ 

No child labor.  
 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

COVID-19 
Managing risk and 
prevention  
6រ6រIរកូវ -ដ១៩ 

6រផAល់ឲKបុគ�លិក និងកម(ករនូវ �៉ស6រIរមុខ 
ទឹកZល់កុលqងៃដ ជិលqងៃដ និង 
ឧបករណ៍6រIរេផ�ងៗេទ#ត    
 In addition to PPE, the provision to staff and worker: Face 
mask, Sanitized alcohol, jelly and other   

 

 

Yes No         N/A
  
Rទ     េទ         S( ន 

Notice/កំណត់ចំk៖ំ  
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7. Annex-2: Typing Lists of trainees in capacity building for safeguards (Oct-Dec20): 

លរ 
No 

េ�� ះ 
Name 

�	 ប័ន 

Hospital 

េភទ 
Sex 

�យុ 
Age 

តួ�ទី 
Occupation 

េលខទូរស័ព�  
Phone No. 

ហត	េល� 
Signature 

1 Kem Sophal Kaoh Thom RH M  RH Director 012 820 259  

2 Pann Orn Kaoh Thom RH M  RH Deputy   

3 Muy Wathanak Kaoh Thom RH M 33 Administrative 012 219 424  

4 Sao Botumroath GMS/HSP M 48 Safeguard 011 626 282  

 
 
 
 
 

លរ 
No 

េ�� ះ 
Name 

�	 ប័ន 

Hospital 

េភទ 
Sex 

�យុ 
Age 

តួ�ទី 
Occupation 

េលខទូរស័ព�  
Phone No. 

ហត	េល� 
Signature 

1 Maen Chantha Angkor Chey RH M 33 IPC 
Supervisor 

012 721 079  

2 Nut Sopheap Angkor Chey RH M  IPC Staff 012 599 167  

3 Non Rambo Angkor Chey RH M 33 IPC Staff 081 939 117  

4 Im Sokhong Angkor Chey RH M  IPC Staff 077 577 071  

5 Sao Botumroath GMS/HSP M 48 Safeguard 011 626 282  
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លរ 
No 

េ�� ះ 
Name 

�	 ប័ន 

Hospital 

េភទ 
Sex 

�យុ 
Age 

តួ�ទី 
Occupation 

េលខទូរស័ព�  
Phone No. 

ហត	េល� 
Signature 

1 Pov Sary Kampong Trach RH M 52 RH Director 012 733 468  

2 Choam Sarom Kampong Trach RH M 48 IPC Supervisor 012 990 440  

3 Yeoun Yong Kampong Trach RH M 48 Technical 
Advisor 

012 273 411  

4 Pel Pros Kampong Trach RH M 44 IPC staff 097 7508 081  

5 Keo Socheata Kampong Trach RH F 33 IPC staff 086 297 244  

6 Tuy Bopha Kampong Trach RH F 30 IPC staff 085 902 244  

7 Kong Sovanara Kampong Trach RH F 34 IPC staff 096 8584 669  

8 Ly Heng Kampong Trach RH M 33 IPC staff 017 700 400  

9 Va Sreyneang Kampong Trach RH F 30 IPC staff 085 939 087  

10 Sao Botumroath GMS/HSP M 48 Safeguard 011 626 282  

 
 
 
 

លរ 
No 

េ�� ះ 
Name 

�	 ប័ន 

Hospital 

េភទ 
Sex 

�យុ 
Age 

តួ�ទី 
Occupation 

េលខទូរស័ព�  
Phone No. 

ហត	េល� 
Signature 

1 Nak Saroeun Kampot PRH M 54 RH Deputy 077 925 541  

2 Sem Marady Kampot PRH M 31 Administrative 081 798 346  

3 Nguon Sothea Kampot PRH F 48 Nurse 012 330 195  

4 Met Mealdey Kampot PRH F 33 Administrative 086 878 099  

5 Say Udom Kampot PRH M 30 Nurse 012 290 823  

6 Sao Botumroath GMS/HSP M 48 Safeguard 011 626 282  
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លរ 
No 

េ�� ះ 
Name 

�	 ប័ន 

Hospital 

េភទ 
Sex 

�យុ 
Age 

តួ�ទី 
Occupation 

េលខទូរស័ព�  
Phone No. 

ហត	េល� 
Signature 

1 Sim Sovann Chhuk RH M 33 RH Deputy 015 555 404  

2 Prong Sam Ang Chhuk RH M  Nurse 012 684 089  

3 Phann Buch Chhuk RH M 33 Staff 016 856 446  

4 Seang Sothea Chhuk RH M  Nurse 012 366 288  

5 Ben Vannak Chhuk RH F 32 Staff 031 7966 166  

6 Sao Botumroath GMS/HSP M 48 Safeguard 011 626 282  

 

លរ 
No 

េ�� ះ 
Name 

�	 ប័ន 

Hospital 

េភទ 
Sex 

�យុ 
Age 

តួ�ទី 
Occupation 

េលខទូរស័ព�  
Phone No. 

ហត	េល� 
Signature 

1 Vann Piseth Peareang RH M 29 Environment Supervisor 097 6322 216  

2 Heng Sovann Peareang RH M 23 Environment officer 081 773 707  

3 Song Veasna Peareang RH M 30 Environment officer 093 290 972  

4 Sao Botumroath GMS/HSP M 48 Safeguard 011 626 282  

 

លរ 
No 

េ�� ះ 
Name 

�	 ប័ន 

Hospital 

េភទ 
Sex 

�យុ 
Age 

តួ�ទី 
Occupation 

េលខទូរស័ព�  
Phone No. 

ហត	េល� 
Signature 

1 Leng Piny Prey Veng PRH M 50 Director of PRH 012 955 949  

2 Ron Sideoun Prey Veng PRH F 28 Chief of Cabinet 088 9217 859  

3 Tong Vanda Prey Veng PRH F 29 Chief of Cabinet 077 304 830  

4 Eang Sopha Prey Veng PRH M 24 Chief of Cabinet 017 872 505  

5 Yun Ratanak Prey Veng PRH M 30 Staff 
Staffdfaf 

098 980 929  

6 Yan Panha Prey Veng PRH M 30 Staff 093 793 435  

7 Him Ratana Prey Veng PRH M 33 Chief of MG 089 645 895  

8 Sao Botumroath GMS/HSP M 48 Safeguard 011 626 282  
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លរ 
No 

េ�� ះ 
Name 

�	 ប័ន 

Hospital 

េភទ 
Sex 

�យុ 
Age 

តួ�ទី 
Occupation 

េលខទូរស័ព�  
Phone No. 

ហត	េល� 
Signature 

1 Has Chamroen Preah Sdach RH M 34 RH Deputy 012 637 385  

2 Nour Vuthy Preah Sdach RH M 50 Chief of GO 096 2424 483  

3 Tep Sovichetra Preah Sdach RH M 28 Laboratory 096 5065 272  

4 Sao Botumroath GMS/HSP M 48 Safeguard 011 626 282  

 
 

លរ 
No 

េ�� ះ 
Name 

�	 ប័ន 

Hospital 

េភទ 
Sex 

�យុ 
Age 

តួ�ទី 
Occupation 

េលខទូរស័ព�  
Phone No. 

ហត	េល� 
Signature 

1 Pel Sothun Kampong Trabaek RH M 47 RH Director 012 722 274  

2 Kong Panha Kampong Trabaek RH M 35 RH Deputy 090 888 880  

3 Meas Thavarak Kampong Trabaek RH M 36 Chief of Cabinet 096 4222 662  

4 Suon Sophearak Kampong Trabaek RH M 52 Staff 016 745 322  

5 Chon Sreypou Kampong Trabaek RH F 26 Chief of 
Operation 

070 444 763  

6 Khin Bin Kampong Trabaek RH M 25 Chief of 
laboratory 

085 552 587  

7 Bou Makara Kampong Trabaek RH F 33 Staff 015 831 477  

8 Long Samorl Kampong Trabaek RH M 51 Supervisor 016 327 138  

9 Sao Botumroath GMS/HSP M 48 Safeguard 011 626 282  
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លរ 
No 

េ�� ះ 
Name 

�	 ប័ន 

Hospital 

េភទ 
Sex 

�យុ 
Age 

តួ�ទី 
Occupation 

េលខទូរស័ព�  
Phone No. 

ហត	េល� 
Signature 

1 Thoang 
Umsoknea 

Svay Rieng PRH M 40 IPC Deputy 088 7777 765  

2 Sou Vanaviny Svay Rieng PRH F 48 Nurse 
Supervisor 

011 350 607  

3 Kong Vanna Svay Rieng PRH F 58 MT 02 892 340  

4 Kong Puthi Svay Rieng PRH M 33 Cabinet Deputy 097 8545 272  

5 Mon Sun Svay Rieng PRH M 48 Cabinet Chief 097 9736 253  

6 Sao Botumroath GMS/HSP M 47 Safeguard 011 626 282  

 
 
 

លរ 
No 

េ�� ះ 
Name 

�	 ប័ន 

Hospital 

េភទ 
Sex 

�យុ 
Age 

តួ�ទី 
Occupation 

េលខទូរស័ព�  
Phone No. 

ហត	េល� 
Signature 

1 Tum Bory Chipou RH M 49 RH Deputy 085 777 085  

2 Ong Sovanndy Chipou RH M 30 IPC Deputy 070 666 560  

3 Chhen Udom Chipou RH M 28 IPC Secretary 011 459 341  

4 Prak Sambath Chipou RH M 48 RH Director 097 7777 345  

5 Thy Sophaktra Chipou RH M 32 IPC Director 088 838 822  

6 Somchum Daka GMS/HSP M 48 Community 012 639 477  

7 Sao Botumroath GMS/HSP M 47 Safeguard 011 626 282  
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លរ 
No 

េ�� ះ 
Name 

�	 ប័ន 

Hospital 

េភទ 
Sex 

�យុ 
Age 

តួ�ទី 
Occupation 

េលខទូរស័ព�  
Phone No. 

ហត	េល� 
Signature 

1 Hong Kosal Ponhea Kraek RH F 47 RH Director 012 794 417  

2 Thuok Kim Ang Ponhea Kraek RH M 32 IPC Director 011 9990 603  

3 Peng Vuthy Ponhea Kraek RH M 38 Head of Sanitization office 092 700 947  

4 Vuthy Sotheanith Ponhea Kraek RH M 28 Head of Laboratory 031 6665 567  

5 Sao Botumroath GMS/HSP M 48 Safeguard 011 626 282  

 
 
 
 

លរ 
No 

េ�� ះ 
Name 

�	 ប័ន 

Hospital 

េភទ 
Sex 

�យុ 
Age 

តួ�ទី 
Occupation 

េលខទូរស័ព�  
Phone No. 

ហត	េល� 
Signature 

1 Hok Polin  Memot RH M 45 Deputy of RH 089 905 550  

2 Moa Bunrith Memot RH M 47 Administrative of 
RH 

099 333 078  

3 Sao 
Botumroath 

GMS/HSP M 48 Safeguard 011 626 282  
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លរ 
No 

េ�� ះ 
Name 

�	 ប័ន 

Hospital 

េភទ 
Sex 

�យុ 
Age 

តួ�ទី 
Occupation 

េលខទូរស័ព�  
Phone No. 

ហត	េល� 
Signature 

1 Thay Ravy Tboung Khmum RH M 49 IPC Director 012 363 531  

2 Leng Bunchheuon Tboung Khmum RH M 30 IPC Staff 011543 470  

3 Kun Sokhy Tboung Khmum RH M 34 IPC Staff 0713363 531  

4 Heng 
Chansotheavy 

Tboung Khmum RH M 38 IPC Staff 012 582 124  

5 Sao Botumroath GMS/HSP M 48 Safeguard 011 626 282  

 
 

លរ 
No 

េ�� ះ 
Name 

�	 ប័ន 

Hospital 

េភទ 
Sex 

�យុ 
Age 

តួ�ទី 
Occupation 

េលខទូរស័ព�  
Phone No. 

ហត	េល� 
Signature 

1 Chhoam 
Chansotharin 

RH Kracheh M 47 Deputy RH 097 8008 555  

2 Chhiv Sokun RH Kracheh F 46 Acting Chairman RH 012 954 850  

3 Mong Somphea RH Kracheh F 51 Head Office 012 998 561  

4 Keang Somaly RH Kracheh F 46 Head of Diabetes 
Office 

088 5376 034  

5 Seong Samnang RH Kracheh M 50 Head Office 012 725 563  

6 Teok MutKunthea RH Kracheh M 50 Head Office 011 905 207  

7 Teav Bou RH Kracheh M 53 Head office of ECV 012 852 858  

8 Eng Sophal RH Kracheh M 53 Head Office 012 933 214  

9 Ly Theavuth RH Kracheh M 39 Head Office of ER 012 412 353  

10 Sreo Sokeon RH Kracheh M 47 Head Office 011 759 857  

11 Hay Chhea RH Kracheh M 48 Head Office 012 637 557  

12 Reoun Daren RH Kracheh M 30 Administrative  088 839 607  

13 Nguon Chivorn RH Kracheh F 35 Accountant 
Chairman 

012 383 708  

14 Sao Botumroath GMS/HSP M 48 Safeguard 011 626 282  
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លរ 
No 

េ�� ះ 
Name 

�	 ប័ន 

Hospital 

េភទ 
Sex 

�យុ 
Age 

តួ�ទី 
Occupation 

េលខទូរស័ព�  
Phone No. 

ហត	េល� 
Signature 

1 Oung Vannara Snuol RH M 52 RH Director 097 8008 555  

2 Pich Chakriya Snuol RH M 47 RH Deputy 085 499 933  

3 Suong Kakada Snuol RH M 32 Head Office 097 2976 135  

4 Sim Sokny Snuol RH M 33 Head Office 097 9735 736  

5 Seng Vanna Snuol RH M 47 Health Staff 088 9802 192  

6 Ry Monika Snuol RH F 30 Head of Laboratory 097 9119 126  

7 Sao Botumroath GMS/HSP M 48 Safeguard 011 626 282  

 
 

លរ 
No 

េ�� ះ 
Name 

�	 ប័ន 

Hospital 

េភទ 
Sex 

�យុ 
Age 

តួ�ទី 
Occupation 

េលខទូរស័ព�  
Phone No. 

ហត	េល� 
Signature 

1 Mok Chendarith RH Mondul Kiri M 58 RH Deputy 012 940 311  

2 OL Hy RH Mondul Kiri M 44 Pediatrics 
Officer 

011 648 973  

3 Lim Techlong RH Mondul Kiri M 35 Chief of MT 012 448 566  

4 Kren Thon RH Mondul Kiri M 45 Surgery Officer 012 259 203  

5 Thai Chenda RH Mondul Kiri M 35 Rea 012 486 250  

6 Duong Sara RH Mondul Kiri M 52 Rea 092 810 025  

7 Leang Kimhong RH Mondul Kiri M 58 Medical Officer 077 996 166  

8 Nun Mady RH Mondul Kiri M 41 Chief of 
Accountant 

017 885 001  

9 Rin Sitha RH Mondul Kiri F 48 Chief of Cabinet 
(Pediatrics) 

012 807 728  

10 Soeb Sophak RH Mondul Kiri M 30 Operation 
Manager 

076 7777 413  

11 Bou Pha RH Mondul Kiri M 51 Head Office 066 301 513  

12 Soamchum Daka RH Mondul Kiri M 48 Chief of MG 012 639 477  

13 Sao Botumroath GMS/HSP M 48 Safeguard 011 626 282  
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លរ 
No 

េ�� ះ 
Name 

�	 ប័ន 

Hospital 

េភទ 
Sex 

�យុ 
Age 

តួ�ទី 
Occupation 

េលខទូរស័ព�  
Phone No. 

ហត	េល� 
Signature 

1 Lath 
Sophanara 

PRH Ratanak Kiri M 54 PRH Deputy 012 404 132  

2 Chum Sopheap PRH Ratanak Kiri M 51 Head of Technical Officer 097 3334 566  

3 Loem Bora PRH Ratanak Kiri M 54 Chief of Administration 017 357 320  

4 Huot Chenda PRH Ratanak Kiri M 54 Deputy of Technical 
officer 

012 959 183  

5 Sales Aksey PRH Ratanak Kiri F 38 Director of Operational 
District 

097 7717 909  

6 Sao 
Botumroath 

GMS/HSP M 48 Safeguard 011 626 282  

 
 

លរ 
No 

េ�� ះ 
Name 

�	 ប័ន 

Hospital 

េភទ 
Sex 

�យុ 
Age 

តួ�ទី 
Occupation 

េលខទូរស័ព�  
Phone No. 

ហត	េល� 
Signature 

1 Suy Sopheap Stung Treng PRH M 48 Director of PRH 085 782 444  

2 Heour Sethil Stung Treng PRH M 50 Deputy of PRH 077 999 468  

3 Chrin Mohaleab Stung Treng PRH M 34 PRH Staff 012 886 237  

4 Aem Samnang Stung Treng PRH F 29 PRH Staff 070 454 809  

5 Veng Long Stung Treng PRH M 48 PRH Staff 012 940 148  

6 Suos Kol Stung Treng PRH M 47 PRH Staff 012 914 341  

7 Sao Botumroath GMS/HSP M 48 Safeguard 011 626 282  

 

លរ 
No 

េ�� ះ 
Name 

�	 ប័ន 

Hospital 

េភទ 
Sex 

�យុ 
Age 

តួ�ទី 
Occupation 

េលខទូរស័ព�  
Phone No. 

ហត	េល� 
Signature 

1 Sok Veasna 16 Makara Provincial 
Hospital 

M 52 Director of PRH 011 651 631  

2 Sopha Chantha 16 Makara Provincial 
Hospital 

M 46 Chief of technical 
office 

012 699 647  

3 Kan Phirum 16 Makara Provincial 
Hospital 

M 34 PRH Staff 061 229 779  

4 Sao 
Botumroath 

GMS/HSP M 48 Safeguard 011 626 282  
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លរ 
No 

េ�� ះ 
Name 

�	 ប័ន 

Hospital 

េភទ 
Sex 

�យុ 
Age 

តួ�ទី 
Occupation 

េលខទូរស័ព�  
Phone No. 

ហត	េល� 
Signature 

1 Yin Houn Battambang RH M 47 Chief of Nurse 012 910 102  

2 Tang Eng Battambang RH F 28 Deputy of Nurse 092 554 447  

3 Kong Sovann Battambang RH M 52 Deputy of Nurse 012 736 053  

4 Enh Reasey Battambang RH M 24 Nurse 070 325 939  

5 Yam Phalla Battambang RH F 51 Nurse 092 803 666  

6 Sao Botumroath GMS/HSP M 48 Safeguard 011 626 282  

 
 

លរ 
No 

េ�� ះ 
Name 

�	 ប័ន 

Hospital 

េភទ 
Sex 

�យុ 
Age 

តួ�ទី 
Occupation 

េលខទូរស័ព�  
Phone No. 

ហត	េល� 
Signature 

1 Kem Samnang Pailin RH F 36 RH Director 096 848 678  

2 Ly Makara Pailin RH F 42 RH Deputy 060 975 777  

3 Sun Chanmakara Pailin RH M 32 Laboratory 010 678 515  

4 Sok Son Pailin RH M 53 Hypnotic 016 375 231  

5 Blan Phirum Pailin RH F 42 ICU 096 7735 599  

6 Sao Botumroath GMS/HSP M 48 Safeguard 011 626 282  

 
 

លរ 
No 

េ�� ះ 
Name 

�	 ប័ន 

Hospital 

េភទ 
Sex 

�យុ 
Age 

តួ�ទី 
Occupation 

េលខទូរស័ព�  
Phone No. 

ហត	េល� 
Signature 

1 In Sakhon Sampov Lun RH F 50 Administrative 099 424 270  

2 Yin Sothak Sampov Lun RH F 42 Maternity 092 218 095  

3 Kaebsong 
Saoling 

Sampov Lun RH M 29 Nurse 010 232 232  

4 Saem Veong Sampov Lun RH M 50 Hygiene and 
Sanitation 

011 960 088  

5 Sao 
Botumroath 

GMS/HSP M 48 Safeguard 011 626 282  
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លរ 
No 

េ�� ះ 
Name 

�	 ប័ន 

Hospital 

េភទ 
Sex 

�យុ 
Age 

តួ�ទី 
Occupation 

េលខទូរស័ព�  
Phone No. 

ហត	េល� 
Signature 

1 Nim Saneat Poipet RH M 34 IPC Deputy 012 736 077  

2 Khin Sokheoun Poipet RH M 59 Accountant 012 667 840  

3 Luy Techchheng GMS/HSP M 37 Gender 089 524 525  

4 Sao Botumroath GMS/HSP M 47 Safeguard 011 626 282  

5 Soam Chum 
Daka 

GMS/HSP M 48 Community 012 639 477  

 
 
  
 

លរ 
No 

េ�� ះ 
Name 

�	 ប័ន 

Hospital 

េភទ 
Sex 

�យុ 
Age 

តួ�ទី 
Occupation 

េលខទូរស័ព�  
Phone No. 

ហត	េល� 
Signature 

1 Sao Botumroath GMS/HSP M 47 Safeguard 011 626 282  

2 Nim Saneat Thma Puok RH M 46 RH Staff 015 485 239  

3 Khin Sokheoun Thma Puok RH M 30 ER Manager 011 799 502  

4 Dim Sarin Thma Puok RH M 52 Administrative 089 832 226  

5 Luy Techchheng GMS/HSP M 37 Gender 089 524 525  

6 Soam Chumdara GMS/HSP M 48 Community 012 639 477  
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លរ 
No 

េ�� ះ 
Name 

�	 ប័ន 

Hospital 

េភទ 
Sex 

�យុ 
Age 

តួ�ទី 
Occupation 

េលខទូរស័ព�  
Phone No. 

ហត	េល� 
Signature 

1 Keat Mengheang CJFM RH M 52 IPC Director 012 838 608  

2 Hom Phina CJFM RH M 52 Cabinet 
Supervisor 

012 620 154  

3 Has Momchandara CJFM RH M 54 Office Head 012786 332  

4 Chan Vidaen CJFM RH M 36 Nurse 012 623 200  

5 Chhuon 
Kimheoung 

CJFM RH M 31 Cabinet 
Supervisor 

012 540 202  

6 Neang Sopheng CJFM RH M 36 Administrative 078 602 526  

7 Chhum Kosal CJFM RH M 33 IPC Deputy 011 628 282  

8 Luy Techchheng GMS/HSP M 37 Gender 089 524 525  

9 Sao Botumroath GMS/HSP M 47 Safeguard 011 626 282  

10 Soam Chumdara GMS/HSP M 48 Community 012 639 477  

 
 

លរ 
No 

េ�� ះ 
Name 

�	 ប័ន 

Hospital 

េភទ 
Sex 

�យុ 
Age 

តួ�ទី 
Occupation 

េលខទូរស័ព�  
Phone No. 

ហត	េល� 
Signature 

1 Sou Meng Moung Ruessei RH M 54 Vice director of 
hospital 

092 808 167  

2 Heng Serey Moung Ruessei RH M 47 Pharmacy 012 958 074  

3 Dou Sothy Moung Ruessei RH F 48 MAT 012 946 338  

4 Sop Sith Moung Ruessei RH M 34 Chief of Ward 092 143 322  

5 Sun Lay Moung Ruessei RH M 46 Chief of Section 012 996 411  

6 Sim Samnang Moung Ruessei RH M 52 Chief of Ward 017 998 950  

7 Seng Chhang Moung Ruessei RH M 54 RX 089 819 567  

8 Chou Saret Moung Ruessei RH F 56 Chief of Cabinet 012 962 673  

9 Kuy Vuthy Moung Ruessei RH F 50 Chief of Cabinet 096 571 994  

10 Sao Botumroath GMS/HSP M 48 Safeguard 011 626 282  
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8. Annex-3: Scanned original lists of trainees in capacity building for safeguards: 
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9. Annex-4: Photos of safeguards activities: 

  
Safeguards Orientations to Kaoh Thom referral hospital 

(RH) involved staff, in Kandal province 

Int. at Pou Leh vil. Dak Dam HC, Mondolkiri province Jun 2020 

 
 

Safeguards Orientations to Angkor Chey referral hospital 
(RH) involved staff, Kampot province  

Nhang vil. Andong Meas HC, Ratanakiri prov. Feb 2020 

  
Safeguards Orientations to Kampong Trach referral 

hospital (RH) involved staff, in Kampot province 
Safeguards Orientations to Kampot provincial referral 

hospital (PRH) involved staff, in Kampot province 
 

 

Safeguards Orientations to Chhouk referral hospital (RH) 
involved staff, in Kampot province 

Int. at Pratheat vil. HC Sangkum Thmei, Preah Vihear 
province. Sep 2020  
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Safeguards Orientations to Peareang referral hospital (RH) 

involved staff, in Prey Veng province 
Safeguards Orientations to Prey Veng provincial referral 

hospital (PRH) involved staff, in Prey Veng province 

  

Safeguards Orientations to Preah Sdach referral hospital 
(RH) involved staff, in Prey Veng province 

Safeguards Orientations to Kampong Trabaek referral 
hospital (RH) involved staff, in Prey Veng province 

  
Safeguards Orientations to Svay Rieng provincial referral 

hospital (PRH) involved staff, in Svay Rieng province 
Safeguards Orientations to Chiphu referral hospital (RH) 

involved staff, in Svay Rieng province 

  
Safeguards Orientations to Ponhea Krek referral hospital 

(RH) involved staff, in Tboung Khmum province 
Safeguards Orientations to Tboung Khmum/Sihanouk 
referral hospital (RH) involved staff, in Tboung Khmum 

province 
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Safeguards Orientations to Memot referral hospital (RH) 

involved staff, in Tboung Khmum province 
Safeguards Orientations to Snuol referral hospital (RH) 

involved staff, in Kratie province 

  
Safeguards Orientations to JCF provincial referral hospital 

(PRH) involved staff, in Banteay Mean Chey province 
Safeguards Orientations to Battambang provincial 

referral hospital (PRH) involved staff, in BB province 

  
Safeguards Orientations to Pailin provincial referral 

hospital (PRH) involved staff, in Pailin province 
Safeguards Orientations to Thma Pouk referral hospital 

(RH) involved staff, in Banteay Mean Chey province 

  
Safeguards Orientations to Sampao Lun referral hospital 

(RH) involved staff, in Battambang province 
Safeguards Orientations to Kratie provincial referral 

hospital (PRH) involved staff, in Kratie province 
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Safeguards Orientations to Moung Ruessey referral 
hospital (RH) involved staff, in Battambang province 

FGD at Andong Thleung vil. Romiet HC, Banteay Meanchey 
prov. Dec 2020 

 


